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Albuquerque, New Mexico, Wednesday, July 19, 1922.
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PRESIDE! II
MINERS AID OPERATORS
FEDERAL GOVERNMENT PROMISE

HID IF STATES' EFFORTS FAIL
Chief Magistrate Wants Coal Production ReState Executives
sumed and Twenty-Eigh- t
Are Asked to Give "Assurance of Maintained Order and the Protection of Lawful En- deavor; Mechem Is Included in List.
(BT THE ASSOCIATED PRESS.)

Washington, July 18. Governors of 28 coal producing states were called upon in telegrams sent them
late today by President Harding to "second his invitation to miners and operators to resume coal production"
and to give them "assurance of maintained order and
the protection of lawful endeavor."
The president said he wished to convey to the governors the assurance of the "prompt and full support
of the federal government whenever and wherever you
find your agencies of law and order inadequate to meet
the situation."
He added "our present duty la
in
to guarantee (security
for
all lawful operations
that production and distribution
demanded by the necessities of the

The anthra
qualified acceptance.
cite operators filed unconditional
A minority of the
acceptances.
bituminous operators accepted the
principle of arbitration, but made
American people."
specifications which could not be
The step has become necessary, considered.
I had proposed that
the president added, In the name the mine operators and
mine workof common welfare, and the fed- ers in dispute should immediately
eral government pledges every
resume coal production under the
at Its command.
wage scales and working condiThe telegrams were sent to the tions which prevailed at the time
governors of the following states: of the strike on last April 1; that
Governor Kllby, Alabama; McRae, every question In dispute should go
Arkansas; Shoup, Colorado: Hard-wic- to a national commission to be
Georgia; Small, Illinois;
composed of three representatives
Indiana; Kendall, Iowa. Al- of the mine workers, three reprelen, Kansas: Morrow, Kentucky; sentatives of the operators and
Hitehie,
Maryland;
Groesbeck, five representatives of the AmeriMichigan; Hyde, Missouri; Dixon, can people. It was proposed to
Montana; Mechem, New Mexico; make the commission the final
Morrison, North Carolina; Nestos, authority on ail disputes until next
North Dakota; Davis, Ohio; Rob- March, and meanwhile the com
ertson, Oklahoma; Olcott, Oregon; mission was to inaugurate a search
of the
tsproui, Pennsylvania; MeMaster, ing inquiry intoIn every phase resom
order to
South Dakota; Taylor, Tennessex'4coal Industry
-i:
mend
un
to
'maintained
the
way.
TeOTarWangr-nrflTTrinkle
Sett,
Virginia; Hart, Washington; Mor- derstanding between workmen and
to
em
promote steady
gan, West Virginia, and Carey, employers,
ployment and assure a continuous
Wyoming.
fuel
and
ample
supply.
Text of Telegram.
"The failure to secure accept
The text of the president's teleanre of this proposal for a volun
gram follows:
"The proposal of the federal tary adjustment left me no other
course
but to invite the mine operMine
government to the United
to return to their mines and
Workers and the various coal op- ators
erators, whose mines are under sus- resume activities.will find It consistyou
pension, to submit all questions In ent"Itotrust
second this Invitation if you
dispute to a national coal commission for. arbitration has been de- have not already done so with the
clined. The mine workers declined invitation to all miners and oper
as a body. The majority of the ators to resume their work. This
bituminous operators pledged un
(Continueo on IJnge Two..
k,
y,

CONFERENCES LOOKING TOWARD
PEACEFUL SETTLEMENT OF RAIL
STRIKE CONTINUE AT CHICAGO

EXPLOSIONS

III

I

FOE

1

men's strike.
Clerks on the Chesapeake & Ohio
railroad have notified railroad officials that they Intend to strike at
FORECAST.
once, according to messages from
Denver, Colo., July 18. New the railroad, received by labor
Mexico:
Wednesday and Thurs- board members today.
day, generally fair; warmer north
portion Wednesday.
Arizona: Wednesday and Thurs-day- , JAILER AND PRISONER
partly cloudy; little change In
KILLED IN GUNFIGHT

WEATHER

temperature.

LOCAL REPORT.
Conditions for the twenty-fou- r
hours ended at 6 p. m. yesterday,
recorded by the university:
90
La Highest temperature
69
Lowest
21
Range
19
Mean
51
6
a.
at
m....
Humidity

Harris, Jailor, and Henry Hond,
moonshiner, sentenced in hnnir for
the murder of a prohibition agent
ann a marsnai near Klchton, were
killed In a gun fight in Jail here
late tnrlnv TTnrrla rvau aUnt hv
Bond. The former thon took the
25 pistol away from the prisoner and
Humldityat6p.nl...........
0 shot him dead.
Harris, mortally
Precipitation
20 wounded, walked from the Jail to
Wind velocity
nnri Avnlrpil
thn
Khfriff'n
nfflna
Southwest
wind
of
Direction
Character of day.... Partly cloudy. while telling ot the shooting,

BE UNDER

ROOE

Structural Iron Which Contractor Has Been Awaiting for Past Nine Weeks

Tl

(By The Amoclnted Press.)
New York, July 18 (by the Associated Press). A stubborn, puzzling warehouse fire in the Green-

wich village section of the cltv
broke out about 8 o'clock this
morning, burned through the day
and was still blazing tonight aftr
nearly 4,000,000 gallons of water
had been played on the flumes by
forty hose lines.
"The toughest fire I've evei
was the way Acting
Fire Chief "Smoky" Joe Martin put
it to Mayor Hylan when he returned to direct his men af'.er having been blown out of a doorway
by one of a series of ex ioslons
which rocked the lower west side.
500 Families Driven Out.
With the flames checked, but
not conquered. Investigation showed that two firemen
had been
killed, three more were mlsslnq,
about fifteen persons had been
taken to hospitals seriously injured and more than 175 had received first aid treatment at three
emergency stations opened by the
Red Cross. In addition, about 500
families were driven from their
homes in the Bohemian quarters
and tonight were barred by the
police from returning lest the
warehouse walls collapse.
The outstanding feature of the
fire was the mysterious pungent
black smoke that rolled out of the
building soon after the first of the
blasts. It came In
g
clouds, settling down about the
base of the utorehouse and blinding the fighters so that they could
not see the flames they were combatting. Though a
sun blazed down until late In the
afternoon when a thunderstorm
broke, the firemen found It black
at midnight and rigged great
searchlights in their efforts to
pierce the enfolding darkness.
Baffled as to the cause of the
fire experts of the city sought all
day to solve the mystery.
Offlclnls Arc
Fire CommissionerPaged.
Drennan,
who declared that no permits had
been issued to store explosives or
chemicals In the warehouse, worked hard to ascertain what Indeed
was housed within the four blaz-in- g
walls. Finally policemen wero
sent through the milling thousand
who had gathered to watch the
blaze, paging officials of the Manufacturers Trrnsrt
operatjioitny
ing the
warehouse.
Although the property damage
could not be accurately estimated
without a check of the contents,
said to include newsprint, rubber,
rice and epsom salts, it was evident that it would run into the
hundreds of thousands of dollars.

Wreckage

in rear of Watertown,

Y,

home where

One-ha-

1

P

eight children met death

by explosion of an old shell.

LENROOT DRILLS

six-sto-

TWO ARE SUSPENDED.
New York, July 18. Harry Greb,
of Pittsburgh, lightweight champion, and his manager, George
were Indefinitely suspended today by the New York boxing commission from further participation
in bouts in this state because Greb
has not signed a contract to box
Jack Rosenberg, as he was directed
to do.
En-gi- c,

NEW YORK EDITOR DIES.
New York, July 18. Charles R.
Miller, for forty years editor of
the New York Times, died here today after an illness of several
months. He was 73 years old.

SHOWS DECLINE
(By Th

Aorlntd
18

IreM.)

(by the AsWashington, July
forsociated Press). America's
trade for the fiscal year endeign

ed June 30, resulted in a favorable
trade balance of Jl.162.000,000
which was a decline of nearly
from the favorable balance of the previous year, according to reports Issued today by the
department of commerce.
Exports during the year aggreand imports
gated $3,770,000,000
with
$2,608,000,000 as compared
exports of $6,516,000,000 and imfor the
ports of $3,054,000,000
previous fiscal year. Exports last
month totalled $334,000,000 and
against eximports $260,000,000
ports of $337,000,000 and imports
of $186,000,000 in June, 1921. Although exportB for the year 1922
fell off by nearly $3,000,000,000
compared with the previous year
they show an increase of nearly
compared with the
$1,500,000,000
fiscal year 1914, and imports for
the past vear havo declined by
over $1,000,000,000 as against 1921
resulted in an increase of
over 1914.
Exports for June were the highest since October, 1921, when the
total was $343,000,000 while imports for June were the highest
since December, 1920, when the
total aval $266,000,000.
Imports of gold for the fiscal
year, 1922, aggregated $468,000,-00a decrease of $170,000,000 as
compared with the previous year,
while exports were $27,000,000, a
decline of $106,000,000 from the
Gold Imports for June
1921 total.
were $13,000,000 against $43,000,-00- 0
In June a year ago, while exports for the month aggregated
$1,600,000 against $773,000 in June,
$700,-000,0-

0,

Silver Imports for the year Just
closed aggregated $70,000,000, an
Increase of $11,000,000 over 1921,
while exports totalling $62,000,000
over the
advanced
$10,000,000
previous year. Silver Imports for
June were $6,345,000 against
In June a year ago, while
exports of silver for the month
as compared
totaled $6,000,000
with $1,424,000 during the same
month a year ago.

Manuel Martinez and Plac-id- o
Silvas, Who Escaped

Last Thursday, Are Land-

at Nogales.

ed in Jail

(Dy The Associated Press.)

Nogales, Ariz., July 18. Manuel
Martinez and Placido Silvas, convicted murderers who escaped last
Thursday night, were recaptured
shortly before noon today by a
posse headed by Sheriff Harry Saxmiles
on, about two and
southeast o Amado, which - is thiity
miles north of Nogales.
The slayers, exhausted and hardly
able to move, were discovered lying
among rocks.
Martinez is under sentence of
death and Silvas is facing a term
of life imprisonment for the killing
of Postmaster and Mrs. J. Frank
Pearson, of Ruby, Ariz., last August. The two escaped late Thursday night when Sheriff Georga
White, of Santa Cruz county, who
was taking them to the state penitentiary, was killed in an'automo-bil- e
accident near Tucson. Deputy
Sheriff Leonard Smith, also war.
fatally hurt, dying last night from
the injuries he suffered in the accident.
.
Less than half an hour after
news of the capture was received in
Nogales more than E00 persons had
gathered about the county Jail to
await the arrival ot the slayers.
Martinez and Silvas were not
handcuffed together when found
today hiding among rocks. They
wore too weak to offer resistance.
Silvas appeared to have lost about
forty pounds in little more than
lour days. Martinez had to be assisted to his feet.
Martinez and Silvas, apparently,
escaped unhurt in the automobile
wreck which occurred near Continental, eighteen miles from Tucson.
Two theories were advanced in connection with the accident. One was
that the prisoners had hit the sheriff and his aid, who were seated in
front on the head, causing the
driver, White, to lose control of the
automobile and then ' leaped to
safety before the car overturned.
The other theory was that White
while driving at a fast rato of
the
speed, left the road and whenwere
car rolled over, the bandits
thrown clear of the wreck.
The point where the outlaws were
found today is at the edge of the
foothills of the Santa Rita mountains.
Martinez and Silvas were brought
to the county Jail here shortly after
1:30 p. m. There was no demonone-ha-

lf

"

stration.
The prisoners declared the automobile accident which gave them
their liberty was the result of reckless driving by the sheriff. Silvas
said his head- was hurt in the ac-

cident.

-

Neither of the pah-- had anything
to eat for four days. They traveled
by night, they said, and hid during
the daylight hours. Amnclo is
international
twenty miles from the
line.

BE

COLLEAGUES

0. DEPARTMENT TO
OWNERSHIP
ACQUIRE
OF
ITS BUILDINGS
Wmihtntrtnn.

.Tnlv 18.

TFALL

S
(Br The Associate
New York, July 18.

Postmas

ter General Work announced today
first .tpn inwards the ful
fillment of the recently announced
policy of the department 10 acquit v
ownership of postofflce buildings
tVifnurrVinuf tha Onlint.rV hfld been
darted with the arrival in Washing
ton of fifteen postomce inspeuiu.o
who are to be trained as real estate
experts to Investigate real estate
property with a view to purchasing
sites for new buildings. The postmaster general reiterated his belief
that the government Is getting the
worst of it through the existing
a.hirh costs the de
partment about $10,000,000 a year

ih.t

in consequence of leasing Dunning
to house postofflces.

ItEILY IS SUSTAINED.
San Juan, Porto Rico, July 18 (by
the Associated
Press.) The supreme court of Porto Rico, by a
vote of four out of five, has sustained Governor E. Mont Rclly in
with the unionist
attorney general In the various
courta of the island.

TARIFFPOSmON

Frets.)

The famous Says Many of Them Have
Been
syndicate string of race horses,
Blindly
Following
once dubbed by local sages of the
the
Committee
Finance
saddle the "flvo and ton cent staMajority on Rates.
ble," will be sold at the end of the
racing season, it was announced to(By Flie Associate.
Press.)
day by the two women owners, who
have made an income of $7,000 this
Washington, July 18. A charge
year from a $5,000 investment in by Senator Lenroot, republican,
horse flesh.
Wisconsin, that tnreats to slash
The women, Mrs. R. Penn Smith, rates In the agricultural schedule
a daughter of the late E. H. Harrl-mahad been used in an effort to keep
and Mrs. F. Ambrose Clark, republican senators In line on rates
In
the cotton schedule of the pend- wife of a millionaire, think they
have proved that horse racing
Ung tariff "hill, enlivened senate de- In
uany regarded as the sport of kings, bato today on that measure.
either kings of royal blood or of this connection Senator Lenroot
regal bank roll can be made a took to task some of his colleagues
means of income for persons ot for what he termed blindly followmoderate means. But they aren't ing the finance committee majorfor the ity on rates in the bill. 'urging that
through demonstrating,
horses sold this year are to be re- they form "independent Judgment."
Senator Lenroot, who has been
placed by a new Inexpensive string,
it was stated, and the experiment leading republican
opposition to
will go on and on.
many of the rates In tho cotton
A year ago the two women race section, had Just lost' the fight to
enthusiasts calmly set out to prove cut the committee duty on knit
that blooded horses didn't require cotton underwear from 60 per cent
millions of dollars In upkeep. They ad valorem to 40 per cent ad vasome ot lorem. The vote was 29 to 26,
bought nine yearlings,
them at $200 and $300 apiece. On with seven republicans, Borah of
of the horses called Scarecrow be Idaho, Capper of Kansas, Jones of
cause of his appearance, won $2,000 Washington, Kellogg of Minnesota.
in stakes before he was sold for Lenroot of Wisconsin, Sterling of
called "Suspi- South Dakota and Willis of Ohio,
$2,000.
Another,
cion," bought for $500, has won voting for the lower rate.about
the
After his charge
$1,600 In prizes. 'The total winthreats. Senator Lenroot offered a
nings have brought the income of second
to
moke the
amendment
the stable to $7,000.
Mrs, Smith and Mrs. Clark at- rate 45 per cent and that was apre28
with
eleven
to
27,
tribute their success to an old vete- proved
it. The four
ran of the track, T. Simon Healy, publicans supporting
on
this
gained
whom they engaged as trainer for republicanwere votes
cast by Senators Ladd
call
the stable. Rut those who "follow roll
of MinneNelson
North
Dakota.
of
the ponies" give the credit to an
of South Dakota and
excellent eye for horse flesh, with sota, Norbeck
Rnwsnn of Iowa.
which both of the women are
was
the
This
only case In which
the committee was over turned today but on all items except handkerchiefs and mufflers, substantial
rates
reductions In the original
IS
were proposed by the committee
majority.
n.

-

PETER PLUTO
VICTOR

RICH HEIRESS WEDS
LORD MOUNTBATTEN

218

IN

lbuquerque hotri
pected to arrive here this mornins
from Kansas City. The steel was
shipped several days ago. Inability
to obtain the necessary steel hay
held up a great part of the construction work ot the new hotel for
the past nine weeks.
"The steel Is duo here early tomorrow morning," J. J. Garfield,
contractor, stated yesterday afternoon, "and we will havo tho roof
on the hotel within ninety days."
Tho lack of steel has been holding
up construction work throughout
the country and Mr. Garfield feels
well satisfied at his luck in obtaining a shipment at this time. With
the small supply and tho large demand for this type of steel, prices
are soaring sky high, he stated.
As soon as the Fteel work has
progressed for from ten days to two
weeks, brick laying will start and
the outside walls will be well under
way within three weeks.
The hoist tower has been extended until It now stands 139 feet
high and Is sufficiently tall to
move all materials needed for roofing the building.

HEEDED

II

COAL

MINERS' STRIKE
This Action, However, Is Not
Likely to Be Taken Unless Efforts of State Officials Fail.
'
MILITARY CHIEFS ARE
ADVISED OF DECISION

Gompers Predicts Harding's
Invitation Will Result in
No Appreciable Increase
in Output.
(Bjr The

Aoclot

' rrr.)

Washington, July 18 (by the Associated Press.)
In the name oi
the common welfare, and the paramount need of the American people for the production and transportation of a fuel supply, President Harding tonight, through telegrams, called upon the governors of
twenty-eigh- t
coal states to furnlsl
protection and safeguards to men
and employers willing to resumo
work in the Industry, notwithstanding the mine workers' strike. To
the efforts of the states in this direction, ho said, "the federal government pledges to you every assistance a its command."
MISS M'CORMICK WILL
Behind
thn telegrams thern
loomed the definite indication of a
OPEN MILLINERY SHOP government
decision to obtain the
resumption of transportation and
PreM.)
The
(Bj
both hampered today by
New York, July 18. A millinery mining,
labor walkouts which high governshop will be opened in Chicago
officials
ment
consider interconnext fall by Miss Muriel McCor-mlc- nected nnd associated.
F.
Harold
of
daughter
Replying to a question late today.
and granddaughter of Attorney
General Uaugherty said"
Miss
John D. Rockefeller.
"Naturally there's a relationship
confirmed the report that between
the
railroad and coal sitshe was to enter business after be- uations, whether inspired or conhad
heard
told
that
Chicago
ing
spired, I am not saying."
she was going to open such an
"Merely a Gesture."
establishment hero.
John I,. Lewis, president of the
Although heiress to two for- United Mine Workers of America,
tunes, Miss McCormlck, who has declared the president's message M
been a guest of Mrs. James A. the governors
"merely a gesture
Stillman, said she was going to be- which will not produce coal in any
come a business woman because substantial quantity'" and asserted
she loved style creation. She first that the mine workers' strike woult
became attracted to the art during be continued.
the designing of her costume for
Earlier In the day, before the teltho presentation of the French egrams had been dispatched, Samof tho
play, Le Passant, in Chicago, In uel Gompers,
president
which she made her. stage debut In American Federation of Labor, preof
lover.
the boy
the part
dicted In a statement that President
Miss McCormlck will return to Harding's invitation to the operaChicago in a few days to perfect tors to resume operations would reher plans for the opening of her sult in no appreciable Increase in
He added that "when
shop.
production.
half mlliroii men are aggrieved in
time
indeed
a
for the roll o'
poor
RIVER COMMISSION
drums, the rattling of sabres ana
MEETING POSTPONED the pounding of the mailed fist."
While there was no evidence at
(Special Correspondence to The Journnl.) tho war department that the presiKe, July 18. Owing to the dent's move had resulted in any iminability of Secretary of Commerce mediate change In the status or
Herbert Hoover to arrive because station of troop units, it was eviof the railroad strike, the meeting dent that the military authorities
of the Colorado river commission, had been advised of the decision
scheduled for Santa I'e on August and had made plans which, accordThis is ex ing to Secretary Weeks, indicated
1, has been postponed.
pectcd to be the final meeting that the state authorities would be
an
interstate given an opportunity in any case ot
which will reach
agreement as to the division of the disorder to control the situation
waters of the basin. S. B. Davis. with the means at their command
Jr., New Mexico member, stated to- before the federal power would be
day that in all probability the invoked. It was made plain, howmeeting, would convene August 28 ever, that a request from a state
and official notification would bo was not deemed absolutely essential
sent shortly to all concerned.
for federal troops to be sent whero
their presence was deemed necesLOMMJV WOOL AUCTION.
or for the federal government
sary
London, July 18. A large num- to summon the national guard of
ber of buyers attended the open- a state If supplementary troop'
ing of the fifth series of wool auc- were needed. The government held
tion sales here today. There were the opinion it was said, that thero
18,020 bales offered.
Competition was at its disposal under presep:
was strong and prices were firm. laws not only the regular army but
Compared with the closing rates of the full strength of the national
the last sales most grades were guard.
Legal authority for employment
unchanged to 5 per cent dearer.
of the regular army or its national
NOMINATION CONFIRMED.
guard in the way contemplated to
Washington, July 18. The nomi- protect coal mines was expected to
nation of James Wllkerson to be be found In the "Insurrection" secfederal Judge for the northern Illi- tions of the revised statutes which
former are known to have been under
nois district, succeeding
Judge Landis, was confirmed late study recently at the war
today by the senate.

"'

250-YEAR-O-

TROTTING

E

(Br The Associated Press.)
London, July 18 (by the Associ-

ated Press). A wedding second
only in' interest to the nuptials of
Princess Mary ;ind Viscount
took place this afternoon In
St. Margaret's, Westminster, when
England's richest heiress. Miss
Ashley, granddaughter of
Sir Ernest Cassels and
of King Edward VII, married
a selon of European royalty, Lord
The groom Is
Louis Mountbatten.
a grandson of the late Queen Victoria, a cousin of King George and
the closest frifnd and companion
of tho Prince of Wales, who was
tho best man at today's ceremony.
King Georgo and Queen Mary
attended the wedding after which
a reception was held at Brook
House, the Park Lane mansion
which is part of the bride's inheritance of 5,000.000 and which will
be the home of the couple after
their honeymoon In Spain as the
guests of King Alfonso and their
later trip to America.
Tho bridegroom, whose father,
tho late Lord MUfordhaven, was
Prince Louis of Buttenburg until
the king abolished all the German
titles held by English royalty, Is a
young naval officer who acted as
aid to the Prince of Wales In his
tours of Australia and Japan.

LD

APPLE TREES IN

MANZAN0 MOUNTAINS PRODUCE A

Las-cell-

(Br Ttau Associated Press.)

Kalamazoo, Mich., July 18.
When Peter Pluto finished ahead
of Longset In the 2:18 trot In the
first race on the four-evecard of
the second day of the grand circuit
meet he furnished the only upset
of the afternoon.
The other races
were easy for the favorites.
favorite an.1
the
was
Longset
showed the way in the first heat,
but after that the Tom Taggait
horse, with McDonald up, was able
to outspeed the Cox entry and land
first money. Longset was second
and Barton Worthy third at the
wire.
Jane Revere had no trouble in

trot

- the
straight heats,

winning-

P.

216 tons of
be used in thu Abuilding Is ex-

the

I

BE USED IF

k,

DORSES

er

ARE RECAPTURED

of

lf

structural steel to

STRING OF RACE

2 SLAYERS

never-endin-

GAINED

JN.

Arrive Today.

Will

83c a Month
Single Vo)Ut in

FEDERAL TROOPS

Blaze of Mysterious Origin
Sweeps Through Greenwich Village; 2 Known
Dead, Scores Injured.

(By The Auoclatrd Frem.)
Miss.,
July 18. Rubs 1921.

Jackson,

NEW HOTEL WILL1

WITHIM 90 DAYS

Chicago, July 18 (by the Associated Press). With E. F. Grable,
president of the maintenance of
way union, asserting that he did
not expect his men to leave their

'

Y.

BAFFJJE POLICE

'

EDITION

Dalit bj Carrier or Mall.

Children
Killed When a Shell Explodes

Eight Watertown, N.

Pennsylvania Railroad Company Announces TRADE BALANCE
That a Mutually Satisfactory Wage Agreement Has Been Reached With Its Shopmen;
Maintenance Men Are Not Expected to Quit II FISCAL YEAR
chairmen to open negotiations
with their respective roads Immediately regarding disputed rules,
working conditions and wages, and
to submit the case to the board If
work, conferences looking toward an agreement was not reached.
a peaceful settlement of the shopThe first of these disputes came
before the board today, being that
men's strike continued today.
Announcement by the Pennsylof the Chicago, Milwaukee & St.
vania railroad that a mutually sat- Paul road. The carrier set aside
clause in existing
isfactory wage agreement had been the thirty-day- s
reached with its shopmen was con- agreements for the filing of a dissome
sidered by
railroad and union pute and Mr. Grable obtained the
leaden to have had a clarifying board's promise for early hearings
effect on. the entire situation, in- on this and similar cases,
many of
asmuch as the Pennsylvania hns which will be consolidated.
Insisted on dealing directly with
The Chicago",
Burlington &
its own men.
Qulncy railroad and the Chicago &
Issues a Statement.
Northwestern today were granted
Mr. Grable issued a statement permanent Injunctions
here protonight asserting that "the path to hibiting picketing and Intimidation
an early adjustment is open" so far by the unions now on Btrike. TemBS the 400,000 members of his orporary injunctions were issued to
ganization are concerned. Refer- the Pere Marquette at Detroit, the
to
his
conference
Presiwith
Baltimore & Ohio and the Louisring
dent Harding last week, Mr. Grable ville & Nashville at East St. Louis
Bald he had received assurance and the Wabash road at St. Louis.
that Chairman Cummins of the
Croton Oil In Milk.
senate interstate commerce comChemical analysis of the milk
mittee expected to hold early hear- served at the Chicago, Milwaukee
ings on disputed points of the la- & St. Paul railroad yards, which
bor provisions of the transporta- made about seventy workers 111,
tion act, particularly with refer- disclosed that the milk contained
ence to the living wage principle.
croton oil, city health authorities
Mr. Grable said he advised the said.
board of orders sent to his general
The Tore Marquette road annulled six passenger trains In
Michigan, due, It was announced,
to the coal :itrike and the shop-

journal:

CITY

In

er

llo Guy was ar.
easy second with The Senator, from
tho McDonald stable, trailing.
The best time of the meeting so
far was hung up in the first heat
of the New Burdiek hotel purse for
2:07 pacers, when Jackson Gratton,
the favorite, did the distance In
2:0244.' The' Cox entry then annexed the race in straight heats,
with Edna Early and Tramp Safe
e
order in each
finishing in
mile. Bovolo also came through in
2:10
trot. Dot- FORMER MINISTER IS
in
heats
the
straight
tle Day, who finished fifth In the
SENTENCED, FINED ON
race of the first heat and then In
second the remaining miles, took
CHARGE OF DESERTION
Becond money, while Utah was third
all the way.
Xcnla, Ohio, July 18. W. W.
Culp, former Spring Valley, Ohio,
1 MOUSE CAUSES DEATH
minister, who eloped with Miss
Esther Hughes, 18, a boarder at
OF 27 HEAD OF CATTLE the Culp home, today pleaded
guilty to deserting his family in
(By The AMOclaled Press.)
probate court and was sentenced
On
to one year in the work house and
Sprague, Wash., July 18.
mouse caused the death of twenty- - to pay a fine of $500.
seven cattle on the ranch of Robert
The mother of Mr. Culp's nine
Potts. The mouse became stuck in small children forgave her erring
the pipe leading from a spring to husband after he had been senthe pasture watering trough. The tenced. Entering the room where
animal died of thirst. Somo oi she was, the prisoner threw his
them crawled through the fence in arms about tho wife he had deto another field In their desperate serted and pleaded for forgiveness.
search for water, Mr. Potts re
"I forgive you," was all she wan
heard to eay,
ported,
8
'
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FIRE FRUIT CROP EACH SEASON

Ed-wi-

,

Manzano Town and Mountains Named From
the Historic Trees Planted Centuries Ago
By Franciscan Friars; Forest Service Experts Verify Truth of Orchard Legend.
That apple trees live and produce fruit in New Mexico's balmy
air and rich soil for a period of at
least 250 years was proved yesterday by silviculture experts of the
district forest service who carefully
examined a specimen trunk of one
of tho dead apple trees of the Manzano forest In tho Manzano mountains Just east of Albuquerque and
verified the legend that they had
been planted centuries ago.
The Manzano mountains and the
town of Manzano were named from
the old apple orchard which was
planted some time before 1676 by
the Franciscan friars who founded
a mission In that vicinity. Manzano la the Spanish for apple tree;
manzana being the fruit itself.
The entire section of the Manzano mountains is rich in history
of the Indian and the Spaniard and
centuries ago Is credited by history
as being the location of many
bloody battles, which resulted In
whole pueblos being abandoned
and other pueblos being founded.
Exact data as to the time of the
arrival of the Franciscan friars in
this particular section of the Manzano mountains is not apparently
available but authorities have always credited it as being about
1629.
History has recorded the
fact that they brought with them a
few apple. seeds and that it was
from these seeds that the Manzano
orchards were grown. Experts
have doubted the ability ot an apple tree to live through such a
period ot time and to continue producing fruit through centuries.

Experts from the district forest
office stopped at Manzano last
week and brought back a section
of the trunk of a tree which had
been dead for many years. Careful examination and study which
was made yesterday revealed tli
truth of the historic legend for
the experts pronounced the tree to
be approximately 200 years at a
minimum and possibly 250 years.
This ngo to be added to the uncertain time since tho tree died.
Historic Spot Near City.
The main orchard is located nt
tho little village of Manzano which
Is located in the mountains about
It
sixty miles from Albuquerque.road.
is reached by the Tijeras
After passing the town of Tijeras.
the Cedro canyon road, which
branches to the right, Is taken to
Chilill and on through to Tajlque,
which is near Manzano.
But little is known of the history
of the town of Manzano. but It Is
supposed to have been founded In-by
the Spnnlards on the site of an
dian pueblo. Whether the orchard
was really connected with Quarai.
which is six miles northwest of
Manzano. or Tigua also nearby, in
uncertnln.
It is considered mora
possible, however, that the orchard was directly connected with
Quarai. which would seem to havo
been a seat of a Spanish mission a
early as 1629, at which time Mnon
zano may have been founded
the site of the abandoned Indian
pueblo.
As earlv as 1629 the Franciscan
.'.'outinueO. eg fagy. Two.)
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BOOKLET
BREAD MAKING

ON

HERE FOR BOUT

IS EMPTY;

FREE

A

LANDS

Almost every cook can prepare white bread, but do you
to make raisin
know how
nut
bread,
biaed,
potato
nut
bread,
bread,
potato
of
All
these are debread?
nutritious
and
licious
jfoods and
lend a variety to the diet.
Directions for making practically every kind ot bread and
pastry are given In a free
booklet issued by the Department of Agriculture which contains 93 tested recipes.
This is a free government
publication r.nd our information bureau will secure a copy
for any of our readers who
fills out and mails the coupon
below, enclosing two cents fn
stamps for return postage. Be
sure to write your name and
address clearly on the lines of
the coupon.

HAVE
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Peking Administration

Be Unable to Weather,

He Is the Same
Mex Who Kept
On Their Feet

Will

"Johnny"
the Fans
for 15
Rounds Here Last Winter.

the

Present Financial Crisis,
Says Official.
(Ht The

Anoelfl Pret.)

(by the Assoel-nteLI
Fresident
Press).
Hung's administration will befinan-oito weathr-- the present
crisis, Minister ot Finance
Tung Kans predicted today. With
the finance
1 he treasury empty,
minister todny closed the doors ot
his department and announced
closed unlhat they would remain
til funds could he found.
The finance minister presented
liis resignation to President Li but
the latter refused to accept it while
Acting Premier W. W. Yen urged
Tung to remain until parliament
meets.
Officials who applied at the
treasury doors found them locktd
and the department's employes
dismissed.
In announcing that the finance
department had ceased to function
Kung said that
temporarily, Tung was
unable to
the government
meet its current expenses, that
emof
government
thousands
ployes were clamoring for back
pay, due many months, while the
military governors of the provinces
were demanding huge sums, ostensibly to pay their troops. He
charged, In presenting his resignation, that there had been lack of
on the part of tho
government In his efforts to reorganize the country's finances.
Treasury Is Depleted.
The national treasury is "utterly
depleted," said the finance
ter, and he added:
"Today we are reaping the
vest from the seeds of accumulated
loans and malpractice by individuals entrusted with
public
funds during the past years, liven
us
are unable ta prothe wisest of
vide a solution."
China's finances, said Minister
Tung, are "hopeless, unless the
provinces are compelled to furnish
their share of the expenses of the
Peking, July

Johnny Kid Mex, who jumped
plumb into the hearts of Albuquerque fight fans last winter when ho
staged a series of thrills In his
hmit with Kid Lee, stepped off into
Albuquerque yesterday to put on the
finishing toucnes 10 m naming
his bout here with Benny Cordova.
The match will be the
Juarezof the card Al Edwards,
fo.boxing promoter, has booked

d

18

un-nb- lo

)v

al

main-event-

f

(I

2ft

Mex took on ft few of the local
afternoon and,
hopefuls yesterday
i.o ir.nior1 like a million
......i
titS
UOUCll, ll" iwu..- dollars. He has just come through
a series of wins during me yusi. iw
months and is apparently in the
pink of condition. with Kid Lee last
In his bout here nn one of thtf
-m. nut
In the
greatest
...fights Mihni.Bt history
.
.
Al,
of boxing in ino
drove his
ways a heavy slugger, heinto
Lees
left with terrific force
abdomen time and time again durof the
ing the opening rounds
n-frame
mill, all the time taking
face and
heavy punishment in the
head.
every moThe bout was
ment and after practically Putting
Lee out at the end of one of the
i.. .n.,.,1. Vpy dti'tined out to
finish the Job and run smack into
a jolt on the cnin mai nnuuiu
nut him in dreamland for the next
but it didn t. Hs
six months
climbed up at "nine" ana bibbk
th..a tnore rounds taking
everything Lee could hand him and
finally bracea up unaof who
the fifteenth
the fight at the end
. .
round.
a loser, but
bout
He ended the
ever
that
boxer
the most popular
drew on gloves in an AlbuquerquebJ
to
ring. If possible, Mex helooks
was that
In better shape than
lion Via 1pnt the filtlR On
their feet almost every minute
the bout.
throughout
nfv .in ujnrir nut every aftcr- noon at the armory starting at 3:aj
o'clock. The rans are mvura .
a
innif him over It's
i in .mi
worth the effort. Benny will work-o cuiuk
out each evening ai
..ith v,im win he half a dozen
sparrers whom Benny pays no more
attention to man lnusiiunua.
sort of brushes them oft with a

.i..

up-hi- ll

.

(Special Correspondence to The Journni.j
Yens, N. iv'., July 18. An

TIE;

Princess Olga of Greece and Crown
Prince I' redenck of Denmark.
Dan Cupid hag completed
so it
is nam anoiner royal romance.
This time Crown Prince Frederick
uvunw vl, limn
" .... .Olga .of Greece.
Princess
. The ,ved- i
J:
Jx
la
uaie
uing
expected to De announced soon. ..
v.

?

They went to Tajique, about twelve
miles to tho north.
The Quarai
Indians remained there for about
a year, when they were again defeated by the Apache and again
fled, this time to the south where
they settled at Isleta del Sur. which
is feveral miles below El Paso and
Is now a thriving village, many of
Its inhabitants having in the early
days crossed into Mexico In short
trips and become completely

Benny
Tendler lightweight
championship bout to be held in
Jersey City the night of July 27,
the New Jersey state boxing commission announced today.
Ertle
acted as referee In the Dempsey-Carpentiheavyweight championship battle last year. The bout
will be conducted under the state
law.
Leonard-Le-

iu

i'"c

s"rin-

er

Only $2.25
Fully Guaranteed

-

Benny has a reputation for
He has probsorbing punishment.
ably taken more than any other
boxer in the southwest. He is almost as hard a hitter as Mex and
the battle looks like a "give and
first KOUg.
in Ira" nartv frOTYl th
There's not much chance but that
both boys will know they've been
to the races when the scrap's over.
ab-

HULL WILL BE
AT CONVENTION

OF DEMOCRATS

w

Liberty Electric Hot Plate

IIMCIAI.

DISPATCH TO

MOHNIN

JOURMAl.)

n,

,

HARDWARE

CO.

J

"You're got to buildyour-tel- f
upl Try Teatt Foam
Tablets for athileand stt
if 'you don't get back your
ttrtnglh ana vitality."

-.

r. . .

Street
City
State

r.
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.v.v.
. . .v. .
.
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CADETSHIP
AT NAVAL SCHOOL

V JS Of

modem cooking, of B vitamin. This
vitamin, which appears in abundance in yeast, is absolutely essential
to assimilation and conversion of
food into healthy tissue and bodily
vigor.
Now you can get yeast the way
you like it Pure yeast, easy to take,
easy to carry around with you
yeast that keeps, that doesn't cause
gas in other words, Yeast Foam

condition

Tablets.

Take them as directed and see
increase

your strength and energy and make
you feel better than you may have
felt in months. They are good for
men, women and children.

C

John Shoemaker.
John 'Shoemaker, the fourteen
"Kid Corporal" of the
American expeditionary forces in
World
the
war, has just been (riven
an appointment to Annapolis Naval
Academy. He enlisted in the army
at the outbreak of the World war
when he was bnt fourteen years
olijoi"''
year-ol-d

The custom of wearing black as
a sign of mourning originated with
Anne ,the wife of Charles VIII. of
franco, who, at the death of her
husband, surrounded her
with black, and wore black In
token of her widowhood. This was
In direct opposition to the usual
custom, which waa to wear white as
a symbol of mourning. The royal
fashion was adoated, and ever since
coat-of-ar-

Northwestern Yeast Co., Chicago,
Maker, of the famous biking yeuu.
Yeut Foam sad Magic YeaM

111.

Sold by all drvggittt

COXFKR ROYATj ARCH.
Lns Vegas, N. M., July 18. Four
candidates received the Royal Arch
degree In Masonry hero this afternoon and tonight. At 6 o'clock in
tho evening the Eastern Star served
a dinner. The men to receive tho
degree were Messrs. Hetzler,
Wilson and Fraker.
Hay-war-

BIATTMAX WIXS GOLF.
Las Vegas, N. M., July 18. II. E.
Blattman, for the second time in
consecutive years, has won the handicap sweepstakes for the championship of the Las Vegas Golf club.
Mr. Blattman's medal score was 77
for eighteen holes and 155 for thirty-six
holes.

lemsined,

-
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Save it with
Texaco Motor Oil

UMBER

L

er

LUMBER CO.
WS.

I

Phone

370-- J

423 North First Street

C. H. CARNES

Come in and Inspect

SPECIALIST IN OCULAR
REFRACTION
107 S. Fourth.
Phone 1057--

Our Modern Safety
Deposit Vaults
For a moderate charge
per year you may secure
a box in this vault providing ample storage for
jewelry, valuable papers,
bonds and other securi
ties, to which you have,
access at all times during
business hours.

EL ESPERANZA
HOTEL
Jemez Hot Springs
Regular Auto Trips
From City to Springs

Mondays, Thursdays

and Saturdays

Special

.

on Application.
$7 One Way.

Trips

First Savings Bank

Fare
For Further Information Applj

"We Pay the Freight"

and
Trust Company

Sturgcs Hotel.

0. E. Fletcher

CHAS.

H. CLAY,

Hotel.
Prop. El Fspt-ranzJomcz Springs . . New Mexico.
a

WORKS

PAINT
PLASTER

Albuquerque
Lumber Go.

ANDERSON. BROS.

of the Better
Kind.

MONUMENT

7

titccd Rollers aud SbMte
Cloth.
Let us give too an
estimate.

not Injure my teeth by scour
ingawaytheprecious enamel;
that it will clean them safely
and quickly by wuhin them.
I know that If I wash my
teeth twice every day with
Colgate's they will bethot-- ,
oughly dean.
I know that no dentifrice
can do more than clean teeth.
I know that LARGE tube of
COLUAl b'o costs only 25 centa
and that I need not pay more. I

Memorials

Street.

',Rutt it with - '
Texaco Gasoline

WINDOW SHADES

fOHUMEHTS

d,

THat TEXAS COMPAQ, U.S. A.

rp

I know that CotoATi't will

i

MOTOR. OIL

-

GLASS
CEMENT

RIBBON DENTAL CREAM

ttj

ALBUQUERQUE.

N. M.

workers

and organized employers. I did of
fer the only avanaoe agency wuiuu
I know to effect a settlement and
these good offices have not availed,
I'lodgps Assistance.
necessity, there"It became
fore, in the name of common welprotection in the
fare, to invite
of that obligation
fulfillment
which attaches to an American inany
dustry engaged in providing
and tO afford
n,,Yl!. n.n.esltO
are
who
men
alike
security to all
mm
ready and willing to worn
serve the common need. No cause
la an tmnnrtflnt an that Of COmmOO
welfare and there must be the sup
nmu-ranpression of every uniawrui cause.
to the service of that
T Hi. fnu nf lawful crotectlon
and the maintenance of order, the
federal government pienges 10 you
every assistance at its command.
(Sgd) "WARREN G. HARDING."
Gov. M. C. Mechem. who was
last night, wired
In Albuquerque
President Harding as follows:
"All coal mines in the state are
operating and production is sufficient for all present demands."

OTTO

Si

i

Opelika, Alabama, July 17. Gen
eral George Paul Harrison, former
commander in chief of the confederate veterans and the youngest
brigadier general ever commission
ed by the confederate states or
America, died at his home here to
day. He was 81 years old.
Genera! Harrisons death came
after an illness of three years.
General Harrison entered
the
confederate army when he was 18
as a Becond lieutenant In the first
Georgia regiment. Promotion fol
lowed rapidly and at 20 he was a
colonel. Two years later he received a commission as brigadier
general.

'

Une

Real Mohair Suits

Tm

$12.50

m

Bur

Store

tssa
i

92

s
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The

SCO set the high value mark for

30 x 3V& tires when it originated
the $10.90 price last FalL
USCO today betters that mark
with a new and greater USCO an USCO
improved in many important ways.
For instance, a thicker tread with a
surer hold on the road thicker side walls,
'
adding strength and life to the tire.
And the price is $10.90 with the
tax absorbed by the manufacturer.
Men have always looked to

dfew&
Better

USCO
:

USCO for the biggest tire
money'sworthonthemarket.
Theyalways get a bigger

PF.CISTOX.

and often doubled up with pain.
Doctors
continually gave him
morphine and were about to operate for gall stones. Mayr's Wonderful Remedy quickly restored
him to perfect health again." It
Is a simple, harmless preparation
that removeg the catarrhal mucus
from the intestinal tract and althe Inflammation
which
lay
causes practically all stomach,
liver and intestinal ailments including appendicitis. One dose
will convince or money refunded. For sale by Brlggs' Pharmacy
and druggists everywhere.

it.

pe

Better. Heavier, Longer Wearin 0
30x3lA-UONo Tax added
onSaleJow

Ud

PS

tire money's worth than
they expccU

-

"About one clean shirt is all I
thought he would ever wear. He
had fallen away to a mere
shadow; was as yellow as saffron

Indig cation

f

itrat

South

-

Judge Makes Erroneous Pre
diction Regarding Lawyer

loti of appetite

run-dow- n

Vi

Wind Shield
i.2J O. BALDR1DUB

What
know
about
.COLGATE'S

j.or

Columbus, Ohio, July IS. John
ny Karr, Cleveland middleweight,
won the Judge's decision over Jock
Malone, of St. Paul, in a twelve-roun- d
bout here tonight.

What Yeast
Foam Tablets
are for
lack of energy
under weight
malnutrition
pimplet boils

se

7

tissue and physical energy

The serious delect ol many diets is
that they are deprived, through

invitation should be accompanied
by such assurance of maintained
order and the protection of lawful
endeavor as will give assurance to
I want to
everybody concerned.
convey to you in this message the
assurance of prompt and full support of the federal
government
whenever and wherever you find
own
of
law and
agencies
your
order inadequate to meet the situation.
Wlio Is Responsible.
"Your state government and the
federal government are responsible
for maintained conditions under
which free men willing to work,
may work In safety. We are responsible for the production and
the transportation of a fuel supply
ample for the necessities of the
American
people and the public
utilities which serve hem, partlcu- l.rlir tha rnllronrtw orwnttpA in in
terstate commerce. We must have
ample coal to maintain industrial
activity; we must have the coal
nDaurv fn tlio health, security"
and the activity of all the people.
I recite to you ineso neiin
it is important to have it
n w fur the federal
K.aMinnd
government has gone in seeking a
voluntary adjustment, mus iar
there has been no challenge of the
right of workers to decline employment or the right of the employers
to hire as tney eiecc.
"Our present duty Is to guaran-i.- .
Bonuritv In thA exercise of theBe
rights, security in all lawful opera
tions ana atfora a saie opportun- ,,
dlstri-t,ity for the production andnecessi
Hnn Homnndnd bv the
ties of the American people.
There nas oeen no
assumption of a part in the

extra-heav-

-

Glass-Lumb-

No.1

and

Four grades light, medium,
heavy and

-

lllllM

--

The clean, clear, golden
color of Texaco Motor Oil
proves its purity.
Better engine performance shows that yon r motor
needs these heavier-bodie- d
oils.

Bar

FISH STRKAM.3 LOW.
Las Vegas, N. M July 18. Low
water is reported In all the fishing
streams in this vicinity. Borne fair
catches are being made, but they
are not as frequent as in wetter
years. In the near vicinity of Las
Vegas, tho Gallinas river is practi
cally dry. In the mountains It is
low.
Tho water company has
warned patrons to be sparing in the
use of water, as there is not more
than enough for twenty-tw- o
days'
Hours of watering gar
supply.
dens and lawns have been restricted
to specified days and times.

rr-taM-

(Continued From Page One.)

KARR GETS

They supply a vital element that your body
needs in order to change food into healthy

BUS!

Vera Johnson, agjl 15 years, and
Jac'.; Lytton, for some timo a chauffeur In a garage, who are thought
to have eloped Sunday. Officers in
Tucumcarl and Amarjllo have been
asked to stop the couple, who are
said to have been ' seen in Santa
Rosa. No marriage license was issued the elopers at the court house,
to Chief of Police
according
Murphy. The girl has been attending the normal university. The two
left town in the automobile of a
man named Tannar, who has been
in tho signal service, and are believed to lie on the way to Okla
homa.

13m,'-lls-

GOVERNORS INVITED
TO 0. K. INVITATION
TO MINERS, OWNERS

Clean
tower--

i

effort is being mage to locate Miss

Artesla, N. M., July IS. Walnut
camp No. 26, Woodmen of the
World, were tho hosts to many
Woodmen of the Pecos valley last
week. A class ot eighteen candi- Hnl.a war-- inlHntpri 4ntn wnnrlcvaft
at this special meeting, arranged by
JJlstnct JJepuiy jj, ij. jacKsun.
150 Woodmen of
Approximately
tho World from Carlsbad, Hope,
and Artesia were
Dexter
lagerman.
present.
A parade of Woodmen was lea
limiiirVi tha himtnpsn section nf the
town by a band, composed of Carlsbad and Artesia musicians. They
were followed by the degree team
No. 5, of
of Kddy Grove camp,
Carlsbad, in full uniform, carrying
tPflTTl
WCI'C
thft
voa
l?rll,Uinir
the head camp officers, who were
present. These neau camp oiuceio
sonlnr PnRt Henri Consul J. H.
Jackson: Junior Past Head Consul
R. N. Miller, and Head AQVisory
i
j.ni.mint t n T.pck. The offi
cers ot the fraternity in their official robes were next in the line of
The class of candidates
march.
dressed in various ridiculous and
marcnea. j
amusing costumes,
Zulu native maiden, ballet dancer, h
clown, pilgrim father, hobos,
lords, and other characters
were represented. One candidate
was in a barrel. Another led the
large goat. About 125 Woodmen
marched behind tne canoiuaien. re
finnt in the rear of the parade
A well- ceived much comment.
i"
dressed woman was
nnsltion.
with well- who
about
her,
dressed children -iviy ramc
carried a banner,
w
. ,i.
Thn other woman
was washing clothes, wearing old
clothes, and raggea cuimren tiithe following banner, "My Father
A.
xt ivnnrtmnn Insurance.
persons in parked
large number of sidewalks
watched
cars and on the
.
the parade.
An excellent night was Fpent in
the
in
rooms
lnitatory
the lodge
eleven-piec- e
work of the order. Tho music.
orchestra furnished
on
The first degree was conferred
Cigars,
the class of candidates.
ice cream, cake and
cigarettes,
to nil
sandwiches were served
Woodmen present by local mem
bers.
,
...
Addresses were maue ny
Dunn. J. H.
n
PpcBtnn
Jackson, J. B. I.eck, of Carlsbad;
R. N. Miller, or iiagerman, unu
others.

DIES AT ALABAMA HOME

the pure whole yeast in
easy'tO'take tablet form

how they build you up,

Name

P. HARRISON,
CONFEDERATE VET,

A. E. P. KUTHERO

Build
yourself up with

'

ITVEDEItTO J. n.SKIN
Director.
The Albuquerque Journal Information Bureau, Washington, D. C:
I enclose herewith two cents
In stamps for return postage on
a free copy of the Baking
Booklet.

Lus Vegas. N. M.. July 18. The
executive committee of the stata
central committee of the democratic party at a meeting held here yes- leraay aecided to hold the state
convention at Albuquerque.
The
exact date was not fixed, but it will
not
tie
later than August 20, Chairman George H. Hunker announced.
H. A. Kiker. of Raton, and W. J.
Barker, of Santa Fe. were appoint
ed a committee to select the keynote speaker.
United States Senator Jones has
advised Chairman Hunker that he
will attend
the convention and
bring National Chairman Cordeli
Hull with him.
Among those who attended th9
meeting here were: Arthur Relig-manational committeeman, Santa
Fe; Mrs. Prances Nixon, chairman
women's committee, Fort Sumner;
H. A. Kiker, Raton; J. S. Vaught
Deming, possible candidate for governor; A. L. Zinn, Tucumcarl, state
senator Quay county; C. Howard,
Portales, member state legislature;
Harry L. Patton, former attorney
general, Clovls; A. P. Hill, J. O,
Seth and 'William J. Barker, Santa GEN. G.
Fe.

'

GOAT OETS

fiftee-

250-YEAR-O-

WHITNEY

er

'

d.

with the Apache, during a moment of friendliness, to expcll the
Spaniards from the country. The
plot was discovered before It was
put Into operation and the leading
conspirators arrested and executed.
During 1674 the Apaches laid
siege to Quarai and comnelled the
inhabitants to flee from the pueblo.

Tulw

.1

federal government."
He asserted that China was unable to negotiate any further foreign loans because of the unsettled
condition of the country.
Official circles fear that the
The apple
orchards still bear
closing of the finance department
way bring on a crisis In which fruit each season, the crop being
other departments also will sus- almost uniform and very palatable.
Experts are now gaining considerpend operations.
able data on climatic conditions in
the Manzano district through a
TREES
close study of the growth rings in
IN MANZANO MOUNTAINS the specimen tree trunk brought
to the district forest office. Drouth,
PRODUCE A FINE FRUIT dampness, decay and death are all
clearly shown in the ntump. A peculiar feature of the specimen Is
(Continued from Page One.)
that with all of the rest of the tree
for years, a small
friars erected a church at Quirai dead, possibly
and dedicated it to the Immaculate strip on one side lived and grew for
The ruins of this twenty years before it died with
Conception.
xtructure are still standing, parts the rest of the tree.
remaining to Indicate that the
ERTLK WILL RElT.KIiE.
building was at least 30 feet high.
In 1674 the Indian pueblo of New Tork, July 18. Harry
Quarai had a population of about Ertle will referee
the
!00 persons.
1664 and
Retween
1669 the Quarai Indians connived
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GIRL, 15, ELOPES WITH
GARAGE MAN AT VEGAS

PECOS WOODMEN

.

SCORES

July 19, 1922.
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Where You
Can Buy

U.S.Tires:

TwohttmJrtiand
Brtncba

Fjftj-thr-

Albuquerque DomenicS Bros., White
rage and Al. Mathieu Tire Co.
Estancia Valley Auto Co.
Los Lunas Simon Neustadt

Ga-

tkaty-fir- t

-

Emile Mignardot
Mountainair Jameson Motor Co.
Stanley Gerhart & Gerhart, White Lake

Moriarty

--

Co.

July 19, 1922.
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THOROUGH PHYSICAL
GIVEN
EXAMINATION
MRS. CLARA PHILLIPS

VICE HOVE

BROUGHT BEFORE

'

DFFICIALS

CITY

.

"Committee

Representing
Organizations

Women's
,k

;
"

Asks for Appointment
a - Policewoman.

of

The women of the city rast night
laid their plans for the improve- ment of moral condittbns in
before the city ,commis- sionerB, and received the assur-anc- e

Albu-querq- ue

.

;
-

'

;
.

entire

the

that

program

would be given careful ;attention
and definite action taketi at the
next regular meeting on July 25.
The program Includes' the
of a city policewoman
In whose selection the commission
Is to be assisted by the represent-,- ?
atives of the Women's brganlza- tions. Other ation the women
urged to be taken was the pro- vision of adequate lights In all city
parks to be run on an every-nigschedule: a chaperon for all pub-- "
lie dance halls, and the enforcement of the curfew ordinance.
who
Mrs. Alfred Grunsfeld,
headed the cpmmittee of women,
said that som years ago the city
council had been urged to appoint
a policewoman, but had not done
ht

)

"
;

J

so.

"The
financial consideration
should not enter into this matter,"
said Mrs. Grunsfeld, "the safety
;
of our girls Is more, Important
thai money." Mrs. Grunsfeld said
j
that the women had decided to
take up with the mothers of the
'
city the importance of more care- -'
ful supervision of their young
daughters.
Mrs. Grunsfeld was accompanied
- by several members of her com- -.
mlttee, including Dr. Evelyn Fris-.bi- e
and Mrs. A. W. Goodrich..
;

;

(By The Anoclated

rrfss.)

WOMEN 6IVEN
AS

BOUQUETS

Mrs.

18.

albuqOerque morning JOURNAL1
IS BOOMED
TILE! STATES POET
TO SUCCEED EBERT

Los Augoles,
July
Clara Phillips, indicted for the
murder of Mrs. Alberta Meadows,
underwent a "thorough physical
examination" today, her attorneys
announced. The examination way
mnde by a local surgeon arterac-a
long consultation held by tho
cused woman's counsel.
The purpose of the examination, Mrs. Phillips' attorneys said,
was to determine the nature and
cause of bruises on her limb i.
we'o
These, tho attorneys' aver, while
Inflicted by Mrs. Meadows
with Mrs.
iihe was struggling
MeaPhillips at the time Mrs.
with a
out
was
beaten
dows' life
hammer last Wednesday.. alienist
Earlier in the day an
examined Mrs. Phillips for the

,
-

Speakers at League

of Commissioner

Voters Meeting Last Night
Tell Women How Well
They Can Use Franchise.

Women are peculiarly qualified
as students' of tho science of government and belong by rights in
the very center of politics In Us
k
broader meaning, Milton J.
told members of the local
district attorney's office, and
found her to be not legally in- group of the National League of
Women voters, at their meeting
sane.
The defendant was arraigned at the chamber of, commerce last
Thursnext
night.
today and will plead
"Get in the game," said Mr.
day. The prosecution said it3 case
was complete but not quito ready Helmick. "Master the science of
politics; stand together for what
for a jury.
is right and with your seven million members pf this league you
SHIP SUBSIDY BILL
can control the balance of power
FLAYED BY FLETCHER in the Uilited States in a shor.
time.
"You women will make better
i
.
(By The Associated Press.)
politicians than men" said tho
Washington, July 18. The was speaker.
"You are more studious,
ship subsidy bill
more analytical, more .open mindattacked in the senate todayFlo-by ed,
lc3S compromising
and less
Senator Fletcher; democrat,
and now partisan. Ycu will take more
rida, former chairman
to Investigate a political sitminority member of the time
ranking commerce
committee who uation than a' man and are less
senate
the crowd. If
said the bill had "provision? for likely to follow
subsidies you'll study the game and lose
Indirect
subventipns.
sight of the personal element in
and direct subsidies upon a Bcale your
politics you'll change the
never before contemplated. , Tha
complexion of the counFlorida senator added that In his politlcaj
in a few years."'
opinion it would at thlB time "be tryIn stating that
ho did not fear
a mistake and most unfortunate
the
of women
for the country to enact thm, in- and
he
admired
that
the indepento laws."
k
voting, Mr.
Sale of shipping board vessels dence of their
gave an opportunity for reon long time payments and govmoot
on
to
matter
th,is
ernment insurance for American futation
Congressman! B. C. Hership "operators was recommended former
was
second
who
thu
nandez,
by Senator Fletcher.
speaker of thS evening.
Mr. Hernandert stated emphatically that every enfranchised
woman should immediately
lino
up with one great political party
or the other. A woman can not
accomplish much with her Vote
as a free lance, he said. He intimated that either party would
serve in New Mexico, since there
no great issues at stake, the
are
L2a
democrats devoting themselves to
getting in and the republicans to
keeping them out.
Tho women voters, particularly
those of New Mexico were
complimented by Mr. Hernandez. They are superior to th?
men as voters and particularly
among the native people, they are
much more conservative, he said.
The womel) are superior because
they are not interested In the political fortunes of any person, ho
pointed out.
Following the addresses of the
two men speakers the respective
republican and democratic members present got together and
talked over the situation as on
woman to another. Mrs. J. C.
Jordan spoke of the republican
activities and Mrs. Florence Foyas
Johnston of the recent democratic
gatherings lot women she had at.
tended over the state. The meeting resolved into a general discussion of how to educate husbands to permit the activities of
women in politics.
Mrs. Anna Wilds Strumqui3f,
first vice president of the league
presided in the absence of Mrs
J. (1. Gould, president. Mrs. J
t Stutz acted as secretary. Min
utcs of the last meeting were an
proved and a report was heard
trom tno committee or women
who waited on the city commis
e'on last night in regard to protiding a police woman on tho
city force. Iced grape juice was
served by the refreshment committee headed by Mrs. H. F,
'
Robinson.
The next meeting of the Jeagu"
will be in the last week in Au
gust, it was announced. At this
time Attorney General Harry H
Bowman and John F. Simms will
be on the program of speakers.
Hel-mic-

.jlel-mic-

FINEST QUALITY

like-Wis- e

Ladies' Wrist Watches

All the Latest Styles in White Gold or
.Yellow Gold
,

j

Your Choice

$

Special Oniy

Guaranteed to Give Satisfaction
MAIL ORDERS DELIVERED FREE'

ROTHMAN'S
117 South First St.

WATER

Phone

917-- J

STUDENTS MAKE SUGGESTION
Las. Vegas, N. M., July 18
San Miguel county students at
tending the Normal university
here today passed a resolution re
to the republican
commending
committee
county central
that
Manuel Pino, Jr., be nominated
for county school superintendent.
to. I'. Baca, who has been suDer
intendent for the past five years,
has greatly improved the schools,
but is not eligible for

.

I

card nt the Lyric yesterday and it
is being repeated today.; a!sn repeating the
comedy, "A Rex Beach Week-End- "
picture.
aoldwyn-Kport-Rovle-

Gerhard Hauptmann.
City Commissioner Gladding was
interested in property that might
Gerhard Hauptniann, noted Ger-na- n
be enhanced in value by bringing
poet, is being mentioned as a
the mains down East' Copper ' possible
successor to Herr Ebert bi
'
avenue.
the German republic
Mr. Tingley stated further that president of
in his opinion, the new reservoir.
for which $000,000 in bonds was
U. S. DEPUTIES AND
voted recently, would servo
people who do not live
STRIKING
SHOPMEN
wtlhin the city limits. "If people ,
of Albuquerque voted those bonds
IN N. Y. ZONE CLASH
a
thinking they were providing
reservoir for (he city of"'Albu-qUerqu(By The Assorlnlrd Pri.)
what
know
not
did
they
New York, July 18. Minor
Mr.
were
Tingley
for,"
voting
they
dashes between United
States
said.
deputies and striking shop'men in
Commissioner Weil, by questioning Water Works Foreman Harry the New York, district today
Slates Marshal
Shoup, brought out the fact that
William
the new reservoir will be of service Hecht to dispatch messengers to
to the entire city in providing a outside
shops warning lAs rien
reserve supply of water and proagainst actions which hi.lght revide more adequate fire protec- sult
in, violent disruptions.
tion.
"Rumember that the governThe city engineer, when ques- ment is not
taking any sides in
tioned, said that the running of the tho controversy,"
was (ho mesmains on East Copper would cost sage, "The function of the
United
about $5,000 more than on East States marshal and his deputies
Mr. Tingley said the is to protect the mails and interCentral.
plans should be changed and the state commerce.
main placed on East Central, even
if it were necessary to change the
HUX IX NOKTir
bond issue.
Lns Vegas, N. M., July IS.
Might Afreet Bonds.
was Heavy rains Iiavo been reported
Jamieson
City Attorney
in the country
north of here,
asked if a change in the specifications for the new water main greatly relieving the dry farnlng
had
which
been
districts,
would affect the legality of the
from lack of moisture. Tno
bond issue. He said that it would
if It were specified at the time the heat, which has been severe hnrj.
reduced,
bonds were voted that the mains has been considerably
indications are for rain here
should come down East Copper and
soon.
avenue. City Manager Calkins said
he did not believe such a specificaN EW DIVISION CHEATED.
tion wus made at the time.
Santa Fe, July IS. A new diviCommissioner Hughes said that
In Justice to Mr. Gladding
he sion of the bureau of investigashould bo present to explain the tions, with headquarters in Santa
reason for bringing the main down Fe, has been created by the deEast Copperi avenue. Mr. Ting- partment of justice. It, L. Baca,
ley said he ha asked Mr. Gladding of Santa Fe, is tho agent in charge.
to be present. Commission Hughts Since Baca's appointment as n
said that tho plan had been ap- special agent several months ago,
proved by a former commission he has been working under direcand city manager, and must have tion of the El l'aso office.
been found best from an engineering standpoint. He said it had
been necessary to get tho water
main out of the university grounds.
Commissioner Swope said he was
a member of the commission that
adopted tho plans, and was willing
to snoulder his share of the responsibility. Commissioner Hughes
added that it is deemed necessary
to have two largo mains for fire
and that are
protection,
main was laid on East Central
within the past two years.
The matter was referred to the
city manager and city engineering department, to report at the
next meeting, and It was decided
to ask Mr. Gladding to be present.
The commission passed an
e
to reconcile conflicting portions of the building code suggested by Building Inspector Bowdleh.
lass Paving Bonds.
Ordinances were passed authorthe
issuance of paving bonds
izing
to cover $75,000 ; worth
of street
Improvements.
Much of this work
has been done. An ordinance was
passed correcting the assessment
of the Tijeras avenue paving to Include the property of tho City
Electric company.
The commission also concurred
in the suggestion of City Manager
Calkins that in cases of apartment
nouses of a special type, having
the charge
for sewer apartments,
connections outside the
city limits-shoulbe $15 for the
first connection and $5 for each
additional
set of fixtures.
The-- commission voted to allow
the Elks to close West Gold avenue at a date in October still to be
fixed, for the staging of an Elks
circus.
Present at the meeting were
Chairman Walton, Commissioners
Wen.
"!"
and Swope,
I l.y Manager Tingley
UttU Heap, Iradt character ot
Calkins, City lerk
the Sprockets "Savage" Tire
Malone,
and
City
Attorney
Company, Is enloytng a view of
Jamieson.
the City ot Elfaio trom Scenic

(By The Asuocliilod
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Pain in the Stomaclvand
Bowels. Intestinal Cramp;

Colic Diarrhoea
EVERYWHERE

On a summer afternoon

or in the evening you will be gowned
with distinction for any occasion if you have a frock made of
Lace Flouncing. And when you select, ati effective piece ot
Laco Flouncing for your gown, halt the dressmaking is done,
fnr it lends Itself so readily to the most effective? draping. This
Flouncing comes in lovely shades of black, brown, navy, orange, henna, white, light bluo and sand.

cigarettes

Bought special for this sale to
sell at, yard
An

as

W
They are
C

Buy

&

.'HI

Millinery.

Perhaps you feel you can't indulge, but that is merely ft
1'mcy for these
prices are so very low that
see

a way out of tho difficulty at onee. In this group
you'll
of felt and fabric Sports Hats, and smart tailored Btylea
you can find exactly what ydu need and you won't feel at
all extravagant.

GOOD!

$1.79

and Up.

'

Straw Hat
$1.69
Buy Stores.

extra fine quality of swiss embroideries in edgings as wido
insertions and assorted sizes headings.
Inches;

six--

Mid-Summ- er

10

j

JOURNAL WAIJJT ADS BRING QUICK, SURE RESULTS
i

PERFORMANCE

PROVES

SnU-BUIL-

TOEXCEL

T

erdi-nanc-

ISSl
itrr

OF 4 MEN ADJOURNED
UNTIL
NEXT FRIDAY
(B

The AssorlnloJ Tress.)

vvellsburir. W Vn

the Associated
quesi nun tne

u

Press). 'The
floaflia
Kl,.;f

m,
in-

u

-

H. Duval and thrnA nfhi,. man tin'
ed in the attack on the Clifton mine,
near Cliftonvllle, yesterday was adjourned late today until Fridnv
when It became evident there was
some confusion In the mind of a
rorelgn witness who was testifying
through an Interpreter.
Deputy sheriffs who took part In
the fight were other witnesses.
W. S. Kilksen, prosecuting attorney of Bropke county; said tonight that an soon ns tho innnest is
completed the evidence would bo
laid before a special grand jury arW
if Indictments were found he accused would be hrniicrhr In (Hi,l
within a month.
Twelve
brought in late today' by the state
police:

NEFF HOLDS CONFERENCE.
Greenville, Texas, July IS. Gov
ernor Pat M. Neff, conferred half
an hour here today with Major
General John A. Hulen, commander
ot tne Texas national guard, and
Adjutant General Thomas D, Barton, who came from Austin to meet
the executive. Mr. Neff declined
to discuss the nature of the con'

'

$4.50 Values for $2.49

Special Imported Embroidery

stiftt-r-in-

ference,

Rocky MountainHational Park

Party

Tress.)

i.

Drive.

medicinal herbs in
English gardens. In tho United
States they have also gone out
of fashion as a feature of the
small garden,' although they are
imported in large quantities from
Turkey, India and China, where
they are grown purely for commercial purposes, as their medicinal Value is recognized by many
leading physicians. Tons of Me
dicinal herbs are used annually
in the preparation of Lvdia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound,
a most successful medicine for
woman's ills. It contains no narcotics or harmful
drugs, and
women afflicted with such aliments should try it.

Guticura Soap
Will Help Tou

Bargain

Omaha, Neb., July IS (by the
Associated Press). 11. K. Howell,
of Omahis, republican
national
committeeman
from
Nebraska,
who mnc) his campaign on a
progressive policy platform, was
leading Congressman A. W. Jet- feris of Oniha, when 47 of the
state's 1,913 precincts had reported
at 10 o'clock tonight.
In these precincts Howell's vote
was 1,331; Jefferis, 959.

C

'

offer?

'

mm

,

My

HOWELL IS LEADING
FOR U. S. SENATOR IN
NEBRASKA PRIMARY

.

.

J

SPIRIT

NEAR EL PASO. TEXAS

HERBS USED IN MEDICINES
A Manchester, England, paper
urges the renewed cultivation of

ZZK

for.

Pnstlino Theater Barbara Bedford In "Winning With Wits" drew
out big crowds at the Pastime yesterday and it is being repeated today for the last time; a!do repeating the "Fox News" pictures and
"The Tourist" comedy, with Jimmy
Aubrey as tho star.

Commissioner Clyde Tingley, at
the regular meeting ot the city
commission last night, criticised
the adopted plan of bringing the
water main from the
new
reservoir down East Copper aveof
East Central avenue instead
nue. He declared the additional
expenso would be not less than
$3,000, and said he had been told
that the plan had been adopted
possibly for the reason that former

H.MCX.
A NEW

Spanish Silk Lace
Flouncing
Specially Priced

Lyric Theater Mae Murrny, In
"Fascination," proved a Inn drawing

INQUEST INTO DEATHS

Ti

ALBUQUERQUf,

AN OLD STORE WITH

two-roo-

BANKER SERIOUSLY ILL
Las Vegas, N. M., July 18.
B. J. McWenie, cashier of the
first isatfonal bank and prom
inert in affairs of the Chamber
of Commerce, was taken today to
bt. Antnony s sanitarium suffering from a severe attack of appendicitis.

4

Golden 'Rule SYore.

"IV Tlicnter Repeating "i.ieau-ly'- s
Worth," a great Paramount
picture featuring .Marion navies as
the leading star; also presenting
the "Current Events" pictures atiu
tho "Pntho Review" pictures.

Declares That
Bringing Line Down East
Copper Will Cost $3,000
More Than on Central.

i

Theaters Today

I

CITY IS LOSING

POLJTIGIAHS
Men

Page Three.

v

.

A VTOMOBI LE FPSETS

Las Vegas, N M., July 18.
Mr, M. Pettus, while driving her
Car on the Nine-Mll- e
hill on the
Mora road, was thrown out when
her ear upset. Mrs. Pettus and
other ladles who were wlth fier
were nbt badly injurbd.
f

TWO MEN FINED.
R. Maitland and D. Moore, parfh
1S fine for speeding.
f tor
paid
urralgnment before Police Judtte
Roddy yctserday evening, ,

'

l

JETS
H

exT

S9'

It Is generally admitted that the roads In
Southwestern Texas aid New Mexico give
the rubber equipment on an automobile
unusually severe wear. Where roads are
unpaved, the crushed rock and gravel surfacing In this territory makes a road difficult
to cope with. The tread of a tire, to give
most nearly perfect service, must be soft
enough to prevent "cutting" and "chipping," yet so tough that It prevents undue
wear a rare combination.
How successfully we have overcome
these local road conditions may be judged
from the following performance data taken
from our general office files showing the
remarkably consistent service Savage tires
are giving in this territory.
ti
,
City Commercial Service
A local concern, operating a fleet of cars
and trucks ln'general hauling service, finds
Savage tires are giving greater mileage under all conditions than any other make they
have used. In this service Savage tires have
been tn continuous operation for the past
twelve months, delivering 12,000 miles to
date, and the tread Is only half worn. According to the operators, other makes of tires
are completely worn out if they last to deliver this mileage.
,.
The sixteen casings originally purchased
from us by another local concern, operating
In the upper and lower valleys, have been

C

I

Almost any tire will give satisfactory service
unutfr iaeai conditions, some makes will even
render satisfactory service under certain adverse
conditions. Certain makes of tires will perform
best on long drives over pavements, other makes
will show to better advantage on dirt highways
and so it goes.
C Our object has been to build Savage Tires to

used continuously for' the past 'year 'on
White Trucks. These tires have averaged
a most remarkable
16,004 miles to date
record. Other tires used previously In tho
same manner gave but very low mileage.
On Territorial Runs
An El Paso company, covering the New
Mexico and Arizona territory, is using
Savage "D" Type fabric tires. In this unusually severe territory the best mileage
received from other fabric tires has been
6000 miles. Our "D" Types are averaging
9000 miles
a 50 greater mileage than the
highest previously received.
. Over 100 cords on a fleet of cars used by
the salesman of a company covering West
Texas, New Mexico, Arizona, and parts of
Mexico, are also delivering 50 greater
mileage than any other tire used by this
company unJer similar conditions.
'

'

Unusual Service
In patrol work on a heavily loaded truck,
off the beaten track and hitting across lots.
Savage Tires are standing up under real
abuse rendering far better service for their
operator than any other tire previously used,
Seventeen constructional features used
In the building of the Savage Cord account
to a great extent for the remarkable performance of that tire tn this and other

perform equally well under every condition on
the short haul of the heavily ladened commercial
car, on the heated roads of the sandy desert, over
mud and stones of the land of forests br the broad
dirt highways of the plains.
C That we have accomplished our purpose
evident from the results users of Savage Tires are
getting everywhere.
526321

THE SPUECICELS

OUR BEST

SflVIICE

" TIRE CD.

54N

DIEGO, CaUFORNH- -

ASSET IS THE
SATISFIED CUSTOMER
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Central Auto & Machine Works
DISTRIBUTORS SAVAGE TIRES
Phone 242.

Sixth and Central.,

BASE STEALING'S ALMOST A LOST ART THESE

WINS

ST.

.

t EADS

;,,

10

--

Game
Junior
Tigers
Browns

--

free-hittin-

1

.......

Totals
x Batted
r.inth.

Flack, if
3. Smith,

Iavnn,

:!

rf

1

. .

4
6

. .

S
4

The wave of terrific hitting
which has swept over the big
leagues has made the gentle art
of base stealing a lost one. A few
seasons age-- the fleetest men flirt

Pirates

4
t
1

"

ss.

.

.

Doflble play Fratt to
O'Bourke.
Burns. Basen on balls Stoner, 1,
Russell, 5. Struck out By Dauss,
1; by Oldhnm, 3; by Olsen, 1. Hlt3
3
Off Dauss, 4 in 1
innings:
off Oldhnm, 6 in 4 3 Innings; off
3
2
off
in
Olsen,
innings:
Stoner,
none In 1 3 innings; off Russell,
6 in 8 Innings,
none out In thxi
ninth; off Pennock, none In 1 ir.if-InWinning
pitcher Ttussell,
Lonlng pitcher Sooner. Time

NEW YORK GETS

1

1

1

0

KzMann

9 13 27 12
33
Totals
for Tjivnn In eighth.
i7.7. Batted
Kan for Schultz in eighth.
By innings:
"3 000 201
New .York

TOMS

5

S

Ttaw-Ung-

n

9

1H

WHITEPOX

,

s,

out-B-

1

Win-nln-

Clilraco. 6: riillndelnlilB, 3,
18. Chicago
July
Chicago.
hunched hits today and defeated
Philadelphia 6 to. 3 In the final
game of the series. Bay Grimes
of the Cubs led the hitting attack
with four hits, including a double
rjnd a home run. 1ft four times up.
Score:
Philadelphia.
AB. U. H. PO. A. E
0
2
0
3b
Ttapp.
3
4

Parkinson, 2b..
Williams, cf . .
Walker, rf . . .
If

T,ee

Fletcher, ss

Leslie, lb
Teters, c, . .
Singleton, p.
Ttlng. p
Wrightstono

4

o

n

o

1

l

3

4

Ali. K. II. PO.
Johnson, ss
Mulligan, 3b
Collins, 2b

Falk,

If

Totals

1

1

B

l

!

4

o

o

4

'.

1
4

. .

..

Sheely, lb
SchalK, c.'.
Yaryan, c
Jllankenship, p.
Schupp, p
Courtney, p. . . .

2

.

4

McCIellan. 2b.
Hooper, rf
Strunk. cl

10

.

A. K.

1

1
no

o

o

ioxi

4

o

3

'

4

3

"

n

ill

0

........38

4

Jn.

1

l
I

m-m- -
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t
''WC VIUU
mi

sga

-

Vgta

xtV
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24 15

10

New York.
AB. K. If.

The
ite'.
iAtrllin

0-

TODAYS
GAMES

n
o
0

.

4

U-'m-

VfrittHimc'

NATIONAL I,E.GUE,
Ii.
W.
A. E. .New York
31
50
35
St. Louis
40
45
Chiongo
41
46
Cincinnati
43
42
Brooklyn
44
Pittsburgh .

:3

.....39

.

1

Tri'

Barelas Tigers
Athletes
Barelas Browns

Jackrabblts

.....

1

1

.482
.420
.419

DAYS
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1.

they, all like it. ,
Clicquot is a national drink. It
is a joy common to

ESULTS

'

Tot

.617

.250
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Buy Clicquot Club
by the case for the
home.
THE CLICQUOT CLUB

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION.
Milwaukee, 6; Louisville, 6.
Minneapolis, 7; Toledo, 12.
St. Paul, 5; Columbus, 2.
ansas City, 2? "Indianapolis,
.

Ginger Ale
Sarsaparilla
Birch Beer
Root Beer

,

,

'

I

SOUTHERN- - AWSOfclATION.

Memphis,
Birminghiyn.
Mobile,
Chattanooga,
Little
Atlanta, 3;
Rock, 5.
New Orleans, 8; Nashville, 2.

JSP

'

COAST LEAGUE.
Salt Lake, 9; Portland, 8.
Los Angeles, 6; Vernon, 1,
Seattle, 3; Sacramento, 2.
San Francisco, 4; Oakland.

i'
6.

WEST TEXAS IiEAGUE.
R. H. E.
Score:
Ranger .....000 001 1002 7 2
000
Lubbock ...010
0001 6 2
Batteries: Lybrand and Clayton; II
Pennington and Swenstfn.
R.-E.
Score:
San AngcIo..P01 000 0208 . 8
6
4
o
002
200
Amar
i
...000
ocke. Muns
Batteries:
Moore,
and Robertson; Morton, smiin anu
Byers.
R. H. E.
Scone:
Stamford ...000 000 000 0 4 S
Sweetwater .210 000 12x 6 9 0
Batteries: Appleton and Schmidt;
Fleharty and Howze.
R. H. E.
Score:
,
101 001 0003 7 2
Abilene
201 000 lOx 4 10 0
Clovi
Batteries:
Scruggs, McAbec and
Burch; Wetzel and Erwiiv

REFRIGERATORS
AT

H.

.1

Men's Mohair Suits
$12.50

'eym

OF REGULAR PRICES

J.

KORBER & GO.

ALBUQUERQUE'S BIG HARDWARE
Just Across from City Hall
.
Phone 878

STORE

911 Busy Storm

IXSSSBS
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Westinghousc

ectric rans

They Cool Withbut Annoying

This Hot Weather

'

A

At All

Fan

Sizes

For Every

and

Purpose

Prices

o

c,,
3;

REAL
BUYS

-

.5

-

5-

-

$4.95

.......
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tPixuD

Roy-Strom-

H1,

...... "

'

..........

"

....
....

............v....

$1.00
d0 FA
tPleUU

Io
'
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Army

Shoe-4.- 98

Rubber Ilcels, Sewed Solos

Total
By Innings:

Detroit
Boston,

in I Buy slorn,
JSi

6 11 27 15

33

610 000 4005
040 010 lOx 6

t.

j Two-bas- e
Summary:.

Ian-is- .

.Veach,

O'Rourke.
stiiJeu

3

nils
Home

,

4as

E.

L Washburn

Company

Albuqueraue's Exclusive piothiers,

a,;

"w

v

Just as necessafy-iis'for heat in the

s

an electric fan in the Summer to k'etp; you cool, as
,
Winter, to keep ypu vkrm.

i

You owe it to yourself and family or employe to get a ,V " M'nghouse
Electric fan. TJiere is not an occasion When you cannot use themi

v'
'

1

CO.

MllUo, Mass, U. 8. A.

G

Twn-bas-

,

y. young and old.'
if

,!j

7;

t'urieapondcri? to I'l Jo"rrul.)
Santa Fe, July 18. A writ of
mandamus will . issue from the
United States district court In the
Philadelphia at Pittsburgh.'
case, of the Santa Fe Water and
Light company against the city of
AMERICAN LEAGUE.
Santa Fe, under the decision of
Chicago at Boston.
Judge J. Foster Symes, of Denver,
St. Louis at Philadelphia.
sitting, for Judge CollifNeblett. The
Detroit at New York.
petition for a writ of mandamus
Cleveland at Washington?'
was to compel the city to pay a
judgment or 17.000, which the com
Journal want Ads Bring Results. Tiany
was awarded at the September
term. The Judgment covered water
and light furnished- by the company
LEGAL NOTICE
to the city.
ADiVlJNISXKAXOK'S
NOTICE.
GUARDSMEN ARRIVE.
In the Probate Court of Pernalillo
Waycross, Ga., July 18. Three
County, State of New Mexico.
of Georgia national
companies
No. 2200.
In the Matter of the Estate of Al guard troops arrived liere late to
of a request for
a
as
result
fred Grunsfeld, Deceased and of day
the Partnership Estate of Gruns- protection because of strike disMartial law will not be
orders,
feld Brothers.
Notice is hereby given that the declared. It was stated, unless the
undersigned Ivan 'Grunsfeld, was situation becomes worse.
on the third day of July, A. D. 1922,
duly appointed Administrator of the
partnership estate' of Grunsfeld
Brothers, formerly a
consisting of Aefred Gruns
feld and Ivan Grunsfeld, the for-mnow deceased, by the Probate
Court of Bernalillo county, state of
New Mexico, dnd having qualifioq)
as such Administrator, all persons-havinclaims
against the said
estate ae hereby notified and required to present the same tothe
underlined In the manner and
within the time prescribed by lnw.
Dateir this sixth day of July; A.
D. 1922.
IVAN GRUNSFELD,
Administrator.
(SpM-fa-l

rain.

,

Mexico

WESTERN LEAGUE.
Omaha,
Wichita, 12-Des Moines, 10-Tulsa,
Stoux City, 3; St. Josepli, 16.
No others scheduled.

....

1

1

...

Everywhere witfrin the bound- -,
aries of the country here and
there and everywhere.
Where the sun rises in Boston,
where it sets behind the Golden
Gate, on the border beyond
which lives 'the Lady or" the
Snows, and idown near Old

.4!M

i

1

1

....

.581
.562
.523
.511

47
50

Z

Where people drink Clicquot

Pet.

AMERICAN LEAGUE.
Boston, 6; Detroit, 5.
Cleveland, 6; Philadelphia,
New York,
Chicago, 4.
WashingWn-St- .
Louis; rain.

JUDGE SYMES TO ISSUE
A WRIT OF MANDAMUS

NATIONAL LEAGUE.
Boston at St. Louis.
Brooklyn at Chicago.
New York at Cincinnati.

0
5
.602
Witt, cf
5
.529
Pipp, lb
4
.529
.
Ruth, rf
4
.494
Meusel, If
4
.470
1
8 24 IS
3
T.4
Totals
Sohang, c
.388
49
31
x Batted for Uing in ninth,
Hoffmann, c...
Philadelphia
4
.358
29
62
Uoatoh
rlilcimo.
Ward, 2b
AH. R.II.PO. A.E.
ewstor, 2b.... i
4
Tteathcote, rf . . 5 1 21 0S 04 00 Hcott, ss
i
Hollocher. ss... 4
Mitchell, ss
2
0
2
0
3
5
.
.
.
''h
McNally, 3b.
0
1
0
4 10
4
3b...
McMillan,
Grimes, lb
1
0
0
1
. 5
Shaw kev. n
Kriberg, I cf ... 4S
2
1
0
0
urn.,
1
1
3
0
0
4 1
3
42 14 20 If
Totals
Vnl.'jS .'c
1
' n By innings:
.
O'Fnnell,
n . . . 3 0 1 0 1 0 Chlcaco
nto uoo i
"York
New
""r1
9
12 27
52
Two-nas- e
nus
Totals
Summary:
nu
Ttv innlntrs:
Hoffmann. Thrce-smsSchang,
10" 001 0013
Ilome run Hoop
Blankenship.
Philadelphia
OOx
6
HO 031
Stolen base neusoi. ioum
Chicago
hits Mll- - er
Summary:
Collins, Johnston and Sh9ely
play
Pelei-- ,
Crimes, Rapp,
Parkinson,
Bases on balls Off Shewkey, fi;
Three-bas- e
hits Heathcote, nlolrnnaliln : Kchunn. 2. Struck
ters.
run Crimes out By Sha'wkey, 10; Blankenship.
Home
Walker.
rmiihle. nlavs hoc to Parkinson; i.
Hits Off Blanken
i
to
Leslie. Bases
1
Leslie to Flctober
3
innings; Schupp, 10 .feS
- ship, 7 In
Slngle-a1;
3 in 2.
Of
'Aldridge,
i
balls
on
Ioi
:i
4
in
Courtney,
nine. 2. Struck out By pitcher blankenship. Time 2:0.. PMj
Hits
2.
tiriHrirp. 6: Singleton.
Ring. 0
(.ff Wim.lrlcin 12 In 5
Bf
Rnston. 6: Detroit, 5.
Losing pitcher Single
de
18. Boston
1:50.
feated Detroit today for the tofirst
5.
liii'iiinnll. II: Roston. 3
time this year In Boston, 6
Cincinnati, July 18. The Reds Veach made a home run with the
from bases full in the seventn. ocoie.
Tvm.le it three out of four
Detroit,
Boston by winning the final game
AB.U.H. PO. A. L.
to j.
of the series today,
R- H. E
1
Score:
lb
i i
Blue,
5
V
.1 00 100 0013
5
I O v
3b
Boston
Jones,
9
14
2
i"O006 00x
1
--3
cf
Cobb,
2
1
5
anl Gibson; Veach, If
Batt
2
1
. Jtixcy
'JVIHeilmann, rf . 34
0
Clarke, 2b . . .
0 '
0
RFSULTS ANNOUNCED
Cutshaw, 2b . 04
We have several odd lies" of Oxfords and
RIgney, ss . . .
IN GOLF TOURNAMENT Woodall, c . . . 4
high shoes which we are offering at greatly
0
0
Dauss, p
reduced
prices. Just the thing for every-day- made
were
scores
The following
Oldham, p ...
wear.
the
of
Country
round
In the first
Stoner, p
club golf tournament for the presl- - Olsen, p
dent s cup which negan last oun xHaney . . . . .
.
'
dav;
xxGagnon ...
One lot Cordovan and black 'high
Handi- xxxManlon . . .
Ornss cap Net xxxxFlagstcad .
shoes,
per pair
1
66
82
T.nh Swlllum
14
81
2
5 6 24 12
34
. W. H.' Allen
Totals
16
.83
A.
x Batted for Oldham in 7thr
One. lot tan Oxfords, very fine
"rtff
18
86
in eighth,
Clarke
xx Ran for
"John Tlerney
14
82
leather, per pair
In ninth,
Olsen
xxx
Batted
K Naranjo
for
IS
4
xxxx Ran for Manlon In ninth.
20
Hanger
Boston.
0
Atta.'..80
Van
E.
ladies'
R.
A.
Odd
lot
TO.
hose,
AB. R. H.
Ir. J.
1
0
J
0
1
0
0
"Cluido Gtomi
Smith, rf
Each
0
2
0
3
Karl Aber
If
Hatrls,
J
Cooper
Jeter
Menosky, If . . 2 0 0 20 . 0 00
16
0
0
0
II H. Herkenhoff . . Ji!
Lelbold, cf
24
Odd" lot men's hats
1
.1. R. Guids...
0
2 J 2
0
4
8
Burns, lb
93
1
3
Dr. Cornish. STr
1
6
0
3
2b
Each
18
Pratt,
95
1
2
0
4
1
0
Ralph Keleher
4
Dugan, 3b
84
' Joe
McCanna
J. Collins, cf, rf 4 1 1 TO 0
16
.
Murphy
O'Rourke, ss . . 4 1 2 3 6 0
1
1
0
1
4
2
Ruel, c
0
0
1
0
0
4
Russell, p
0
0
0
0.1 0
Pcimock, p
Mahogany Willow Calf
.

.

3

rittsburghBrooklyn;

--

3

1

Pigmy league.

g.

2:15.
040 002 03x
(ft Txiuis
hits
Summarr:
Cleveland, 6; Philadelphia, 3.
Flack, Cunningham, Snyder, Yankees Easily Defeat ChiPhiladelphia, July 18. CleveHornsby. 2, Home run Ainsmith.
Ainof
and
land
today captured its ninth
Double plays Mueller
cago in Last Game
Frisah;
victory, the longest twinstraight
smith; Frisch to Kelly to Bases
on
the Series; Three Pitchers ning streak
in the American league
Kelly to Snyder to Kelly.
this season, by defeating Philadelhulls Off Ffefter. 1: Douglas, 1;
Hard.
Pounded
Are
Ogden, former
phia, o to r.
Pertica, 2; Causey, 2; yJonnard, 1;J
Kwarthmore
pretrer,
pitcher, made his
North, 1. Struck
(By The AMociuted Ttt:)
on the eighth
1;
2;
debut
Pertica,
major league
2; Douglas, 1; Causey,
New York, July ,.18. The New inning,
5 in
holding the visitors scoreNorth, 1. Hits Off Douglas.
Chidefeated
3
York Yankees easily
less. Score:
3
Innings; Causey, 4 in
8 in i; cago In the last game of the series
P.. H. E.
Jonnard, 4 in H; Pfeffer,
g
3 in B; North, 1 In 1.
White
Cleveland ..210 012 0006 10 2
14 to 4, hitting three
Pertica,
today,
6
1
001 010 0103
Losim; Sox
pitcher Pertica.
pitchers for twenty safe blows. Philadc'hia
Morton and O'Neill;
Batteries-- :
pitcher Jonnard. Time 2:23.
Score:
Hasty, Ogden and Perkins.
Two-baK-

34

G R ALK
GIN
'

NATIONAL LEAGUE.
Chicago, 6; Philadelphia, 8,
Cincinnati, 9; Boston, 3.
St. Louis, 9; New York, 8.

i

St. l.nllU.
AB. It. II. FO. A. E.

'ss

Pertica,
Torporcer,

1

1

Cunningham

North, p

FfcfferpP

3-

24

12

8

for

Hornshy, 2b. .
Mueller, If
Vournter, lb..
Stock, nb
Ainsmith, c

-

o
JD

Barelas

Best Barelas
in Close Game.

Today, S. A. T.'s play the High
i
land Laddies.
'
Pigmy IxKue
K Barelas Browne lout to the Barelas Tigers by the score of 9 to 10.
This was a real game, and first
one team and then the other was
ahead. It finally went In favor of
the Tigers in the last Inning When
Louis," of he Tigers, got a
hit wipi two on bases.
Today the Athletes play the Barelas Browns.
STAXDIJfGS. .
' Senior Leacue.
W. L.
Pet.
6
1
Browns
.857
2
4
.667
School
" Above, left to right, ,Ty Cobb, who High
A4
2
.600
.3
St.
Mary
holds the American Ijague base
,
2
De Molays
.600
stealing record; Max Carey, pres- Tildillos
3
2
.00
ent leader in the National league,
3
3
.50
and George Sisler, A. L leader. Firefighter
1
1
N. M. Yankees
.500
Below, an exciting and successful Duke
1
5
.167
City Wilte
-- n
steal
0
1
Red Sox
.000
ed with records of ninety steals a
I
the thirty mark. And only three
Junior League
W. L.
Pet.
season. But this time each seaof four have pilfered twenty
2
Laddies ...7
.778
son they had annexed close to
sacks.
Carey, Bigbee, Sisler, Highland
2
7
S. A. T
.778
Williams, Rice and Wambsganss Barelas White Sox.. 2
fifty. To date thisseason the
I
.667
leaders.
are .among the
Z" A
.250
leading stealers have not reached
Midgets

1

j

AMERICAN LV.AGVE.
L.
W,
St. Louis
36
60
39
New York
50
41
45
Chicago
43
45
Detroit .
44
43
Cleveland
43
40
Washington

ttvMfwee&.

M. C. A.

1

. . .

a

11

YESTER

y,

xE. Smith

i

!V

I

i

htoliifo

Played in Boys'

League;

n

r u. f. i

Ul

High school dropped a game to Philadelphia
the Bcbwna in the Senior league Boston .
by the score of 10 to 0 yesterday.
Batteries: High school Glass-ma- n
and Tomei; Browns Roy bal
and Jordan. Jordan knocked a
home run.
Today, St. Marys play the De
"
Molays.
Junior Tongue.
T.
'"Midget game wa
T)ie S. A.
postponed again, this time due to
a hike taken by most of the Midget
hoys under the ausjJces of the Y.

(Br 'J he AmocIuImI Vttu.t
St. Imuis, Mo.,
Juiy
Cardinals made it three out of four
nver the first plce Giants hero
g
contest,
winning a
9 to 8.
The Giants rallied in the
ninth, hut with the tying run on
third and the winning run on first.
Earl Smith fanned, ending the
The Cardinals fielded
'game. two
errors in the seventh
erably,
s
Kiving New York two runs. Horns-by'error also helped the
. Yorkers to their rally in the nlnt.i.
Both clubs used three pitchers. Ao
the victory the Cardins.f
a result of
the
-tire only- a half paine behind
leaders. They have won seven out
of ten from Now York this year,
ycore:
New York.
.
A B. K. H. PO. A. h.
1
ft
Bancroft,
llawlings. 2b. . . 4
4
FriBch. 3b
4
Meusel, It
4
I 0
Young, rf
"
'
Kelly, lb
0
1
0
. .
Hobertson,
Cunningham, cf . 4 n1
Snyder, c
n
o
Douglas, p
n
(I
Causey, p
o' o

Jonnard, p.

10

n

SCOPE

0

No

I

c.

urn
UU1IUUU

MIUII

Cardinals DefeafNew York,
9 to 8, in a Free Hitting
Contest; Phillies Defeated
By Chicago.

nfllin'nlll
waaaMnMaaaaBnMaww
nnmllllA
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COTS DOWN
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In the Diningroom
In the Kitchen
In the Bedroom

.

In tlie Office
In the Factory

-- In the

Theater

Qr in any place where the wcathtr is SQffocating they wilL'prove(a
"s
'.
fort.
.

n

com-

N

RHONE FQR A FAN TODAY

Albuquerque Gas

Electric Company

"At Your Servico"

Phone 93

'.

Ruel,

inn

Collins,

i

?

r

,

1

-

,

V

i
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FOUR DANCING FEET
BI

JANE PHEETS.

KKKV DISAPPOINTMENT.
CHAPTER 2 s".
It was almost morning when
Gertio crept in beside Jennie. Even
then she could not sleep, but kept
repeating over nnd over the Jotter
she knew by heart, every word
hurting a bit more than the one
before.
She had told herself for months
she only wanted to know he had
not forgotten her; to be sure he
Yet now that
had remembered.
she knew he had thought of her
it brought her no joy. .
In every story he had read
where- the lover had written to
' the girl he cared for, she had pictured Tom Norris a the writer;
herselthe girl. But this r?old, little note did not resemble those
printed epistles in any detail. It
was sueh a letter as he might have
written a man.
In the morning she hid it away
with some faded flowers, and the
menu cards she had taken from
thexlnns where they had lunched.
"Ma says your Tom wrote you,1'
Jennie said at dinner. "He isn't my' Tom f I haven't
'
any mortgage on him!"
"Well, you needn't be so snappy!
I suppose you're in love with Len
O'Connor and that's the reason
you don't care becailse he wrote."
"What it I am! , It ain't-isn'- t
none of your business!"
.Again Gertie lost her temper
and Jennie stared at her in amazement. "You needn't snap me up
like'that! Len's all right, abut he
ain't in the same class wtth Tom."
"There there children!
Eat
dinner and stop quarreling.
- your
Tom was a fine gentleman, but he
ain't our kind. Len O'Connor is a
decent fellow, and plumbers make
ingood wages," Mrs. Cummings
'
'

s

Social Calendar

'

y

Good Cheer club will hold picnic
at Highland park at 4 p. m.

like Lilly without Lilly's hardness, and capability.
Lilly could
look out for herself but Gertie
Gertie was soft, thinking of flowers and books and such things.
She wouldnt' know how to keep
young fellows in their place as
Lilly did. Birt all she said was:
"Stop worrying your sister, Tim.
You ain't well this evening, are
you, Gerye? Better go lay down
till time, to go."
Gertie had scarcely heard anything of what had been said. Her
mind was on the letter. Should
she answer it? Tell him she had
received the books? With the
lengthening day had come agaTn
kindly thoughts of Tom, a desire
to make excuses, for the unsatisfactory letter, go different from
whafshe had expected.
Glad to be alone' Gertie went
Into the little room she shared with
her sister and closed the door. She
knew her mother would see she
was not disturbed. She took out
the, letter and the few keepsakes
that reminded her so poignantly of
Tom, and, with them In herjap,
tried to think what to do.- Even
Gertie knew it was rude not to
a gift. Tom had
acknowledge
sent her the books. She ougtot to
write and thank him now. that
she knew where to send a better.
'Then came a happy thought
the first! Perhaps he felt hurt
because she hadnt' answered that
other lettpr the one she never received. He wasn't the kind a girl
wonld Ignore.
"I'll answer It. but I'll be just
as cold as he Is," she said aloud,
her love and her pride fighting
within her.
She reread the letter. It wasn't
ecessary." She knew It by heart
hut she liked to look at the bold
handwriting.
'

J.

:
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nteTCrece

Chin
With Triipnjing of Red
B

'"''

"

MENU HINT,

liienkfnst.

Iced Orange Juice
Prepared Wheat. Sugar, Cream
Buttered Toast
Breakfast Bacon
Fresh Sliced Tomatoes
Coffee

Lunch.

.Boiled Cottage Ham
String Beans Boiled Potatoes
Combination Salad
Corn Sticks
Milk
Butter
Pineapple Pie
v

Dinner.

Tomato Soup
Sliced Lemons
Baked New Potatoes
i
Cold Slaw
Hot Rolls
Cheese
Crackers
Iced Tea
Berries

I'ried Fish

Today's Heolpes.
String Beans Wash and string
one pound of beans. Take ahout
of a small cottage ham.
wash thoroughly and boil in quart
of water for about half an hour.
Then add beans and boll In same
water, arid little pepper salt isn't
necessary as the ham is salty
enough. A small red pepper can
he added if liked. Cook until well
done, then add four medium sized
potatoes and cook until done. If,
when adding potatoes you need
more water, put in a little hot
water. 'Serve beans and potatoes
together and slice ham separately.
Combination Salad
Tomatoes,
green onions, cucumbers, seasoned,
a little vinegar and serve on a leaf
of lettuce.

'

-

Canning Cherries,
Run Preserves
Cherries, either
alone or in combination with the
other fruits, such as currants or
ia(v be preserved in
raspberries,
the sun. This can only be done in
a climate where there is a great
deal of sunshine.
The cherries
should he washed, dried, stemmed,
sorted and weighed. One pound
of sugar and two tablespoons of
,1uice are allowed for each pound of
fruit. The chjjrrles are placed in

'
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'
terrupted.
"Mydear Gertie:"
v
That was the way people ad"Yes, and he likes to give a
girl a good time and I'm 'going to dressed others- - when they fast
let him do it too! I'm tired and wrote bus:ness letters. She. had
sick of never hnvlng rylV fun! Informed herself extensively upon
Sticking around here every minute the etiquette of letteiVwrlting, sure
I'm not working. After this I am he would know If she made a misgoing out liKe other girls. Lilly take. He said he would be sorry
dorj't sit around homo none I can to think she had forgotten him
tell you. She knows how to have ifhe
knew how she had
a good time," Gertie declared, her thoughtonly
of him, prayed for hint
voico full of bitterness.
that she might be worthy of his
Mother and sister stared at her, friendship.
while Tim said:
nnai am i Kicking about?" she
"Got out wrong side of the beH asked
herself.
would
"Anyone
tnis morning didn't you, Gert? imnn i expected him
to love me
AVhat's eatin' you ?"
perhaps" she didn't finish the
For once Gertie did not
sentence save by a blush. But she
her little brother for usingreprove
slang. felt happier after she decided to
Mrs. Cummings looked troubled. answer the
k
for
This was what she had always the books, and tell him him had
she
feared that Gertie-woul- d
not
become
received the other one, so did
dissatisfied to spend her time at not know where to
write.
home when through her work at
Tomorrow Gertio
Determines
the dance hall, that the would be To Be Different.

vVOM All's.
INSTITUTE
Fashion Service

ence,
I am going away for several
months and I long to see her all
alone. Could you tell me how?
Do you think this trick I have
planned out is a fair one? My
friend and his girl are going to-- a
nearby town to a celebration sod
are going to take her along. They
are going to use my car to' run
down with and I am going to take
the train down and meet her there.
She docs not know this or she
would not go. Do you think I am
doing the right by following her?
I really love this girl with all my
' heart.
In order to show you how
much I will tell you what I am
doing I am sueing my wife for a
divorce, only I didn't file the paper
here because I didn't want the girl
to find out about it. Please state
what you think best. I hope I
haven't done anything to be
ashamed of.
LONELY JACK.
A girl with
will not
a
go with married man, and so it Is
natural
that
the
only
girl with
whom you are in love will not consider you, I would, not advise you
t0 carry out your plan to see her
in the other town when she does
not know you will be there. A di- . vorce is
your only course and you
should wait for It before you force
your attention on her.1 Probably
when you are free she will be glad
to see you again. At that time
write her a letter telling her what
,'you have done and ask her It you
may come to see her.
I am ft
Dear Mrs. Thompson:
young married woman, nineteen
years of age and have a nine
months' old baby girl. My husband
and I could not get along and at
last he deserted us. This happened
.
ago.
Now he is wanting us back and
He
to
do
says
has promised
right.
I he is not happy and never will b8
without us. I dont miss him much
ns I have boy friends call and go
out with them. Still I would like a
home of my own.
' My parents
and many others
won't even listen when I speak of
going back. Just what would you
advise?
He was mean to us and wouldn'J
and
get us anything to eat or wear
made us stay at home. Do wou
self-respe- ct

eight-month-

s
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California Hotels, Health
and Summer Re sorts
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KATY TRAIN; 6
EMPLOYESARE BEATEN

WRECK

'

BRYSON

Wilahlre BoaleTil til, 1m Aiwlo
A MODERN AI'A KTMENT HOTEL
In Exclusive Residential Dlitrlet. within aair null
of btifititai
od
hoppln center.-- '
MtU Service Commissary Oaraft.

(Br The Aimrlntcd Fretn.)
Dallas Texas, July 18. Six em
ployes of the Missouri, Kansas &
Texas railway lines in Texas were
beaten, an attempt was made to
wreck a Katy train between Chesa
p
and Rockwell, and a serious
in freight movement
is fast approaching in Texas, according to
an announcement late today at the
goneral offices of the Katy and
Texas & Pacific railways in Dallas.

one-quart-

I

CHILDREN

TO GIVE

BENEFIT SHOW FOR
DAY NURSERY FUND

(By The. AasocInteA Preu.l

Throe little girls will give a bene-

fit entertainment for the day
nursery fund on Thursday evening
at 7:45 o'clock at the home of Mrs.
T. G. Winfrey at 802 West Silver.
Admission tickets are obtainable

for 5 cents each.
The program will consist of musical numbers, Interpretative dances,
singing and dramatic reading by
the very young talent of the city.
The little managers of the entertainment who will participate as
well are Marie Morton, Florence

18.

central--

ui
371

410

W.st Central Ave.

"California's Premier Vacation Ilcsort."
The wonder city of the Southland. Only 40 minutes to Los
Cool summer climate. Offers all divorstons including surf andAngeles.
bathing, fishing, boating, motoring, etc. Gigantlo pleasure piers. plunge
Home
0
C8lebrate1 mhllon-dolla- r
Hotel Virginia. Accommodations to
suit all classes. Long Beach is one of the fastest growing industrial
centers on the coast; also a beautiful residential city. Write for literature and full information.
v

Summer Dresses

Jt

MEET

Gable Apartments

US IN THE HEAflT OT'i

1640

"

I1"1,

i;

--

Hart bros.i
MILLION,,

Shalto Rtrrrf, Lo. Angela,
Caiifurnln.
Flxth Street Car to Union Slnal. and
inubt apartment. Three blocks from
Weatlak. Park. Phon Wtl.hlr., 4710.
E. C. WARNA8,
Manaser.

HOTEL MOTOR INN

FOR THE AUTOMOBILE
TOURIST
nd TRAVELER
frna nxwaunlty kltcba.
M d1fv
injr
eotv
cqiiUipod tad nwi
Hoc and cold wiw In unb mora.
Ktrurted.
with bath.
il.V) wtthaut bait..
No itr
rti.-Trm

cans,
tt

fflmimfy
7ttl Bt.

n.

Imported Organdies, Voiles, Dotted '
Swisses,' Ginghams, Ratinas, Canton
Crepes and Georgettes.
Sizes for girls 8 to 14 years, for flappers 43, 15
and 17 years; and for small women wearing 14 to
sizes. There is a wide range of dainty
styles, affording a pleasing individuality white
and all the leading popular colors and shades.
20-ye- ar

$4.98 $4.98 $4.98

regular

values.

Regular

Mepa-lln-

$2

value. Hpeclal

.

flood quality,
bleached Muslin.
9 yards
for

.

v

.... uJC

JJC

Ladies' light and dark percale,
special nnallty bungalow aprons
leaders St $1.SS and QQ
special

Ladles'
Sheer Hemstitched
Lawn Handkerchief.
Very special a dozen..

JtC

QQi
tjJC

99c

Silk Brocaded

fh
vvv

Brassieres.

$2.00

Sellers
Hamnants.

to

$2. BO.

,

,

Values
Special

up

Children's Stockings.
Seven fairs for ;. . .
Red Seal Gingham.

Ladles' TVhlt

regular

.

yyc

two

ITjmio

1419 Whlttlir
Blfd.,
Am., leg Angtlm. J&as4 en

parsons.

Stephen-to-

Boli 1H.

EUROPEAN

PLAN

The Journal

'

a;

silk striped Madras
Shirting, a very choice value at
65c. Special, two
yards for

99c

Dotted

Imported
Organdie; regular
$1.93. Special

cotton

...

AQJ
UUC

Hates Par Dayi
Ilnublc.
Single.
IDA Room.
11.00
tt.M)
s.sfl-s.n- n
100 Room
S.oo
S.00-4.0- 0
90S
Room., toll.t. .,
00
400 Roomi, bath... . 60-00 3. 00-TWENTT CORNER SCITES.

exclusive Resort
Medium of New

-

to

SA.flO

Free Auto Busses Meet
Trains.

All

MllS!

SK.A0

Doubl.

Mexico

7.00 to S8.0

222
t

.

...99c

99c

aaC

..........

.99c

Ladies' Genuine Leather Xov- - Amber colored Bead Necklaces
elty Hand 15;igH. One rf our in stunning pendant
best specials at Jl.0.1.
styles. Special
Very special, each
Octagon shaped, silver plated
Ladles' Panama Hat Shnnes, powder
boxes.
QQ
2 and
S3
Special
values. Special
Novelty Earrings, worth
Men's 75c Neckties.
$2.00 Special
2 for
Specjgl
Ladles' Cotton Stock- Men's $1.50 Neckties,
7c7C
Ings. Nine pairs for...-- ,
Special
Ladies'
White
StockFibre
Silk
Men's Heavy Bib
ings. Two
Overalls. Special .. . ...
VJKs
pairs for
Men's
Good
Black Ladies' Reindeer Fabric Gloveg
Quality
Sateen Shirts,
Hansen make; a splen- - QQ
Special
did $1.25 seller. Special
Men's $1.25 Fancy Sflk
Tard-wld- e
Tajama,
Cheeks,
Sox, Special
fine fjuallty, 8
yards for
Men's 25c Sox,
S
pair for
Soft, sheer 'quality Nainsook.
B
yards
Men's Khaki
for
Coats. Special
Gingham-Edged
ColMercerized Cotton Mull, a spe- - Organdy
laring, regular 75c
AQ
clal BOc seller,
2
AO
value.
,
yards or
now 3 yards for
Colored Organdie Embroidery,
Choice
Tissues
and
Tissue $1.35 seller.
ftA
Ginghams, 75c values, Aft
UUC
Special
2
for
special
yards
Trim
Gingham Loop
Fancy white basket weave mlngs, 6 yards for
45c
Skirting,
value.
regular
Very special
Fancy Gingham Jig-Ja- g
4 yards for
VVC Trlrntnlng. 4 yards for QQ
:

99 c

tI7l

7C

99c
99c
99c
99c

99c
QQ,

Girls' Collegiate School
Thirty-fir-

st

Accredited.

year begins Sept. 28th.
Col-le- g
Offers

General

Preparatory. Special courses
work, vocayears
tional, cultural. Beautiful Spanish
Out-doa reality.
life
buildings.
Hiss Parsons and Miss Dcnncn,
Principals.
te

Adams Street,

-

99c

99c

aiC

itsC

7C

,

:.99c

7C

Enamel
IS button
Kitchen
black
stk fabric
gloves, silk gloves. Small sizes Cannlstfr Sets, worth QQrt
$2.00.
UUC
$2
Value.
Special
nly,
special
r
Hand Painted Rattan
Waste Baskets. Special QQ
Good ouallty toilet
20
.
.
bars for
soap.
Wall Paper, special
5 rolls for
Boys' Sport Blouses In stripes,
dots and khaki; regu- AQ
Colonial or Optic Water QQ
lar $1.25 values
Tumblers, Special 12 fort
e

Four-piec-

ff
yyc

The San Diego Army and
Navy Academy's
Armual

99c

--

.
SUMMKIt 8F.SS10N

Summer Seeslnn will begin July
and and September 1. A happy comblna
Hon1 of Work and
with aea bathpia
ing and land aporta. 1160 covera prao-tical- lr
Wrtta
.very expense,
CAPTAIN THOMAS . A. DAVIS, Pres.
raclflo Bench, California.
Los Angeles, Calif.
3

"

UjC

tf

COLLEGES.

II" J- -

99c

$1.60 Corduroy.
.
Keds Oxfords
In Special
Mack or white, Sizes Of
Heirloom Charmeuse
to 2. Special
VuC
Lingerie Cloth.
r.
Unbleached
Cretonne
Muslin,
Speclat
.trimmed House
CiQ
Dresses. Special
Shirting Flan- - QQ
nels. A yard
)tJC
Ladles'
Patent Leathers
nnd
Kid
Plain
rumps,
Af. Silk Shirting.
3.5
Values. Special... UoC Special

....

CALIFORNIA SCHOOLS

snd

Swiss
. .. .

,99c

is

f(n
WC

Good quality black,' white fir
blue petticoats and pettibock-ersateen.
QQ
..,-taSpecial

uJC

.

AA

Ladles' $1.25 and $1.50
Middles. Special

XJcg-ul- ar

A big as
jiet- - QOrt
.

$1.45.

Lingerie Blouses,

special

99c
99c

.

99c

Weve Boys' Athletic Union Suits, a crackerjack AQ
6Dc value. Two for

OOrt

Everfast Suiting.
Three yards for

iL

ICool

un-

n

OOa

Special

Boys' Stra?

11.50

Hats

e,

QQ
UoC

yard-wld-

Blouses;

Ml'Wly

Girls' Gingham Cresses, ages 2
lo 6 years. Special $1.25 and
$1.50 values.
QCaj- Now
UJC

fQ
7iC

Black Sntln

Suits',

QQ
JVC

$1.1:5

regular

99c

Tard-Wld- e

while.

Girls'

lT,ndles' Swiss Ribbed
Union
Suits. Heal values at $1. Our
special leader ..at
6uo, two for
Eos- -

$1.60 sellers.

Special

large

tjJC

Genuine Cowhide
ton Bags. Special

Chsmbray Wash

99c
99c

high-grad-

price-concessio-

Cnstlle .Simp,

Floating

Boys'

99c

:

A

Extraordinary Values
e
'dresses
Bought frortra manufacturer of
at a big
We .have just received
our allotment. These are offered to our friend9
priced .so as to provide the most extraordinary-value- s
and the greatest saving of the year.

Slip-

ol

over Sweaters

.

'

CHAMBER OF COM.MTCItCF,
Long Bench, California

Gatos-UnderhH- .1

Albuquerque, N, M.

L.

Children's

rail-toa-

department; stores

Ladies'

New Model Coraets,
brocade. Real1 values
at $2.50. Special

Muskogee, Okla., July
general riot call was sounded here
early tonight shortly after
squad of police, armed with riot
guns, rushed to a down town
d
street corner where several
shopmen in a wrecked motor car were surrounded by a
threatening crowd.
The crowd, apparently made tip
of striking shopmen, quickly swelled to several hundred. Jcors and
taunts were hurled at the policemen. All the local national guard
units are at Fort Sill, Okla., in
summer camp.

m

,

true seeker of economy.

.

tie-u-

GENERAL RIOT CALL
SOUNDED AT MUSKOGEE

mines in which he was tnterested.
Storrle has resumed his journey accompanied by T. W. Smith
t
of this city.
Mr.

Demands the attention of the

sortment of choice
terns, 4 yards for--

one-hal-

h

Las Vegas, N. M July 13. It.
Storrle, builder of the Lss
Vegas Irrigation project and who
suffered a serious impairment of
his sight five years ago in an explosion, received further injury to
his vision yesterday when his car
a short distance
from
upset
Springer, N. M. Mr. Storrlo wai
pinned beneath his machine, and
chemicals from the battery wore
thrown into his eyes. He was on
his way to Oklahoma to visit
C.

99c SALE
bars lor

round-and-roun- d

ATTEMPT IS MADE TO

R. C. STORRIE INJURED
WHEN AUTO CAPSIZES

rH

Jiv

King Edward Hotel

finish for the skirt
The armhole line and tie hold
are Interesting features and when
well executed add much to the
smartness of the blouse.
f
to three widths
Tvo an
of
crepe de Chine should
be used In the skirt to give good
fulness, and the hem should be
at least two and
Inches
deep. It may be hand or machlne- stitched to harmonize with the
gttcnIn 0 tn blouse
The hat is of the sports type.
made of whites, crgpe de Chine
adorned with a Jaunty red feather.

rlcs on the tweed, camel's hair, and
English mixture variety are in great
demand. They are made on strictlines with rnglan
ly masculine
sleeves, patch or sailor pockets and
usually come belted. These coats
are always popular every season
for motoring, traveling and general
wear but this coming fall they wRl
be more rtopular than ever.
The woman who is planning an
ocean trip or a motoring
trip will
find that It is none too early to invest in one of these practical
coats. One such as this man
tailored model will be at her service for many seasons. It la made
,of a dark gray coating with an angora or camel's hair finish and M
backed with gray, white nnd black
plaid.

te

out-do-

Rittcnhouse and Dorothy'Horton
GASOLINE FItlCE CUT.
nCFFASf- - DEFEATS DAVIS
reChicago. July 18. A
Chicago, July 18. A, C. Buf-faduction in the price of gasoline and
of Pasadena, Calif., defeated
cut in the price of re- H. H, Davis, of Newcastle, Pa.,
a
(Special Cnrretpnadcnce to The Joarns.1.) fined oil was
announced
today
by
present
holder, 82 to 8 and
Santa Fe, July 18. The water the Standard Oil Company of In- 32 to 18medal
In the opening play for
shortage, as 'to range, crops and diana, effective in the eleven
the
medal in the
towns, is growing serious, it is re- western
states served by the American roqua league tournathe
company.
ported in the bulletin issued
ment
by
today.
federal weather bureau - for the
week ending today. The report

es

;b

mm

OF NEW MEXICO

shdws:
"The week was rather hot, Partly
cloudy .and mostly dry, although
ngnc tocai munaerstorms occurred.
These were Insufficient and rain is
urgently needed. Water is scarce,
wells and town 'supplies are low or
dried up and conditions are rapidly
serious.
becoming
Ranges arc
mostly dry, much poor and burned
up, so that the outlook thus far for
fall and winter range is poor. Stock
is fair in eastern counties, fair to
very poor in central and west,
Its own In the
scarcely holding
drier sections. Irrigated crops,
however, are - doing well, the second cutting of alfalfa Is under
way In central counties, being finished in southern. " Corn is growing
fapldly and Is - tasseling in the
southern districts, but over dry land
areas much is burned up, or stagnated, awaiting rain. Cotton Is doing well in south. The shipment of
pears will begin in Southern district' at the close of the week, and
of cantaloupes the following week.
Tomatoes are being marketed in
the southern valley.
"Albuquerque
Dry weather Continues, although showers appear in
the distance. All irrigated crops,
however, are doing well. Second
cutting of alfalfa, under way. Pastures and ra"nge very dry. Early
peaches coming to market. .
"Santa Fe Hot, mostly dry week,
showers too light and local to re
lieve the drouth and range is very
short and pdnr; stock poor to fair.
"El, Paso Ranges Improved as a
result of the light showers, but need
more rail. Roasting ears more
Cotton about ten days
plentiful.
ahead of the average season. Pears
are ripening and picking will begin
at the close of the week. Canta-lonpare maturing, nicely and
shipments will begin In about ten
days. Tomatoes being marketed,
Rain Is beginning to
"Springer
be needed, especially over the plains
eastward. Corn is burning iin ami
range getting pnoior. vhlle forag?
,
,
crops are

k'Si
(WX&

shallow trays and the fruit juke
and sugar heated and poured over
them. The tra-should be covered
with plates of glass to protect them
from dust and Insects. They are
placed in the sun for three or four
days or until the fruit has absorbed
enough of the syrup to make them
plump and the syrup hns becomo
thick and jellylike.
The fruit
should
brought In at night.
Cherries
For
Canning
fruits, as
well as for vegetables, the single
period cold pack method of canning is best. When the fruits are
intended for table use, syrup should
be poured over them to fill the Jars.
In canning fruits to bo used for piJ
unwnt-iLiiiiuK ui in itouiwuk
sweetened fruits are desirable, boiling water mny be used Instead and
the period of sterilization or proCherries
cessing is Increased.
should be cooked in the hot wuter
bath for sixteen minutoB when the
syrup is vsed. and for twenty minutes when only the boiling water is
used. Cherries should be washed
and pitted before being canned.
They are then packed in the sterilized jars. The rubber, which is
dipped in boiling water for a minute, Is next adjusted, then the cherries In the jar are covered wltha
medium syrup or with the boiling
water. If glass top Jars are used
only the top bail is slipped into
place; if the screfr top Jar is used
then the top is screwed on using
only the thumb aud little finger.
This allows space for the expansion
of air that the steam may escape.
The Jars are then "placed in the hot
water bath for sixteen or twenty
BY KLOISK.
The vogue for the mannish top
minutes, Varying ns stated above, if
syrup or boiling water Is wed. For coat is going to bo a dominant noto
the medium syrup allow one part of in the new fall fashions.
Plaid
black materials and reversible fab- sugar to two parts of water.

waist-lin- e

wear airs. Thompson;
I was think he ls"w:orthy of us?
WONDERING.
married, quite young at the age of -Since your husband was so selftwenty-on- e
I found
I
ycari.
ish
and
you could not get along tocouldn't live with my wife as she
ran with too many fellows and I gether before, I don't know what
you would have to look forward to
left her.
I happened to go with a few girls If you went back fo him. He thinks
he would do the fight thing, but is
and I took a fancy to the prettiest soon
as ho got what he wanted ho
one. My friend got sore at me and
uu All
he told ner I was married and a nuwiu luunui; LI cct
lot of other things that were not same way.
Of course this Is a matter which
true. Now she won't talk to me.
I do hate to lose so nice a girl and nopne should decide for you. Con
sider
the character of the young
yet I don't know what to do.
A few clays ago I was standing on man and draw your own concluthe corner talkingjto another fel- sions.' Do you think he coul.l
low. She came along, but I didn't change so much that now he wjmld
see her until she was almost in be a good provider and a comrado
front of me. She spoke to me but whovwould spend his spare time
and the baoy. taking you
passed right on. I called her up with you
that night for a date but she places when youis wanted to go? do
Unless love
your motive,
wouldn't go. It seems as if every
time I see her she is so nice and not go back. It Is not enough to
a
reunion.
warrant
pretty that my heart longs for her.
She told another fellow that she
liked me but she said, "You know
how his wife will feel." I haven't
DE
IS N
lived with my wife for three vears
end so what would be the differ-

HEAVY TOP COAT
FOR COOL AUTUMN

Read th Announcements
of California's rnnious Hotels, Ifcaltli,
Beach and Mountain Resorts and Solve "That Outing Problem"
MEDILL IS OPPOSED
Literature anil Full Information by Writing Direct, or nt Freo Infor
By MARY JROOKS PICKEN
MINES
TO OPERATING
tnatlon Bureau nt Office of the Morning .Journal.
WITH UNSKILLED HELP
SOME say that women take up
for 4he smart clothe
(By The Ainocliitei PrjM.)
that
activities permit themj
Springfield, 111., July 3 8. At
to wear, but practlcalr all Amerito operate the mines of
Fifth Near Main, Los Angeles
can women wear sports clothes la tempts
Illinois with unskilled help would
some form. Snrejy, no yonng girl be "absolutely suicide for many
A Room and a Bath for a
need feel that she must bt a ten-- ! of the men," Robert M. Medill.
of the state department
nls champion to wear with assur- director
Dollar and a Half.
of ipines and minerals said toance and comfort the design Illusday in commenting on Attorney
Rates
trated
$1.50 to $3.00
General
Brundage's suggestion
A pldted skirt is always a dethat the governor declare martial
room
a cool outside room
Every
In
the
counties.
law
mining
tucks
light. The
There are not enough soldiers In
of the middy have two avantages
the state to maintain martial law.
giving balance to the blouse and he declared, because the mining
keeping It In place on the figure. territory covers two thirds of the I
.Fa !
They also provide an attractive state.

letter-t-than-
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99c
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v99c
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lUCaMKliS
SUMMER

ELUOTTSCHOOL

SCHOOL WF

Cumnock School of
Expression
T.

FOB C.IKLS
H. Gntmerry
Plate, tot Angelei.
Ideal Summer Horn, for your
eitata. (annad by
Daughter,
Spacious
Anfelei, California.
Cool gea hreezra,
Superior educational
Jon Itlb
July .tftth. advantages.
Character
Building. SumCnWanlt Credit
mer
July 6th to August 18th.
Tntorlns In High School and Grail. Wrlte session
"Booklet.
for
Ird.
October
Subject.. Pall Term Opens
MARTHA ,COM IN
WEAVER, M. A,
HELEN A, BROOKS, A. M
IMS
An

Prlnrpal.

LOS

ANQELE8 MILITARY ACADEMY
Lee Angelee, Calif.
on
Dellf htfnlly
altoated
Huntington
Drlra, near paaadana, 17th T.ar8to-d.at- a
admitted at any Uroe. HlKh.at

standards

in
Beholarahlp,
aad Genaral Culture

Military
acrea.
Tralnlne
tlStimm.r
Compute
Un
aqulrm.nt.
Tralnlne at Mountain and Beach Caiopt
Tutoring f Paired.
Pbona 81411.,
.JUCIUHD . K. ItAJXCI, Frealdcnt. ..

A'clver'trln the

CITY DELIVERY OF THE

JOURNAL

Every paper for nbscrlbers In the city of Albuquerque
should bo" delivered not later than. 7:00 a. m. weekdays and
.
I A. a. Sundays.
,
'
i

- v.

'

-

If any subscriber falls to receive his paper properly,
9:30 will bring
phone call before
a new paper by

'

'
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By EDWIN C. HILL.
the comfortablo little town
of Cloquet, In northern Minnesota, not far from Duluth, a remarkably Email sample of the famous
female Bex was utterly engrossed, In
the middle of a late June afternoon.
In one of the most prosaic of domestic tasks. She was Ironing her hus- Rhlrts. The
band's "Sunday
but percomfortablo
of
the
kitchen

'l

IN

differ-

fectly commonplace cottage,
from
ing in no visible particular
twenty such houses of Cloquet's
"good residential" section, was markedly warmer than even the very
warm day outside, and from time to
time the diminutive lady paused to
flick dreps of perspiration from her
eyebrows as she slapped a flatiron
expertly upon the bosom of her
spouse's linen.
The telephone,,, one of the few
agencies ever devised by males for
successfully mnstering female attenInsistently, and the
tion,
remarkably small laundress dropped
tho Iron upon a handy gas flame,
said, "Oh, what Is it now!" and surrendered to the call. The voice that
came over tho wire from a fairish
distance expressed itself briefly:
jing-jangl-

Good New by Phone.
"Glad to assure you that yoi are
nominated. Mrs. Olosen. No doubt
wnit it now. You are 4,000 ahead
and going strong. Congratulations,
Senator!"
Mrs. Peter B. Olesen (Mrs. Anna
,
Dickie Olesen, to give Her the distaff
distinction due her and the name by
which she' would be known in Washington if by some posnlble though
hardly probable upset she should
arrive officially in the capital on or
about the fourth of March, 1923),
- stood for half a minute, hardly more,
nodded her little head in satisfaction
and went straight back to the array
of Shirts appertaining unto friend
husband. A little thing like being
nominated in the primaries of tho
State of Minnesota to contest in behalf of "the Democratic party for the
Senate scat now warmed by tho Hon.
Frank B. Kellogg, Republican, didn't
feaze her at all: In tho first place,
Bhe had anticipated victory, and In
the second, third and fourth places
Bhe never allows anything to upset
the sane conduct of her domestio affairs.
said this half portion
"No,
Btateswoman (it doesn't seem fair to
call 'em "statesmen" after all the
trouble they have gone to and the
earnestness they have displayed in
proving that women are people, after
all), "I have no use for the" members
of my sex that can't play politics
without letting their homes go on
the rocks not a bit!"
Hep black, eyes snapped and
seemed to send oft sparks, like a
radio machine tuning up for business.
'

'

eir-ee- !"

Nominee' Compelling Eye.
They are extremely compelling
eyes, too, rather deep set, inclined
to harbor the shadows of thought;
very expressive. One might .hazard
the surmise, offered with all neees-sar- y
advance apologies, that the
.Democratic candidate for Senator in
the grand old State of Minnesota
owns a temper. Those eyes can flash
fire at times, and a pair of lips that
,

Nsw York, Saturday.
changes in
REVOLUTIONARY
of the the- ater, as presaged by the ex
traordinary experiments of Dariel
Fitskee in Chicago and Mme. Ivan
Boubzovsky in Paris, bring in their
wake hope to the producing manager
"of being able to send on tour his the- atrlcal organizations without seeing
all his profits dwindle in railroad
-,
charges for hauljng the scenery necessary for modern productions.
The prevailing high cost of transportation has prevented many worthy
New York successes from making
tours with a reasonable surety of
jjroflt to the producers, but now with
the promise of being able to reduce
cost of transporting scenery by more
there is a possibility of
than
seeing a perceptible increase in the
number of traveling companies next
season.
one-ha-

lf

Various Methods Tried.
of methods have been
tried to reduce the heavy outlay necessitated in the sconio equipment of
plays, particularly musical comedies
and dramatic spectacles.
Scenery
has been built in the smallest sections possible, it has been painted on
pineapple silk and asbestoslzed material, but the small section scenery
has looked shabby and Inadequate
after the first week of one night
stands, while the constant creasing of
the asbestoslzed trunk7 sets have precluded their use by All reputable organizations calling themselves
All sorts

'
(

However, Dariel Fitzkee, a young
Chicago stage artist, has appeared as
a Moses who will make it possible
for the theatrical managerial Joshuas to throw down the walls of the
modern Jericho of excessive railway
costs and penetrate into the long deserted one, two, three night and week
stands with productions that were
only able to make short jumps out of
New York to cities of large population for extended runs and missed the
privilege of playing the "Tanks" and
smaller citie, owing to the prohibitive rate for company and baggage.
Mr. Fitzkee bus. perfected a scenic

specially aids a special interest, an
unsound policy, wrong economically
and politically.
"That the Newberry case should be
reopened in the Senate to correct one
of '.he worst political crimes of
American history. .
"That the soldiers should have a
bonus, to b provided for not by a
salea tax but bythe excess profits
tax.
"With this material I built my
speeches, talking to good sized
crowds everywhere. Thanks to the
hospitality I received everywhere,
and thanks to the good ladles of
Minneapolis who gave me niy little
car, my expenses were very small,
not much more than f 300."

MRS. OLESEN IRONS A SHIRT AND TALKS
can set into a straight thin line goes
with the eyes on due occasion. There
Is firmness, vigor in her small, dark
face; ambition as well, and no end of
'
energy. I
There Is gentleness, too, and a large
degree of comeliness, for Anna Dickie
Olesen is not hard to look at. There
is nothing whatever about her five
feet of height and 100 pounds that
repels the gaze. That she knows her
way about and has a will of her own
is apparent, but it is equally obvious that she Is distinctly a likeable,
attractive and interesting person.
She knows how to dress, too nothing dowdy about the lady, though at
ironing and suchlike household employments she wears the usual female uniform, "wrapper" and' apron.
When she dons her war paint and
sallies forth to preach Democratlo
doctrine to the hoi pollol. or when
sho rises up in a national convention
of her party or responds to tho
at a great political banquet
she is all there, as the saying is;
well tailored suit for out of doors
and decollete, fluff, silk, whatever
else they require for indoor ease of
mind.
"Tell meiall about yourself, your
family and your ideas and ambitions," the caller requested. This In- - )
spired a flicker of the incurably feminine.
"About little me? What la there
about me that the great New York
Herald could be Interested In?"
Immediately, however, the lady got
down to business, manifesting notable expertness in tho producing side
of the Interview
game straight,
clear talk; sequential, pointed, interesting.
"Right away I shall tell you how
old I am. What do you think of
that for a woman?, I am turned 38.
Do I look It?"
toast-mast-

'

ger ways. When the Jackson Day
dinner was held In Washington in
1920 I was invited to attend as one
of the speakers and the leaders of
the party and the press as well said

In Which the First Woman Candidate for the Senate
Discusses Bonus, Newberry and Woman's Place
, While She Does Up. the Sunday, Linen

'pome very pleasant things about me.
That summer I went to the San
Francisco convention supporting Mr,
McAdoo for the nomination, but we
McAdoo people were disappointed."
Apropos of the disappointment is
the recollection of Mrs. Olesen's com
ment when James M. Cox "went
oVcr" for the nomination. The little
lady snapped out in the midst of the
applause for Cox;
"They have drowned our party in
the teer keg."
"Then came the preliminaries of
the Senatorial contest in this State."
she went on, "and I obtained an' indorsement from the Democratic State
Convention.
Others that "were indorsed returned thanks, but withdrew. I thought it was my duty to
stick, and stick I did."
She compressed her lips grimly
over some thought and her listener
recalled that some of the Democratlo
leaders were positively shocked when
Mrs. Olesen took the convention seriously and declined to be edged out
of the race. Some of them for somebody else) planted the insinuation
that her candjdacy was manipulated
by Senator Kellogg in order to split
his Democratic opposition, and an
attempt was made, to make people
believe that "Mrs. Olesen wasn't to
be taken seriously." That fired our
heroine and tho way she went after
the inslnuators, demanding action
and threatby the Attorney-Generening criminal proceedings, put an
end to the loose talk.

1

'

is-a-

Went In to Win.
"I went in the race to win," she

Small, Youthful, Even Girli.h.
The caller's reply may be guessed
without any straining of the imagination, and thetruth Is that Mrs. Olesen in action, bright eyes on the Job,
dark complexion flushing with color,
black hair tumbling in the energy of
her talk, looks youthful and girlish,
and the smallness of her, a
edition ofwomanhood, adds
to the impression of girlishness.
"I was born in this State, at
on July S, 1885, of Scotch-Wels- h
parents, a canny lot." Mrs.
Olesen went on, "and my early education was entirely of the little red
schoolhouse kind. Then I was grad
uated from the Watervllle High
School and then attended Hamline
University in St. Paul, after which
I returned to the family farm until
I was married to Peter Olesen, in
June, 1905. Mr. Olesen Is school superintendent here, you know. We
have one child, Mary, a fourteen-year-ol- d
daughter, who Is almost as
keen about politics as I am. We live
the same kind of lives that millions
of other Americans live in Just such
towns as Cloquet, nothing unusual
or exciting ubout It at all. Mr. Olesen has his work and I have mine,
though each of us Is Interested In the
other's and tries to be helpful. If It
should happen that I defeat Senator
Kellogg and I may say that I am
perfectly confident of defeating him
vest-pock- et

e,

Mrs. Peter B. Olesen.
I shall ask Mr. Olesen to accompany me to Washington as a kind of
associate Senator, unofficially, and
In that way, you see, the State would
have the benefit of the experience of
the two of us.
"I have always done all my own
housework don't like to have a
hlrd girl fussing around. I don't
see any reason why a woman can't
be a perfectly good housewife and
yet devote time to club activities and
politics. This is certainly possible
when husband, wife and daughter
cooperate the way we do. We like to
give each other a hand. Both my
husband and my daughter will help
me lrl the coming campaign.
"How did I get Into politics?

Well, years ago I saw, as my husband did, that there were many
and dangerous conditions
surrounding our young girls, many
things which were' alarming from
the viewpoint of a mother, and I
made up my mind to stir up public
sentiment against the existence of
conditions perilous to young womanhood. That ambition led me into
women's club work and naturally
into politics after suffrage came. I
found that politico Interested me intensely and I found too that It was
easy to talk to people, to Interest
them and even to Influence them
righteously when you had something
vital to say.
"Tho reason that American audi

ences in or out of doors are so often
bored with politics and really important issues is that so many speakers are personally boresome,
prosy, mechanical, pompous.
You have got to make it snappy
when you talk to an American
crowd. You have got to show pep
as well as perseverance. Too many
speakers talk over tho heads of their
audiences or 'talk down' to them.
It's a mistake. The average American intelligence is as good as the
average speaker's intelligence. The
only difference is that the crowd is
inarticulate, lacks the facility of expression.
"Anyway, I got into politics, in a
small way at first and then in big
long-winde- d,

"My friends presented
contjnuedj
me with an automobile for campaigning. Yes, it was a Ford, a sedan, and' In that little car I covered
as much of our big State as its immense size and the difficulties of
travel permitted. No, I dWn't make
any special appeal to women. I went
out as a Democrat, sex unconsidered, with a platform that I believe
Is good for the State and the country. I dtto't like td sco women making sex appeals and raising sex anOno ought to be a
tagonisms.
human being and an American without regard to sex. I went into the
fight with George Washington's appeal as my rallying cry; "Let us
raise the standard to which the wise
and honest can rally the event is In
the hands' of God.' My campaign
avoided personalities and sensationHere are tho things I
alism.
preached:
Mrs. Oleaen's Political Creed.
"That government was organised
for the general welfare and should
be so maintained.
"That a 'people's bloc' is needed in
Congress as against any other 'blocs'
whatever equal rights for all, special privileges for none, ..Individuals
or classes.
"That the tariff Bhould be lowered
so that the farmer may secure-market for his products and the cost
of living be still further reduced.
"That the
Railroad
law should be repealed because it
-

doses. Ho gave a unique demonstration of his skill wth Arthur Hopkins's production of "Macbeth" for
John Barrymore, something which
had aready been accomplished by
Reinhardt in Berlin with "Hamlet,"
in which he used the same scenery
throughout, curtains being used instead of scenes, the tones being alter- - j
nately softened and heightened with
light effects. The effect was simple
and stern.
Mr. Jones's effort here was not
satisfying to the public. If It had
been attempted with a modern play'
the artistic values and results might
have been .more generously acclaimed, but the attempt to "modernize" Shakespeare's fine old plays
found the publio unwilling to accept
the change. The synchronizing of
colors with lights in productions
other than those - with which tradition has surrounded most of the
great roles with certain characteris- tics that are almost as hard and fast
as the laws of the Medes and Persians may be certain of reward, but
tradition demands conventional scenery for Shakespeare's plays, and no
one is going to be foolish enough to
persist in "clrcuslng" thebard,
However, Mr. Jones, better than
most artistic designers, knows that
the theater is very much alive and
ever ready for the fullest, widest expression of the author's thought. He
valiantly attempted to show Mr.
Hopkins how to convey the synthesis
of color, sound and movement by
supplying tTie decoration which bound
the whole and aided in throwing
across the footlights a perfect rhythmic presentation.
Margaret Anglin, who has been selecting her own plays and companies for sevofal years, has always
mounted her productions suggestively
and artistically, her production last
year of tho "Iphlgenia in'Aulls" of
temnestla, being particularly note
Euripides, in which she played Cly- worthy. This production was staged
with striking beauty, with a background of Agamemnon's headquarters that suggested the spacibusnftss
of ancient Athens. Here, amid harmoniously changing lights, the b5a.11 .
tlfully arrayed chorus moved in 4
I
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series of unforgettable pictures, over
changing and ever blending as co'or
after color was thrown on the silks
and gauzes. In the productlor. of
"Electra" of Sophocles, Livingstone
Piatt built for Miss Anglin the stage
up from its ordinary level, on which
stood the altar of Dionyslus, by
means of stairs, which formed in the
middle a platform sufficiently Urge
for the dramatic action. Two square
pillars projected from the upper
platforms, with the palace of Aa.
memnon on the left.
There has never been a more impressive or Imaginative setting for
any of the attempts to revive the
Greek tragedies In New York, The
lighting was from the stage, and
save when the shadows were thcr.wn
on the cobalt blue firmament the
background was impressive In its
sense of death. It was one of tne
finest accomplishments of Mn Platte
Another of Mr. Piatt's artistic triumphs for Miss AnftUn was his production for Euripides's "Medea," and
which established the majesty and
classlcl spirit of the representation.
Miss Anglln's production of "Tie
Woman of Bicnze," though requiring
only one set is so elaborate' that Jts
cost of trantportation would be a
heavy Item. There are solid stone
pillars that rtveai tlitir massive quality in the suoiued light, artists' casts,
one or two o' heroic proportions, and
ponderous art furniture, including
massive iron gates leading into a
garden. Of course the real art as
Miss Anglin presented it at the Fra-ze- e
could be substituted for in papier
macho imitations or reproductions,
but Miss Anglin insists on genuine
properties; and an artistic success
means everything to her; in fact,
more so than a big financial success
would bo with imitation "props."
Whether M.'ss Anglin will succumb
to tho new Idea of superimposing on
one drop ha'.t a dozen scenic changes
without the shifting of scenery or
continue to have built heavy an
artistic stago accessories necessitat
ing larger than ordinary stage crows
and property men is something not
.
immediately expecttU.
Miss Maud,) Adams has spent much
time since her temporary retirement
Conyrlglit,

..

1922,

by The New'York

from the str.ge experimenting with
new ideas tor stagj lighting. In her
dramatic productions Miss Adams,
achieved
tme very noteworthy
scenic effect. She extensively made
use of gauzf.s dyed with aniline colors, ellmlnautg the use of pigments
altogether. Cne of her experiments
was with a complete light absorption for a background A large black
plush curtail was first used, but
when the lights were played upon H
there was tonstdmable reflection,
which spoiled the efftct desired. The
nap of the plush acted as tiny mirrors to throw back the light effects
toward the audience After some experiments the p'ush was discarded
and the proper effect was produced
by hanging gauze ) lu front o canvas, both gauzes and curtains dyel
black.
In "Peter Pan," perhaps Miss
Adams's most notable success, she
carried out many scenic improvements. All sorts of gelatine, screens
were analyzed for their color transmission, besides the energy distribution of lamps, which resulted in
elimination of the aro lamp from the
stage in the Barrio play. The aro
lamp works all right with direct current, but in many theaters on the
road alternating current is used exclusively, which energizes only a haif
light in the arc, and which la both
noisy and Incapable of being properly focused. In place of the aro
light concentrated filament lamps In
projectors of flood lights were used
ror the first time for any purpose.
The idea both as to lamp construction and Its use was entirely original
with Miss Adams, and, strange y
enough, coincidental with the earliest
development of such illuminants from
another source. ,
Under ordinary light effects th
two scenes Intermingle into a hodge
podge of blurs and streaks that gives
no idea of what the artist was strlv
ing after and to the ordinary, beholder appears to he a sheet upon
which some one wielded a brush as
if he had been giving an imitation
'
of a whitewashes
The arrangement has Just one
drawback. If the electrician should
want to force a wage raise orte- -
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Official Candidate.
Mrs. Olesen at this writing is in
the thick of her campaign,, the approved, official candidate of her
party, the first woman candidate for
the United States Senate. An enormous itinerary has been laid out for
that small Fbrd contributed by her
Minneapolis friends. She Is attacking Kellogg all along the line in intervals of upholding "Woodrow Wilson Democracy," demanding cooperative markets, advocating the Great
Likes-St- .
Lawrence River Canal,
calling for a soldier bonus out of the
excess profits tax and roasting Congress for failing to remedy the economic distresses of the country. She
is about the busiest little person in
the whole of America.
Still, her work is cut out for her.
.Minnesota has had a Democratic
Senator only three times in Its history, and she has scarcely an even
chance. The Democratic National
Committee, seeing vast advertising
possibilities, and not without hope of
success, is preparing to aid her
financially and with a choice crew
of speakers.
That promise was
made to her by Cordell Hull, chairman of the Democratic National
Committee, and by the end of summer Minnesota may become one of
the most interesting battle
grounds
in the politics of the nation, with
big guns detonating ever so often.

,

Advanced Scenic Art in the Theater

device which enables one set to da
fcr every scenic change necessary in
any sort of a play or musical production. He can paint on one drop half
a dozen different sets, which when
seen in the ordinary light of day look
like a cubist's Jumble of crudities,
but when illuminated with lights of
certain cojors reveal artistic Interiors or decorative art scenes, each
scene standing out as its particular
"soul color" is projected upon it, the
liht bringing out only the colors it
is tuned with.
This device promises not only to
revolutionize the art of stage decoration but will make it possible for the
of scenery in much
less than half the space required
Instead of a company having to contract and pay for the use
of two or three sixty or seventy foot
baggage cars, the scenery and baggage will be conveniontiw loaded into
a forty foot car, which will be quite
an item of saving to the traveling
company.
Two Scene on One Curtain.
So far Mr. Fitzkee has succeeded
in painting two scenes on one curtain, making possible an instantaneous change of scenery simply by
changing the colors of the lights in
the baby spots above the stage and
directly under the proscenium arch.
This, he explains, is accomplished
by synchonlzing the spotlights, footlights, border lights and strips with
tho superimposed scenic designs.
Inter certain lights sympathetic
colors are invisible, and Mr. Fitzkee
has applied this principle and worked
out his color scheme accordingly.
The desire for unity In the theater
was first manifested In New York by
Robert E. Jones, who made a study
of tho Max Reinhardt methods and
introduced the new scenic motif in
Granville Barker's production at
Wallack's Theater of "The Man Who
Married a Dumb Wife." Mr. Jones
has had, a wonderful opportunity to
assimilate the modern idea of play
producing in all Its force. He saw
Reinhardt manipulate the dramatic
themes until he extracted both color
and essence and added color and
essence of his own in allopathio

Play, as well as the producer, if no:
keeping a few of the great army of
actors idly paradlr g Broadway look-in- g
for engagements, if the cost ot
transportation and hauling were less.

come provoked or Was careless fv
would be possible for him to transform tho garden scene In which the
HENRY J. PAIN, who
leading man. is making love to the
for forty years was the
so
as
to
make it appear he
ingenue
Pyrotechnist at Manhattan
was dashing her over the waterfall
to the pool below.'
Beach, where New Yorkers of an
When DavM Eelasco built his own earlier day were accustomed to
be
playhouse he was in a most artistic thrilled by his ingenious
amaz-- ,
and
state of mind. His nights were ing
displays of fireworks, has comdreams of filmy, color harmonies and
piled a picture book
his days were very human struggles
recording inwith carpenters and decorators and teresting and historic occasions on
whfch his set pieces,
compounders of changeable paints.
s
He was a forerunner of the manager
and daytime fireworks were
used,
with vlsldn, the producer with new
which gives a
ideas. He has Just celebrated hi
comprehensive and
forty-firyear of activity In tho adequate understanding of the field
dramatic profession. He has lived to Mr' Paln covered in his
forty years
control the most completely equipped ) of
experience in this field of amuseplayhouse in the United States. He ment.
"I often wonder," he
is able to place at the service of his
"what the fireworks man ofwrites,
1970
dramatists all that science has placed will Have
to do to produce the
at the disposal of the theater's art.
oh's' and 'ah's' of the
He is ever ready to encourage a new
eighties and
nineties." Wireless
pyrotechnics may
tendency in the theater and watches
be
then
In
or
vogue,
perhaps there
closely all Improvements that tend will
blaze forth
north-cr- n
for better mechanics and stage eflights; but no matter how beautifects. In recent productions, notably
those with' Chinese atmosphere, Mr. ful and how wonderful the effects
then produced may bo
Belasco produced some wonderful
they will not
light combinations, but as to the give the spectators greater satisfaction
than
was given, or compel more
probabilities of Mr. Fltkee's experisincere applause than has been won",
ments with scenic settings interchangeable with light effects his hy the man who wrote in fire the Joy
stage manager said Mr. Belasco of Holland when Queen Wilhemina
was crowned, gave visual
would have to see an actual demonexpression
stration of the new idea in scenery to. the satisfaction of Americans when
Roosevelt was inaugurated in, 1905,
before he would say anything reand saluted royalty and commoner
garding its value to the theater.
Theatrical producers and- scenlo in a score of. countries from Japan
to South Africa on all sorts of anconstructors are Interested In the experiments that are being carried on niversaries- which called for noise
toward the reduction In the cost of and flames In their proper observance. ' Mr. Pain's pictures are pubbuilding and the labor of handling
lished by Pain's Fireworks Company,
scenery. Tho mounting, cost of theatrical equipment has Increased in ten
The Danish Times and thj Scan- years about 100 per cent.
Canvas alone has increased 6Q0 per dinavian Review have given their
cent, so any device that will reduce approval to the new edition of Anthe cost of scenery will be warmly dersen's "Fairy .Tales and Stories,"
welcomed. It will at least help to edited by Signs Toktvlg and Intro- -'
keep mora road companies on the f duced by Francis Hackett. Vany of
long neglected one night stands and the pictures by Eric Pape and
of the text have been reprohelp to keep, many worthy producduced In Danish' mediums in this
tions away from the storehouses,
The book' was published
which are already overloaded with country.
scenic equipment that might be maklast autumn by the Macmlllai; Com'
ing some profit for the author of the pany.
super-rocket-
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Thinks She Will Win.
"Do you really believe that you
can beat Kellogg?"
"Of course' I do," she replied
briskly. "His own record will beat
him. He voted to seat Newberry.
That is quite enough if I know the
feeling throughout this State, and I
think I do."
"But the President carried Minnesota by nearly 400,000."
"I know it, but Hughes carried it
by leas than a thousand in 1916, and
there was a good deal of doubt about
the honesty of that slim plurality,"
she returned.
"Minnesota is not
hidebound. The many causes that
made for a Harding sweep in 1920
are not operating in this campaign,
or, rather, the opposite of them are
Moreover, Minnesota Is
operating.
no longer hidebound in politics.
There Is a stir of resentment all over
the State against the majority in
Congress, and 8 deal of anger over
this NeVberry case, the tariff and
other patters. That Harding mato melt like a snowball
jority
under the midsummer sun when
people go to the polls to register
their opinion of Kellogg's course in
upholding the political crime of a
century.
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IS SET FORTH BY EXECUTIVES

AFTER SHOOTING

Tha

following

lotterfrom

T. question

to the labor board were

Witt Cuyler, chairman of Jhe obliged to take the necessary eteps
Association of Railway Executives, to give that board Jurisdiction, and
.
Ver-Coroner's Jury Finds
to B. M. Jewell, gives the rail- that the labor board, after you
roads' views as to the causes made and insiirted on before it the
diet of Suicide; W. L.
which you now reiterate
leading up to the strike of rail- objection
In your telegram, proceeded to deFrom road shopmen:111., June
Recovering
cide the case, thereby determining
29, 1922.
Chicago,
Wound in Foot.
Mr, B. M. Jewell, President, Rail- that the carriers had made all of
efforts required by the law to
way Employes Department, Am- the
Lee Honaker, tha man who shot
of Labor, nettle with their employes by negoerican Fedesation
tiation before appealing to the labor
URt hla brothers-in-la4760 Broadway, Chicago, 111.
Harry U.
board.
Dear Sir:
and William DoBcll, Monday night
You further know, but do not
I have received your telegram state,
and then turned his weapon on
that the difficulty in agreeof the 27th instant, and have
himself, died early yesterday morn- presented it to a meeting of the ing on a reduction in wages was
A coro- Association
Execu- that the employes would not agree
of Railway
ing at a local sanatorium.
it because of instructions rener's jury In the court of Justfce W. tives, which convened in Chicago to
ceived by them from yoiiforgani-zatio- n
no
in
for
W. McClellan yesterday
another
purpose
morning today
they, Instead of agreereturned a verdict that Honaker'a way connected with any pending ing to that
reductions, should Insist on
death had been caused as the result Uabor controversy.
Increases. This failure to itgree Is
vvnne me Association oi atau-wa- y further
of a
gunshot wound.
evidenced
fact that
No facts were brought out at the
Executives does not under- when the reduction byin the
was
Inquest other than those published take to deal with labor policies directly ordered by thequestion
board
labor
to
the
left
such
x in the Journal yesterday
matters
being
morning,
proposed not to accept it, but,
to the individual jou
except that several children of the regions and
on tho contrary, to strike for tha
DoBell family and neighpors, wtio roads, your telegram, becaURO of purpose
of tleing up tho entire rail
were In the room whcr-thshoot- the shortness of time available
facilities of the Uniting took place, had been in danger. was considered by those present transportation
ed Btatea to prevent the reduction
The shooting occurred at the
ll at
the meeting today,--anby going into effect.
home. 70S West Fruit avenue. unanimous vote I wag Instructed
4.
You charge that various railStrong Brothers, at whose un-.- .. to make to you the following road systems
have undertaken to
'
establishment
the
dertaking
body reply:
j
contract out both work and shops
is being held, received a wire yesYour telegram conveys,' on be- in oder to take the men employed
terday to send it to Mount Oreb, O. half of theahop crafts, an ulti- out from under the protection of
Tha wire was from Honaker'a fath- matum that,
unless the carriers the railroad labor organizations
er, Andrew Honaker of Cleveland, turn their backs on the United and
them of the protec0. Honaker was the owner of a States Railroad Labor board and tion toof deprive
the transportation act, by
truck and had some other personal its recent decision, and accept which latter
it is assumed you mean
property.
terms, the employes for the protection of the labor board,
The coroner's Jury was composed your
whom you speak will on July 1, whose order you now defy.
Vif Charles Kern, Tom Smith, C. A. 1922
after tomorrow reFarming Out" Work.
Lyon, W. B. Wagner, It. C. Howell sort today
in the shape of a
force
Tou do not state, although you
i
C.
M.
and
Purtly.
will attempt to in- doubtless know, that the contractand
strike,
W. L. DoBell, who was struck in
processes of ing out of work and shops 'has been
the foot by a bullet from Honaker's terrupt the orderly
transportation on which the busi- resorted to by comparatively few
pistol, was able to bo about yester- ness,
comfort and welfare of the carriers, and that in doing so they
day on crutches. Ha testified at
depend. Mean- have acted individually and upon
fhe Inquest. He said he saw Hon- American publio consideration
of their own responsibility.
before
while,
aker fire the bullet int his brain.
your telegram could be had and
They have been advised by their
this reply sent, the publio press counsel, as we are informed, that
carries today the announcement in lotting such contracts they arc
FOUR PRELIMINARIES
that you
actually issued strictly within their legal -- rights;
IN THE ALLEGED VICE your strike hae
order, effective 10:00 that the labor board has no Jurisa. m.,
July 1st., al- diction to determine otherwise; and
CASES SET FOR TODAY o'clock the
,
railroad managements that they are ready to Bubmlt this
though
"present today state that they are question of bonaflde differences to
Preliminary hearings In the cases without any official notice from the properly constituted legal .triof four men who have been ar- the employes whom
you' represent bunals, and will loyally abide K by
rested jn connection with tha moral of the
intention to suspend work. the result.
clean-u- p
that has been under way
Makes Four Charges.
It seems appropriate, however, to
in Albuquerque for the past ten
Tou seek to Justify your ac- point out that, if you have a grievdays, will be held this morning in tion by
ance
four changes
against these individual lines,
the court of Justice George Roddy. against the making
you should address them. This you
railway exeoutives.
Among the men who are to have
1.
You charge that they de- do Rot do, but are seeking
examinations 'is Juan Brady, forto establish by agreement it an excuse for an attempt to inmer United StatPs marshal, who clined
with
railroad terrupt transportation- on all line,
employes
is accused of a statutory crime boards their
of labor adjustment, under including the few contracting roads
2.
on
Davidson
againRt Mary
July
and also the many others who have
Miss Davidson has been in a pre- section 302 of the transportation not resorted
to the contract method.
carious condition part of the time act, although you well know that
should also be noted that there
since the alleged attack, and is re- such adjustment boards, if estab- Is It
a
difference between the
marked
lished, could under the plain
ported not to have regained her terms
of the law, have no Juris- attitude of the contracting roads,
strength or complete mental poise. diction
over the question of on the one hand, and the attitude
Tomas Uarela and FrKnk Serna
you
re scheduled for hearings in con- wages. Moreover, in your quota- of yourself onandthethose whom
other; for the
of sec- represent,
nection with charges brought be- tion of the language
decline
to
roads
accept
cause of the story told by Ethel tion 302, you show that the law, contracting of
decision
the labor board in a
Cantril, the
girl who in express terms, leaves it op- a
. iwas with Miss Davidson the night tional with each carrier to agree case where there is a bonaflde difas to the board's
the attack is 'alleged to have been Qr not to agree to establish such ference of opinion
boards, and vou show that the Jurisdiction, but are ready to com-a
made upon her by Juan Brady.
findings
States Railroad Labon ply with the board'-constituted
'Sam Weinberg, held in connec- United
aution with
the case of Mildred board expressly held on Decem- soon as itbyis properly
determined to be valid;
no
thority
ber
7,
it
had
have
a
that
will
1920,
power
Jourdan,
hearing today
your associates
in Justice Roddy's court. The exact to require the establishment of whereas you and
defy the labor board ana it lawrui
such adjustment boards.
hour had not been set last night.
2.
You charge that the car- order n a proceeding confessedly
riers, after the United
States within its Jurisdiction.
crT.
crude oitj i?rtces
Strike Not Justified.
Railroad Labor board had reShreveport. La., July 18. The ferred to them
It is impossible within any rea
and .their employes sonablo
Standard OH company today
limit of space to single out
the negotiations of an agreement
a reduction of 25 cents per aa
anv reDlv to all the erroneous ana
condirules
and
to,
working
on
in
in
of
oil
crude
barrel
ill grades
to misleading statements contained
tions,
presented proposals
It to say
this territory.
which the employes' found it im- your telegram. Suffice
haa been and is nothing in the
possible to agree, and thereupon there
conduct of the carriers to justiry
that the matters in dispute were tie
you are
act which you notify
submitted to the United States nnnut
to commit.
Railroad Labor Board.
no
can
be
There
question about
You show that the labor board,
facts.
on such submission,
decided In theThe
on
facta are that the terms In-favor of the contention of the whioh In
your telegram you now
carriers in respect to amendana
prehave been duly
ruiiy
ments to rules 6, 10, 12, 14, 15, slst,
This
lffbor board
45 and 177, and you state that sented to the
evl
heard
has
board,
patiently
this decision of the labor board rtpnrA on which you rely to the
support
was not acceptable to the emas
aa
well
that of
your demands,
ployes.
in opposition, ana nave usien.
It is not clear from this charge fered
considered your arwhether your complaint is against cd to andin duly
support of your position
the carriers for carrying their dis- guments
Yon fullv participated In this law
pute to the Jabor board, establish- ful arbitration
and had your day in
ed by law to hoar and determine court.
it, oi"against the labor board for
The board on this hearing da
deciding on the law and the evi- cided against yeu and rejected the
dence against you.
which you now insist, un3.
You charge that, while the demands
of a strike, that we
der
penalty
labor board had still before It accent, and rendered
a decision
proceedings concerning rules and fixing the wages which in Ita opin
working conditions, tha manage- ioa are Just and fair under the cir.
ments on the respective railroads cumstances.
presented to their employes proOontinn of Labor Board.
posals for a uniform reduction in
The labor board was created by
wages, and without a genuine ef- an act of congress.
In its labor
fort to agree with their employes, nrovlsions it constituted a serious
carried the question as a controv- nnil maturely
considered effort by
ersy to the labor board.
congress peaceably and equitably to
Board Decided Cose.
labor controversies, protect
YOU also know, hut An nnt toto adjust
every Just right of labor, and to
that tha carriers, before taking this prevent
strikes and lockouts by
Da

Do-.B-

ell

e

'

d

Do-Be-

e
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-
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providing

Stores

g71 Bu

duly organised govern-

ment tribunal to hear and determine labor controversies affecting
"
carriers and their employee, and
thus avert from the publio the disaster which must inevitably follow
an interruntion of transportation
Up to the present moment It has
that purpose.
happily accomplished 1920
it heard
Tn tha unrinr nf
fthe demands of labor rorn in

Men's Summer Suits
$9.90

WJL

a

TUBERCULOSIS
Dr. Olua has poattWa
proof he la able t cure
tubarouloals by Inhalation
Id any cllmau.
For further lnformatloi
afldrtit THB T. F. OLA 88
INHALANT CO.. MA BON
BUILDING, LOS ANQI-LE- 8
CALIFORNIA.

v

AS YOU LIKE

beauty
of the
wearer,
IK.

TAUPERT
Optical, Co.
305 West Central
Phone 688

IT.

I the bread we bake. It pleases
the whole family Our bread, biscuits, pies and cakes are made
with eare by expert baker They
are cheaper and better than you
can bake yourself. We can sell
cheaper because we bake la large
quantities.

:

Money May Be
Lost; or. Stolen
Travelers' Cheques
are cashable everywhere,
are safe from theft and
may be replaced if lost.
Our

Let U

Equip You For

the Trip.

'

Albuquerque Foundry Firtt Saving Bank
and
and, Machine Works
Knf!ner Founder Machinist, '
Trust Company'
v
Caittniri In Iron, Brut,
Klflotrfo

Motor,

Oil

Enfflntft,

Albna.Mra.oe.

J

(Any reader can get the answer
to any question by writing tho AlJpurnal Information
buquerque
DiBureau, Frederio J. Haskin,
rector, Washington, D. C. This of
fer applies strictly to information.
The bureau cannot give advice on
io!ii meflleal. and financial mat
ters. It does not attempt to settle
domestio troubles, nor to unaer-taii-Avhfliiatlva research on anv
subject. Write your question plain
ly and briefly. Give full name anii
address and enclose two cents
stamps for return portage. All re
plies are sent direct to the in
'
quirer.)
Q. How much ground should be
allowed for a baseball diamond in
a playground? M. S. E.
.A. It depends on the size of the

'

"Alboqcerqub, n.

f

.

ter.

'

The champion's nearest competir
tor is her
which was
thought to be the state
champion, having produced 13.080
pounds of milk during the past
year. Her butter record shows B72
'
pounds for that period.
It is believed by County Agent
Lee Reynolds that a senior Holstein owned by tho Bame growers
is the senior champion of tha
1.088.97
state, having produced
pounds of butter during the past
year.
half-siste-

P. Hay will be the speaker
at the regular monthly meeting,
of the Bernalilo County Poultry
association Thursday evening at
8 o'clock at the chamber of commerce. His subject will be "Care
of Young end Mature Stock During Hot Weather."
In July and August poultry
growers need to exercise special
caro in the handling of their
flocks, according to the experts.
Young stock that Is properly fed
and cared for during the summer
will be the egg producors in the
fail and early winter when eggs
are scarce. Mr. "Hay will outline
mothnds of feediig and will give
various feed formulas. All persons Interested in poultry raising
aro invited to attend the

'g5ftag3?

C.

sk your

Cjsh

'From Perfect Olives'

JOURNAL WANT ADS BRING QUICK, SURE RESULTS

'

.

Merchants

'tErougfiout tKe Sf touis fracie zone are" preparing 'for,
;their Fall buying trip to St. Louis, their nearest tig market. ThY stocks of St'.
Louis wholesale houses and manufacturers, the largest open stock's of any markel'r
in the country, are now complete jvitli tlie newest creations,
v

-

:,

It is money m your

pocket to buy In Sf. LTouis. The compactness b'f'th'e Sf LoTils.
wholesale market saves time and Hotel bills for you. The completeness of 3fs;''').-stocks gives you the widest range of new styles and makes selection easy, Its'
nearness to you saves railroad fare and freight charges.

:

-

;

'Arrange your buying trip

be In Sf. Louis to a'tenH

"to;

?

'V.
-

'

'X

The Great Annual Fashion Show

i

A
playground.
90 feet between

e
diamond,
bases, requires
of an acre of
about three-fourtA small boy's diamond,
ground.
60 feet between bases, can be put
on half an acre.
Q. Which of the children's diseases Is the most prevalent. O. S.
H.
A. Usually measles takes first
place.
Q. Ia Fast Chicago a part of
Chicago? K. B.
A. East Chicago is located in
Lake county, Indiana, 19 miles
from the central business district
of Chicago, and two miles from
the east line of Chicago's city
limits.
Q. What kind of bugs are the
largest? H. T. It.
A. Fish killers are the largest
of existing bugs, sometimes reaching a length of four inches. They
breed and develop in water, but
live at leaBt part of the time on
land. They swarm about electric
lights in such numbers that they
are often known as electric light
bugs.
Q. What Is the demand tor
railroad ties In this country? Ii.
IT. O.
A.
Prom 100,000,000 to
ties are used each year.
The usual size is 1 inches by ,8
Inches by 8 feet, although some
smaller and some large ones are
mad
for special purposes.
Q. rioaso give 'a rooipo for
lemon cheese pi. W. M.
A. Heat 3 cup of milk, add
cup sugar and 2 tablespoons
flour. Cook until thick, stirring
Add yolk of one egg,
constantly.
beaten: then 1 cup cottage cheese,
t tablespoonsful of butter and
Juice of one lemon. Pour mixture
Into a well baked crust, cover with
meringue and brown in oven.
Q. Can any hooufst In a will 1h
annulled or must a new will be

August 3rd to 16th
In the St. Louis Municipal

full-siz-

A. A bequest In a will mnv be
annulled' and made absolutely void
and of no effect by a codicil.
W
wny aren't pears crown In
greater quantities, 1. F,
a. The near is a delicious fruit
and yields enormous crops when
bearing. A large acreage would
be planted were It not for pear
blight. This disease makes a cron
so uncertain that farmers will not- take the chances. The pear would
nvai me apple in production and
probably butyleld this fruit were
it possible to control thi blight.
VI
What kind of wood U lwnrt
In making nines for smoking, a.

A.
The Imported
nines
re
made of French briar and Italian
briar while the domestic ones are
usually made of apple and cherry.
Q. Is it correct to say "IWvlde
the work between the fonr nf
N. O. 8.
A. v Between may be used onhr
when speaking of two persons nr
things. The word among should
be used.

n?

New Gaberdine Suits
.
$18.50

m.

v

.

The New Mexico Junior' champion Holstein is claimed by County
Agent Lee Reynolds to belong to
the herd of thoroughbreds owned
by Bezemek and Christ, Bernalillo
county dairymen. This Holstein is
2 years old and in the
past year
has produced 14,049 pounds of
milk, making 601' pounds of but-

A

'

Pump. nd Irrigation,
Wort and Office

POULTRY GROWERS TO
STUDY HANDLING OF
SET BY LOCAL' COWS
FL0CKSJN SUMMER

'

371 Biuy Storaa.

;

Open-Ai-

Theatre

r

Seats for 10,000

'.;

Bring your family & you cart
iThls remarlcaFig spVctacIe gives you

lf

'
style"

EhIeftpTjof Fall;

;

and .Winter, It is a complete animated exposition of sjyles presented by s0reiV.
of living moclels in art unequale'd stage setting. Practical, novel and artistic Nyearift.
ing apparel 'designee!, manufactured, an'd now; rea'dy for distribution; by, St. Loulj?- -

; '

gripping Jvvlfcfiery &! the 'St Eoiils' 'JFasEioh SHoWItR lis IdeaI'o:u!o,c5or 'tW,tJ
ting has. attracted the attention of the fashion marts of the world. Visitors front;
throughout the country have acclaime'd if the most magnificent siyU sped&c:
.fever, staged.. It jvill JJe; bigger, an'd better, this year, than ever before.
3
,
The;

;

(

Skating on

Ice-Outdoo-

August

rs-In

iWtfndeHu! ScSHSS a'f graceful animation"' Siitf cblorV Expert sEalliig
on real ice. Aquatic events in 150-fodiving pool. Mystifying;
light effects'. Symphony orchestra. Dazzling dances. Graceful
models. Trained bajlets. Acrobatic and comedy, acts. rA spectacle
"
tV
"
:'
"
'
.unrivaled,
ot

'

.

iTfiis show is rdesigrteH pnrhaVny a's

"a Trade exposition and entertainment for tlS
the
merchants of
Mississippi Valley and great Southwest trade zoney for whom
St. Louis is the logical market.; It is an .amazing style education,'

Ktter. yisitlrtg the Fashion' Show; and 'buying your, stbckst' you are assured of
prompt delivery by St. Louis' package car system for your advance Fall announcements. More than .1,200 package cars, leave; St. Louis every night by through1
T
freight for .point's 'tho$gliout the St. Kouis traeVzone.

"

.Write to your St. L'ouis wholesaler when :'you will come to market;
and ask him to make seat reservations for
you at the show,

O.

PIONEER BAKERY
. 207 South First Street.

TRIP

Answers to Questions.

made? M.T.

MONEY ON YOUR
.

,

'

DON'T CARRY

NEW SfATE BUTTER
AND MILK RECORDS

$700,-000,0-

LEADING UP TO PRESENT STRIKE

HOURS

creased wage, and in July of that
year granted an annual increase
which in its ultimate application
amounted to approximately
making its decision retroactive to May 1. The carriers
loyally accepted the decision and
wage. Since
paid the inoreased
then the volume of business has
enormously declined and the cost
Under
of living has diminished.
the carriers
these circumstances
reached the conclusion that they
could not continue to pay rtcales of
wages to meet conditions no longer
existing, without imposing upon
the publio a scale of rates out of
relation to business conditions and
against which the publio was making vigorous protests. They accordingly pursued Individually the
course pointed out by the law, and
applied to the labor board to review the changed conditions and
enter an oider granting a proper
reduction in', wages. In this application both parties were fully heard,
all tne circumstances were considered, and a decision was reached
and recently announced, aa above
stated, fixing a new and reduced
schedule of wages for the class of
employes, some of whoip. you rep'
resent.
Slat us of Tribunal.
we
You demand that
accept your
decision and reject that of the labor
board. You are clothed with none
of the power or authority of orThe labor
ganized government.
board is a creature of the United
States statutes, is a part of tho government to whom all good citizens
owe loyalty and allegiance, and, in
what it has done in the matter of
which you complain, has been performing a function expressly delegated to it by congress. To submit
now to your demands and to reject
the decision of the labor board
would be to recognize your power
and authority greater than that of
the government.
The consequences of the rejection of this constituted governmental authority and obedience to
and irresponsible
your invisible
a
power, would ba to continue
charge on the producing and conin
suming public for transportation
excess of that which the government, through its labor board, has
now declared to be Just and fair.
This unjust burden shall not be put
upon the publio by a surrender on
our part to your threat of force.
If the Just authority of the government is to be successfully defied
and the government is to be rendered helpless t6' protect Its clti-ein their peaceful and lawful
pursuit, if patriotic and loyal obedience to government authority is to
be denied, the act and the responsibility must be yours. It shall not
be ours. It you strike, it will be
against an order of a government
tribunal It will be a strike against
of the United
the government
States.
Very truly yours,

Pago Seveift

y

For further information, address
-

'
.

Fashion Show Committee

5T.L0U1S CtiAMBERof COMMERCE

St.LouiS.U.S.A.

.W

;

'
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from nearly every European nation than would bo
allowed to enter this country.
The Russians were
in largest number, but after them came Germans,
Polanders and Slavs. Among all nationalities there
were people who tried last year to enter this country but failed because quotas were exhausted.
Such rush of Europeans to America is conclusive evidence that conditions in Europe are very
For the most part the would-b- e emiunsatisfactory.
grants were not radical In their own countries, but
people who would escape from situations which to
them were intolerable.
Many Russians were for
merly members of aristocratic families, or
reduced by soviet policies to a isocial status no
longer to be borne by them, and likely to ally them
selves with reactionary movements, therefore permitted by the Russian government to leave the
Soma Germans sought America' because
country.
having relatives here, but most of them to recoup
their fortunes, America supplying more advan
tageous opportunity.
In the vaBt horde were some "undesirables," re
gardlng whom Immigration officers were duly advised; indeed, some" radicals. and communists whose
only purpose in coming to America is to spread
propaganda. Congress acted wisely when It con
tlnued the immigration law without modification.
well-to-d-

o,

Corn

Bedtime Stories
For

Little Ones

j Dec,I.ard
Ribs

(By The Auoclated Frew.)

84ic;

i.ui.

"Where are you going, Uncle
Wigglly?" asked Nurse Jane one
hot July day, as she saw the
bunny uncle hopping off the
cool,
shady
porch of hollow
stump nungaiow. "I should think
it was too warm to go advntiir,
ing today," said Miss Fuzzy Wuz.

"It is," agreed Uncle
"I am just going down Wigglly.
to the
end of my garden to see how the
carrots are growing. They may
need hoeing to keep down the
weens mat,
would
otherwise,
grow up around my carrots and

Corn Vl
Wall Ktror.
white MUo NTn 1
New York. .Tnlv IS Th. ..-- J,
mixed, 56 c.
4
market today registered greater Lf'T,1?0- - 3 Wlte" S3'4C;
wmucHvo in nu rariy settlement
of existing adverse factors by a
general demand for shares of almost every description, mostlv at
substantial advances.
Chicago.
Rails were the only noteworthy
Chicago, July 18 (U. 8. Bureau
exceptions to tho higher trend, but
Cat
Agricultural Economics).
QUarter firmness was tie
Beef steers
Receipts 12.000.
shown
ouo elicit
generally Bitauy
Pools were active in steels, sauln- ments ana many kindred stocks. Uw.
$10.808;' bulk, ,9.00
1U
Z"; bulls wealt to 25e ower,
aWllZVi. Z
was manifested at IV
the
n.ti.. m- - - r.
lognaT
"U.?"1
.r,'
5jr'bl?
1"nl- opened
,J"""J'
.I
steady, mostly. $9.25 8.1:
t0 Papers and $10.00(3110.50
to
lStMl waf ln ,te?!y outsiders for choice handy weight
"tncker.
klnds:
FT a small
strong.n

N'

LIVESTOCK

au

k7w

"7:'","

.

'

'threw the runner out before

i.nS f.ini?n
&?

(fipedal Corrnpondrnn to The Jonrnnl.)
Los Lunas, N. M., July 18. The-

dairies in Valencia county are ready
to stand most rigid inspection.
been
have
Many improvements
made ln the past two months nnd
the people of Belen and noints
where Belen dairy products are
shipped may feel assured that they
are getting milk that is absolutely
safe.
A few of the most gratifying Improvements during the past quarter
are the protection of 769 persons
against smallpnx, temporary immunization of seventy-fou- r
pecsons
against diphtheria, tho administration of 105 doses of diphtheria

for permanent imFour hundred and thirty school
children were examined and 3(12
defects which caused the children
to go behind with their studies wera
toxin-antitox-

munization.

-
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reach-i- 5

lowing the speed of the
Vr,;nr.'nS
IS V.JvJK.r
GUARANTEED PURE Beien infield.

Stic;

Sept.,

Sept., $11.07; Oct., $11.20.
July, $10.65; Sept., $10.62.

Omaha Grain.
Omaha, July 18. Wheat No. J
hard, $1.0514 01.14; No. 2 mixed.

FINANCIAL

mi.

Copyright,
by McClare
,
Newspaper Syndicate.
UNCLE WIGGILY AND BURDOCK WEED

July.

3914 c.

Y

Sept.. 83 Sic:

July, 62c;

Mc

t.

LEGAL NOTICE
AD.UI.MVTKATKIX'S NOTICE.
In the Probate Court of Bernalillo
County, New Mexico.
in me Matter or ine instate or tsea
iu. uyur, ueueaseu.
Notice Is hereby given that the Sj
undersigned was, on the thirteenth
day ot July, 1922, duly appointed
Administratrix of the estate of Ben
M. Dyer, deceased, by the Probate
Court of Bernalillo
county, and
having qualified as such Adminis
tratrix, all persons having claims
against the estate of said decedent
are hereby notified and required
to present the same to the undersigned in the manner and within
the time prescribed by law.
JOSEPHINE DYER,
Administratrix.
'
Dated July 15, 1922.
KXDCUTRIX'S NOTICE.
In the Probate Court of Bernalillo
N
County, New Mexico.
In the Matter of the Kstate of Aiw
raham G. Shortle, Deceased..
Notice is hfreby given that the
undersigned was on the thirteenth
day of July, 1922, duly appointed
Kxccutrix of the estate of Abraham
G. Shortle, deceased, by the Probate Court of Bernalillo county,
and having qualified as sich Executrix, all persons, having claims
against the estate of said decedent
are hereby notified and required
to present the same to the undersigned in the manner and within
tho tim? prescribed by law.
ALICE M. SHORTLE,
Executrix.
Dated July 15, 1922.

'

.

corrected.
The quarterly report may be seen
choke them."
in the office of the department at
"Well, I hope you don't get
Los Lunas.
overheated in the sun," went on
Nurse Jane, "I'll make some cool
Good name in man or woman, dear
strawberryade to have 'ready for Harvester, Gulf States
Lord,
?n better grades, BELEN SHUTS 0UT.THE
el""' ralr'y actl
READ THE CITY CHARTER.
wuen you come back.
Is the Immediate jewel of their souls;
10c to 20o higher, spots up
juu"Thank
Sheffield Steel and several of the (mostly
M0UNTA1NAIR
CLUB
SDoke
Tlnr.ln
more.
you."
Bulk
Who steals my purse steals
wi.
butchers, $10.40
were 4U1.00; mixedgood
trasb; 'tis something,
and packing grades
The people these days are being urged to study glly, and then he hopped slowly
,
down
to
nothing;
the lower end of his
Correspondence to The Journal.)
i ii
i Zi
i slow; early sales strong tollttl15c (Special
the constitution of the United States, which is com'Twns mine, 'tis his, and has been slave to
Belen, N. M.. July 18. The Belen
1
,
higher, big packers doing
i
; i I
thousands; mendable. Very few people have ever read the con Karuen, wfiere tne yellow carrots
baseball
team added another shut11.C";
Hut he that filches from mo my good name,
bulk, $8.75(9)11.01;
1 ' ..1
TTTI
vances. Sales amounted to 685.000 top,
rouna
stitution through and are for the most part Ignorant
J'lt'
pIg(, Btrongi mostly $lo!oo (9 lOO out to Its list Sunday by defeating
vviggiiy
many
xwoa mo or that which not enriches him;
HllrllCa.
the Mountalnair club by a score of
cv3uo imu grown in ana around
nirra mn,tl
naIrlm
tSKfllQan
of its provisions.
The
taT J ' 8 to v. Pitcher Bratoher.
market was easy un- - u
m
And makes mo poor Indeed,
the beds of carrots. He hoed
who de
and til the money
3 per
final
when
hour
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THE MARKETS

By Howard B. Garis.
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KINGSBURY

BRINGING UP FATHER.

Copyright,

KOLUMN
OAQ- -

frame house with
large porches. In pood close-i- n
location in Third ward. At
present, arranged for two families. This is a good value at
$3,750. Terms.
Six-roo- m
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r

WISH VOU HADN'T
TOLD ME rsOW MY
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HER BROTHER
ICOINC, TO CAvUU
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ANV MINUTE-

By George McManuu

four-roo-

WONDER. HOW HE
R3R.OKE OIJT OF THE

I

PLACE HE

-

NO MORE APPLES
But a Rood
brick,
well located in the, Second
Good sleeping
ward.
porch,
oak floors, rileo shade trees,
lawn, sidewalks, good garage,
chicken house, etc. This house
is in Acondition and will
sell . Call C40 ; we will be glad
to show It.
IOR RENT
Furnished and
unfurnished
houses in all parts of the city.
TAKK VOIR CHOICE
We have five good insurance
companies.
They settle claims
promptly and
satisfactorily.
This Is a service you will appreciate and we shall appreciate your business.
A GOOI LOT
Can still be bought in the University Heights for only $10.00
dovn and $10.00
monthly.
This Is the best addition to the
city and the terms make It
possible for all of us to own a
lot. We are general agents and
ready.
H, CHAS ROEHL
Thono 640.

PLACE
HE VUZ. Its?
.
'

v

I

-

HE

MA-VBE-

f

PAROONEO:

'

e

J

-l

frame house with
liehts. On large lot.
feet. On North Fourth
street. Good wtl! of water. Will
sell at sacrifice.
Two-roo-

electrio
65x167

J,

D,

'

KINGSBURY
nealtor.
Estate, Loans and

Real

Insurance.

210

W. Gold.

"

Phone

90I--

1922

PRICED TO SELL
te

n

ROBERTS

TURNER Co,
Gold.
Phone 407.

218 W,

--

MUST

SELL

2 porches
Well
redecorated,
arranged,
both exterior and interior. Walks,
vines, full slzo lots. Priced to
sell.
ACKERSON & GRIFFITH,
Realtors.
120 S. Fourth.
Thono 411.

HM SALE

IN TODAY
house with two
sleeping porches and largo front
two
toilets and bath, well
porch;
arranged for 'two apartments; lot
50 by 142; newty decorated and
furnished, ready to move in, for
$3,700. In the Lowlands. To see
this call
Jas. M. Johnson,'
Insurance, Real Estate, Loans.
216 W. Gold.
Phono 210.
A

KOBEKTS-TCltNE-

REST-A-VniL-

,

CO.

B

E

Get this four room
modern
home, well furnished.
In the
Heights, and breathe the cool
fresh air.
Triced
right and
terms.
E. GOXCE, Real Estate
116 West Silver
rhone 477
:

nHT""

F

ta"

very cool.

42LMAt:h

room, "with

Phot..

'

un ooi water.

pn.

FOR RR.vr

1111.1

furnished
1215 West

Furnished apartment, enn- rooms, at boo North Sec

ond
WlR

5m7- T-

V,
.f 7
Phone iVoi.w."

room

,

a,m sleeping
WMt Granlt8- -

Kjn'KUNT-Mod-

ern
mrn and four
room apartments, with
bath; furnished,
si 4 West Coal.
Two furnished rooms, for
"
aauita; no sick.
724 South'lu"""eping;
Second.
FOR RENT Furnished modern outside
apartment;
bath.
private
Averill
-- wiimnm.
worth Second
FOR RENT Furnished front apartment",
unco ruoina ana private bath. 21614
Worth En.J n, 11.
que noiei.
FOR RENT Two-rooapartment,
furnished, modern; water paid;
IIS. 1801 East Central, phone 1142-FOR RENT Three-rooapartment with shower bath
slso disappearing bed. Apply adlolnlng;
600 East
Coal.

PJI

....

FOR RENT-Thre- e
rooms, glassed In sleeping porch, beautifully furnished, close
In. Vacant July 20. Phone 1988-- J.
for
particulars.
FOR RENT Modern furnished apart- mni, two rooms ana sleeping porch,
close In, to couple only. 614 Weat Iron.
Phone 430-FOB RENT Two-roofurnished apart.
mant; hot and cold water, lights and
rent
phone paid;
421 M
reasonable.
pcium .nroaaway.
TO RENT Furnished, two rooma and
bath, two porches and garage, $35, light

117-and water furnished.
Harvard;
key at 119 Harvard.
FOR RENT One large and one email
apartment, furnished
completely for
housekeeping. Crnne Apartment, 116
North Seventh, phels 814.
FOR RENT Fu nisT,ed apartments, convenient to sanatorluma; four rooms,
riaaaed-l- n
eleeplng porches, gas; ta East
Central err line. Cell mi East Central,
or see McMllllon A Wood, shone t8.
FOR RENT Two rooms and glassed-i- n
sleeping porch, furnished for housekeeping, water and lights paid, $30 per
month. Wm. J. I.everett, Realtor, phone
110.
Third and Oold.
MRS. CARL, UERaLUND, private
an,
1416 South Edith street; accommodations for a fow more healthseekcre;
modern, nicety furnished rooms, tray
service, excellent meals, all fresh fruits,
vegetables, plenty good milk. One vacancy in annex at $r0.00 per month.
Some vacancies In main building, summer rates from $10 to $100 per month.
Nurse care if desired. Phone 1365--

FOR SALE
FOR SALE

Good

milk.

cow.

Phone

Cheap, galted aaddle
horse and saddle. 400 North Twelfth.
A
SALE
Holsteln
fine
FOR
Jersey cow. Call 1220 South High, or
phone Z151-FOR SALE Three young Jersey cows,
heifers, nine to
cheap; also three
twelve months old. p:ione Z40S-R- 4
FOR SAI E Flemish Giants. Rufus Reds.
does and
Black,
Belgians, bucks,
fr;er. TIP West Lead, phone 1925-BALE
three
Cheap,
.FOR
Jersey cows;
good milkers; may be seen at corner of
North First and Granite: Phone 1337-FOR SALE Practically pure bred Jersey
cow, age six, giving three gallons;
fresh four months; high milk test; price
E. B. Doane.
$185. 1301 North First.
FOR-- SALE Two carloads of good young
horses, weighing from l.Soo to 1.(00
pounds. See Paulson. Albuquerque Horse
Market, first street and Mountain road.
SALE

FOR SALE

Poultry-Egg- a

A. F1LEHSQHER,

Miter

MATTRESS RENOVATING

f 1 R E S8 REN OV ATlNCf, $3.Su and up.
Rug cleaning, furniture repairing, fur-

MA

niture packing.

Phone 613.W, or

Urvln Bedding Company,

-

8035--

2o-f- t.

A. L. MARTIN

Kealtors.

SEnvtee, Inc.

COMPANY,

PAT,

THE

School

r.

ii

"

FOR RENT

LOST AND FOUND
LOST

waru.

Tnci tii'u" bicycle, N o. K
tnken from McCIcllan

rnone

244 76 ;

prob-abl- y

Dark.

Re- -

1B44--

LOST

Kit of tools, either In TIJeras
canyon or In town; reward. Phone
19l-n- .
1011 south Williams.
LOST

NOTICE

WANTED

Storeroom

RENT Building at 11 West Copper; suitable for Karate. Inaulre H. B.
Sherman, at First Savings Bank and
Trust Company, rhone t.
FOR BENT Store room and cellar, 25
by 60 feet, the rear of 109 Soutb First.
accessible by alley from Second atreet.
Gold and Central avenues. Fred Luthy.
at Citizens National bank.
WILL arrange to suit tenant a 2F.il 00
foot brick building; good condition;
reasonable
opposite Santa Fe shops;
terms.
See or write U Heyman, 109
N rth First. Alhiioueraue M. M.
FOH

TO BOYS

Red Water Spaniel dog, answer
to name of "Drake;" reward if returned
to 728 West Sliver.
Chas. Quler.

WELL CONTRACTOR
WELLS DRILLED, driven and repaired;
pumps, tanks, towera
J. F. Wolklnc,
West Marble, nhone 14SJ--

Miscellaneous

WANTED Ton truck. Address post- orrice nox 111.
WANTED
2,r,00 on
first
mortgage.
Phone 1852-- J.
"WANTED
Young male bull-doPhone
13US-2S North sixth.
WANTED Money to loan on good flrat
mortgages. McMllllon St Wood.
e
e HAVE eeveral
first mortgage loans. Who wants theraf Mo- Million

A Wood.

TRANSFER and scavenger work done,
reasonable rates. B. A. Urlttlth, J21
East Iron, phone 1970-EXPERT PIANO TUNING and player-pian- o
repairing. James Duran, phone
1974-1920 West New York.
MAX BARGAIN STORE, al 816 Sou lit
First, will pay the highest prices for
your second-han- d
clothing, ahoea and
furnlttTe. Phone 8S8.
WANTED To buy used furniture for a
four-roohouse; will pay cash If price
Is right.
Address Mr. Kennedy, care
Journal,
RUU CLEANERS
9xl
Ruga Cleaned. 11.21.
MATTRESSES renovated. 18.60 and op;
or 8086-- J.
Bedding Co.. phones 418-wanted Indian arrowheads, spearheads, tomahawks,
hammers, knives.
etc., at once; must be whole and of good
quality. Address .T. A. Tyler, general de
livery, Norfolk, va.
WANTED
Careful Kodak finishing.
Twlot dally service. Remember, satisfaction guaranteed. Send your finishing
to a reliable, established firm. Hanna
A Henna. Master Photographers.
OHCHSSiRA AND BAND

IF

SCHOOL

YOU have an orchestra or band In.
atrument ana wish to learn to play
FOR SALE OR TRADE
correctly and receive clasa Instruction
In
mualoal arithmetic
reading,
FOR BALK OR TRADE for cash or car time,sight
torn.,
scales, chorda, transfive acres in Fruitvale. Call at 200 posing and tempo,
ensemble, Dlavlng. loin our
Bouth Broadway. ,
school now.
're4
Eilla, phone I0I-J- ,

428

SEE THIS BUNGALOW

FOR SALE
class

(

First

It Lasts

N

SURE KNAP
Owner says cut It to $4,200 for
quick sale. Dandy seven-roomodern, out In Fourth ward.
Shade, lawn, etc. Good terms.

Better Grade

$16.00.

(Of about 1,000 feet)
Call with Wagon
Terms Cash

brick
house, modern, completely furnished, Including piano,
good garage. Very close
in. Lowlands;
$5,850,
$2,000
cash and $75 a month.
five-roo-

vic-trol-

Real

Estate Exchange,

401)

West

FOR RENT

Copper.

OPPORTUNITIES
for a well located four-roomodern home in Highlands. Terms.
WANTED
$4,000 for a double house In
Third ward. Bath, basement
wants
to rent place to
Coupl
close in, $2,000 will handle.
accommodate team and hundred
$1,600, will buy a new four-roohens; not too far out.
home on North Third street;
$300 down, $25 a month.
P. 0, BOX 60
$3.S00 new, four rooms, basement,
oak
bath,
floors,
fireplace,
Morlarty
'ev Sloxlco.
throughout. Splendid location In
Fourth ward. Terms.
$3,500 for
brick, east
front, shade, lawn, basement,
furnace, large lot, close In,
A NO. 1
First ward. Terms,
an
Home,
investment, can't bs
McMIT.MON
A WOOD, Itcaltors.
beat; modern In every
20(1
V, Gold. Insurance,
Just built for $3,800. emailrespect.
payment, own terms. A few good
investments.
Lots $350 and up.
Homes $1,200 and up.
THE EXCHANGE
1'IIONi; 0!t.
216 1.2 W. Gold.
120 W. Gold
Sec STACET,
BUY SUM, OH TRADE
ITKMTI KK, KIO.
L. & K. L. McSPADDEN
WANTED
SALESMEN
l'liono 1111.
If you re making less than ten
dollars per day. it will pay you
to see me. Also have an l State
Distributing proposition. Como to
Combs Hotel, call for Air. Street.
WE WILL GET YOU 8
No telephone calls answered.
AND
$3,250

five-roo-

A--

10

for amounts of $500.00 and over
st'cmeil by first mortgages on
Albuquerque city improved property. All property to be shown In
person and papers to be examined and prepared by your attorney, our client's expense.

f

.

j'

Investment

Goodall
Koom

6

Orant

Co.

Bldfr.

(Over t'lnlden Rule Store)
Phone 349.
Insurance, Loans, Real Estate

'll"?inIJ2LWest

rrrlr

m

i

McKinley Land
Lumber Co.

,n

m

m

Rooms

RENT One furnished room, at 600
'& FOR
North Second.
m
FOR RENT Furnished ro.im. s:2 South
Seventh, phone 72D-FOR RENT Several reums, unfurnished.
RORKltTS-TlRNFTt
fO
124 South Edith.
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
'
V
FOR KENT Ituom, very reasonable, 6110
North Thirteenth.
FOR RENT Very pleasant room, close
FOR SALE Miscellaneous
in.
mi worth sixth.
AUTOMOBILES,
FOR RENT
FOR
SALE Blaci, currants.
Furnishes, rooms; no chllPhone FOlt
1835-- J.
110 South Walnut
dren.
HALI3
an.
t.,.1tb X..,1.
TRY RODDY'S MILK; BEST IN TOWN.
FURNISHED modern rooms; no sick; no
Oold
KXFKltT RADIATOR REPAIRING. O.
Phone 241.1-11children. 414 West Sliver.
K. Sheet
Work-s217 North Third
FOlt BALE Doubli e set work harness.
LAKIjE. cool room, beautifully furnished,
217 North Third.
A1'B-- Kprivate bath. 1211 West Roma.
UMlciTT5.7rn7ca
l'rlL
Bond-Dillo- n
condition.
FOR RENT Furnished room and kltch-en- .
FOlt KALE Four-foroll-to- p
Co.
desk. Cl
1724 West Central, phone 252,
iiHruware company,
Tilt OLASSV II. it Arr.u, T.V....1
FOK SALE 10,000 "pounds
FOR RENT Furnished sleeping room.
earlyharVest
IS now
.
.,. .
for an
In modern home. 414 North Fourth.
at tl,A if
applen. cheap. Mann's Clanlens.
FOlt RENT Furnished sleeping room,
noOFINa
WANTIJD-- To
In modern home. 414 North Fourth.
buy Ford touring; must
will
"'"""on:
caalr.
Td
Fort SALE Good
four-hol- e
pay
FOR
RENT
Pleasant housekeeping
kitchen -looms, near sanatorium.
ninge. !)02 Wert Tloma, call mornings. ilLLjIIiLlJlJ? "3 North Edith.
Phone 1097,
i''., fV". 7'"', vn M on used narts, FOR RENT Rooms tor llaht housekeeo.
r uu m pre- -- wiener baby carriage, good
for
over
twenty-fiv- e
dif218
South Walter. Phone 1667-Ing.
condition; very reasonable. 618 West ferent cars. MclntosU Co., 311
West Cop- - FOR RENT
Silver.
Nice, cvan sleeping and
FOR SALE Two litters of
pure-hre- d
North Third,
nomeaecping rooms. 121
I''tilir'.E"rir'l?'- - " master, five" FOR
17.50
niieunip
J 20.
RENT
puppies,
Two
price
furnished rooms for
P' ore 191B-running- order; drive
it awav.i.i.,umiMcintosh
no
sick. 423 West
light housekeeping;
Auto Co.. an
FOR KALE
iron.
Thoroughbred pit bull ler-rl- WeBt Copper.
puppies. G. II. Blurnenshlne, phone WK
Two nice rooms furnished
FOR
RENT
2412-BIn
good
buys
slightly
for housekeeping. Apply 617 West Sll- Sarh sixes, sport
ucd''W
and touring
FOR SALE Fruit Jars, dr,o doson! pints models. Hoover Motor
Co., 418 West
6Sc. The Exchange, 120 Went
Gold. t.opner.
FOR HENT Two rooms furnished for
phone 1111.
FOR HALE
1727 West Cen
Ford roadster and
light housekeeping.
truck; trnl.
FOR SALE Thoroughbred English bull
Dodge Brothers touring; terms can
be
terrier puppies. Apply 1312 North arranged. J. Korber & Co., Dodge Broth- FOR HENT Rooms furnished for houseers Healers. phne 783. Auto Dent
First. Phono 1317-J- .
keeping, sleeping porch. 410 South
FOR SALE New Perfection slnirle-lur-nI'OR SALE 11121 Kurd touring, demount-abl- e E.lith.
stove; only used'tlrree weeks; oifers
rims, starter, shock absorber, etc.; FOR RENT Room,
pregentleman
terms can be arranged. Mcintosh
waumu. rnone
120 South Walter,
ferred.
Auto
rhone
y
2072-.Miii.:my, kh west Copper.
tutt uai,l Four-burnoil range, with
stationary oven; good condition. 71 FOlt SALE Auto top and paint shop; FO
RENT
Nice,
clean apartments,
West Oold. phone 1754-modernly equipped: owner sick; excel-len- t
reasonable. Imperial Hotel, 211 1 West
opportunity. Address postofflce box Central.
TYPEWRITERS, all r..v, . lie and un
East Las Teges, N. M.
13 per month.
Ihuqiiernue Typewriter
RENT
Front bed room, adjoining
Aut0
Boutrt Fourth.
excoange.
t0 on hundred
9fi.
in!h. close In and private family, 306
different
makes and model oars; largest Weit Roma.
I'OR BAT E Used tractors,
and stock of used
parts In southwest
Auto
with gang plows.
Hardware
om-steleeplng
Salvage Co., 215 West San Antonio street FOR RENT Nice
department, J, Korber & Company.
looms.
LI I'aso. Texas.
Albuquerque Hotel,
llttt
North Second.
ok balk Fresh buttermilk and cot- FOR SALE OR TRADE
For a good GRAY STONE ROOMS
tage cheese; also fresh milk In gallon
West
Gold,
2181,
roadster
or
lots.
a
five
speedster,
passenger
Bwayne'e Dairy, phone 191B-7Cc- -l
5
phone 210-per day;
six private family touring car; used
FOR BALE
Planus and plaver pianos; light
very little; In
condition and up per week. Mrs. E. Guldi.
pre-wvalues. Phone 106. Oeo. P. to date; over excellent
20 miles per
IMPERIAL ROOMS Nice, clean rooms
of gaso-llrtv'arnard Piano Co.. 214 South Walter.
can be seen at S01 gal.
rates by day or week. Over Pastime
North Third
eOR SALE Standard make U)ed player street. Make me an offer.
211H West Central.
Theater,
pianos, in A- -i condition; will sell
AUTO WrtiCCKING CO. LINCOLN APARTMENTS,
newly furnish-eoargain on easy payment plan. Phone ALBUQUERQUE
rooms; hot water, cool and close In.
New and Used
914-312
South Third, phone
REPLACEMENT PARTS
ONE TOURIST TENT, good condition,
In Stock for All
FOR RENT Furnished
rooms, with
canvas floor and porch, $13, cash. Mrs. ALL parts tested before Cars:
leaving shop.
good boarding house,
porches,
Freudenberg, Auto Camp, Second street,
Radiators, electrical parts, tops, bodies, rhone 1085--opposite123 North Walter.
next Viaduct.
lights, horns, Ignition sets, springs, etc
FOR RENT Two beautifully furnished
FOR
n
SALE One
stroke Parts carried for 23 makes of cars New
rooms In modern home. Apply Mrs-Frewayne gas pump, at a bargain; also axtes, drive shafts, pinion and ring gears
Hamm, 623 North 8econd.
one chain hoist, one and one-haton. cameo Tor all cars. Keep us tn mind
NEW MEXICO'S OLDEST WRECKING FOR RENT One well furnished house703 South Second.
HOUSB.
keeping room, close In; reasonable rent;
EVERYTHING IX PLUMRLSO FIXT
81S-Bno sick; no children. 808 West Iron.
West Central.
Phone 434.
URES, and material.
Pumps and well
HOTEL sieepm- - rooms and
ELCIN
points. Thaxton Supply Co., Phone 47J-WHEN IN NEED OF
1111 North Fourth.
housekeeping apartments, by the day.
TIRES, rims, carburetors, springs, magor
week
montn. sozti west central.
netos generators, wheels, gears, axles,
FOR RENT Front room, well furnished,
horns, accessories
SLAB WOOD For fire place.
t full bearings,
COME
TO PARTS HEADQUARTERS.
adjoining bath, use of phone, close In;
truck load, delivered. Phone 1633-WE HAVE SALVAGED TO DATE THE one or two gentlemen. 703 West Silver.
'
FOLLOWING MAKES
OF CARS:
.
FOn
FC1 BALE Black currents for malting
RENT Exclusive, well furnished
Blllck 024. CSS. nj-iriRR. rarill1flA.
room, with large sleeping porch, hot
Jellies, plee, preserves and Jams. Bent- - fChnlmers, Chandler. Chevrolet 490. FB,
n Ranch, phone 2417-R0
water
I
heat and bath: centrally located.
to
from
t,
Baby Grand;
Dodge, Don.
821 West Coal.
to
morning, II to 1 and
nights.
Ford, Hup 20 II. K. N.; Maxwell, Mitch- Phone 1741-CEDRO CANYON Firewood Co., fhowood ell Olds t. Overland, every model: Saxon
rOR
4 and I: Studrbaker
SALE
Rouses
t,
4
Wlllys-Knlghdirect from
and
Cedro
6;
canyon t" user;
sawed and epltt In stovo or fireplace
every model.
FOR SALE Three fine homes. East CenIf
2100-Jyou
don't
car
see
above
la
the
your
lengths', prompt delivery. Phone
East
Silver and University
tral,
remember.
SOFT SPOTS Heel and arch cushions list,
J. A. Hammond, 824 East Silver.
WB ARE SALVAGING
LATH MODEL Heights.
prevent falUn Insteps; cures all foot
FOR SALE By owner, two rooms and
CARS EVERT DAT.
troubles, II. Planter Arch Uupnorts. Thos.
outIn
sleeping porch;
to the largest stock of used
F. Keleher Leather Co., 408 West central. parts addition
In the state, ws oarry a COMbuilding; lot 60x143; price 11,100. 310
PLETE line of NEW gears, drive shafts, Stanford.
ASBESTOS ROOF PAINT
r")OD for all klnde of roofs. II per gal- axle shafts and general accessories, tor FOR SALE By owner, suburban home,
110 South ev.ry car.
lon.
The Maniann
Co.,
four rooms and sleeping porch, olty
OUR PRICES ARB TUB LOWEST.
Walnut, phone 1834-J- .
Try a hutlt up
water, fruit trees, grape arbor. Post-offic- e
roof; will last as lone; as the building.
VIADUCT OARAGE.
box 818, city.
100 SOUTH SECOND.
FOR SALE Airedales; beautiful thorFOR SALE By owner, well-bui- lt
brick
Largest parts house Id the stats.
oughbred puppies;
whelped May 1.
house, four rooms and bath, two
These are from the greatest winning
screened porches, large lot and shade
FOR SALE Furniture
strains in America. Males, $25; females,
trees. 1004 East Copper.
116. Milne, 8283 Tennyson street, Den
FU RNJTU R E R EP A I RING an A upholster!
ver, Colo.
FOR SALE Modern home, four rooms.
B13-rnone
or
ins.
2035.J.
Brvtn
furnished, large lot newly fenced, garFIVa full-setof telegraph Instruments, Bedding Company.
age, chicken
price 13.000; terms;
inoiuaee key sounder, wire, resonator
SALE Wonder St. Clair range, owner leaving house;
town. 623 East Santa Fe.
and batteries; two sets already assem- FOR
Banner Windsor heater, baby carriage, FOR
bled on good table- - and ready for two
SALE Splendid
modern
persons to learn on; will sacrifice. Call folding cot rug, 9x13. 1210 North
home, large basement, furnace, built-i- n
411 East Sliver, after B p m.
features, bard wood floors, garage,
FOR
SALE Refrigerator, baby buggy, trees, walks, a bargain, from owner.
USE EFFECTO AUTO TOP end seat
wardrobe and complete line of new and 700 West
Roroa.
dressing. Effecto Auto Enamel. Van-paused
at bedrock prices. 325 FOR SALE New nomas by owner; one
Valapar Enamel on automobiles, South furniture
First.
Homestead
824 West Oold: one
Plymouth Cottage Print
Floor Paint Roof Paint and Cement, Sat- FOR SALE Two oak wardrobes. Three 110 North Maplei one four-rooJ10
oak dressers, one wooden bed. three North Maple: terms, Call 121 West Suisfaction assured. Thoe. F. Keleher Leath-Co- ..
40
rhone 1087-Wet. Centre!
springs, three small center tables. 32S rer, phone 1949-FOR SALE (By Chas.
Mann), show North Third.
FOR BALE Five rooms snd sleeping
cases, scales, nopylng press, onver FOR SALE Two-piec- e
porch, out buildings, good shade and
parlor suits In
blue mohair; coat $400, will sell for lawn; five block from Second and Centypewriter, Dalton adding machine, three
H, P. electrio motor, four H. P. gasoline $200; Ivory bedraom suite, cost 1300, will tral; Fourth ward: price 13,600; terms.
engine, sanitary slicing machine, coffee sell for 11TB. been used three months. Call owner, phone 603-mill twelve-liggasoline system, two Call mornings between 9 and 11, 607 FOR SALE Well-bui- lt
by
practical
box springs and two enei.
South Walter. Don't phone.
builder, 1876 cash, or best offer, buys
" t'OR
BALE
and glassed-i- n
SALE Real EntaU FOR
Dining table, six chairs, bufsleeping porch.
fet, three rockero, dresser, chiffoniers, Electrio and city water. The best in
FOR BALE OR TRADE For auto, lot on cabinet,
table, library lamp, dishes, pic- town for beslthseekers.
Palmer, 1822
Norm Seventh: auto must be In good tures, double
and
beds, and other South High, phone 1751-condition. Phone 171. Address 124 Soutb articles; never usedsingle
601 South
sick.
by
FOIl SALIC In south highlands, new j
Second.
Third.
inree-roocotranei two large screenoa
GET THIS BARGAIN
DinFOR SALE
Used
furniture:
In porches, oak floors throughout, built-i- n
or
TWO tOTS, three-roottore
house,
ing table, 111.76; chairs, 11.75; bed,
a
real buy: very small pay
features;
chapel building, electrio lights, garage; 19.00; single bed. enrlna mattress,
8.75:
down, balance Ilka rent. Call at
bargain price. Owner leaving for bigger chiffonier, IK.OOt Ivory dressing table. ment
room
First
National
16,
Bank building, or
orK. 1224 North Second.
118.(0; mahogany rocker, 15.60: wicker 701 Kast Banta Fe, or phone 491.
INCOME HOME PROPERTY
ohalr, 114.00; wicker rocxer, 15.75; leath.
50x143, TWO ROOMS and sleeping porch, er rocker. 17.50. Call at American FurPERSONAL
garage, store building; present Income, niture Company, 128 South Second.
180 per month.
Can be easily Increased
W. BRASFIKI.D, watch, clock and Jew- J.
to 50 per month; bargain; terms. Bee
FOR RENT Ranches
qirr worK. ne eoutn second.
1224 North Second.
owner,
FOR LEASIfi 320 acres of good mountain QOINU through by auto to Kansas City;
can take one passenger. Phoneim-H- ,
ana agricultural land: good
WANTED Real Estate
grass and winter protection; good lour- - MAN AND WIFE" want to drive
through
....... O , II
IF Ybuhave" hue in'esa propeTty for'wi
rOOm hoUBet SKn mm
n
.(
tO ClOVlS;
Willlnt tO SaV r.a.onaM.
'
list It WHO dCMlU10O
at...1307 Virginia boulevard,,
.Wood,
pries. 109 south jy alter,

;tnj

r-- is

y

Let us show you this new
home In the Fourth ward at a
price that will Interest you.
Five rooms and basement, oak
floors and all modern conveniences. This house is sure to
appeal to anyone that la Interested In a first class comfort-abl- o
home. The price is right
as Ihe owner is anxious to sell
nt the remarkably low figure
of J3,750.
We can place $3,000 on a good
first mortgage bearing 8 per
cent interest.
J. D, Keleher,i
Realtor.
211 West Gold.
rhono 410.

Cfeup

A

201

EXPERIENCE
Lo
teaches.
Angeles
loung Men's Christian Association Auto
uses that method.
form carpenters, teamsters
FOK HUNT A house at 712 West TIJeras. CCi:citETE
and
good wages, transportaFoil It&NT Furnished house or apart-men- t, tion tolaborers,
job.
Employment Agency, 110
close In. rhone 1SL'0-South Third.
FOR RENT Two-roorurntshed house. WANTED Lumber
handlers and box
with porch. 10:3 Ponth Walter.
factory operators, common laborers to
FOR KENT Five-roofurnished house, work around saw-milright hand band
garage, 160. Inquire 322 South Arno, sawyer. 115 South Third.
phone 1310-WANTED Janitor;
must
understand
care of floor, furnace and be willing to
hOR RENT Small modern furnished
do anything about place: referenc
cottage. Phone B81-1524
at
E11.1t Central, from 9 to 12. koyi
Iqulred. fall at room 23, Barnett building.
FOlt RENT House, an Kinds; furnished WANTED Man to sell stock In established Albuquerque business firm; leads
and unfurnished. McMllllon & Wood.
furnished.
"cuui'ifc gun west Hold
Apply between t and 9:30,
Onodall Investment Co., room
mornings.
FOR RENT Four-roohouse anil sleep-In- ?
flrnnt building.
porch, furnished.
614
Inquire
muiir Eunn, phone 1406-rcinnlc.
FURNISHED house, of throe rooms, bath WANTED Waitress, ravoy Cafe.
and sleeping porch, garage; opposite WANTED
Experienced girl for general
Kast central
housework. Apply mornings, 423 Luna
FOR RENT Three-roohouse, with boulevard.
P"reh and two screened porches, WANTED Girl for
work In a hand
nun
i.':fs-w- .
laundry; Mexican
Phone
preferred.
FOR RENT 108
South
Arno, seven 1703-rooms and bsth, two-roobasement. WANTED Housekeeper to
keep houae
or P. F. McCanna.
rrinne jnza-for man and two
FOR RENT Se vera modern furnished M W., care Journal. children. Address
cottages; rent $25, $30 and $35; on car
Mule nnd Female.
it. ppiy at jgig boutn rjdith.
WANTED Good pay. Ap-Pl- y
POR RENT Completely furnished, three SOLICITOR!
Emcee Studio, Grant building.
room cottage, sleeping porch, near Unl- none 1478-WANTED Stenographer. AppTinwTi
ripuy car line.
FOR RENT Two-roohandwriting, stating age, references,
furnished house,
with sleeping porches: modern; $30 to U. Stephenson, care of Journal.
iiiunin, van at yun East Hanla Fe.
Rent-Roowith Board
LIST your vacant bouses wnn the City For
Realty Co.. for prompt and efficient TAI1LH BOARD, single mean served.
,
weat uniu. pnone BS
FOR RENT Modern brick .v.n.m,
FOlt KENT Room with board. 218
house, furnished suitable for boarders
Houth Broadway.
or home. 118 North Maple, phone 2J7I-aOOM AND BOARD, J J a week.
611
FOR RENT Modern brick house, nicely
South Broadway.
lurnisnea, six rooms, front and back FIRST-CLAS- S
board
and
room,
gee
screened porches; highlands; close in.
irw. mnes, sis south Arno.
Phone 1647-J- .
n
FOR RENT Unfurnished five-rooporch, with
brick FOR RENT Glassed-iqui
nouse, close In. 21 H North Walter. For
in jNortn oiaie,
Information, phone 1903-or call 417 ROOM with sleeping porch and board
South Walter.
gentlemen only. Phone 1S79-FOR BENT Three-roohouse with CANVAS sleeping porch, with board.
chicken house for two hundred chickens
per ween lzm East Central.
120S
garage, lights and water.
West ROOM AND BOARD wl'h glassed sleep- Iron, phone 480-ma iMJii-u- ,
no sick, joz f orrester.
FOB"
HENT Two five-roofurnished KOK Kk.Nl Front room, five windows;
218
214
and
North Maple;
bungalows,
summer rates. 1207 Bast
tray
will rent until September
at 131 per v. emrai. service;
month. Please . '1 at 724 East Central.
nr..-- A
i,arge rront room, adjoining
FOR, RENT Two-roohouse and glassedbath, for one or two, and board If de- -in
sleeping porch, nicely furnished, sircn. rnone J340-modern, except bath; fine neighborhood; BOARD
Good nomei cooking,
rates by
adults only.
Call 715 East Silver, or
the meal or week. Mrs. Knight, cor- pnone laoi-ana
uoia.
iigiiiiubuhiij
FOR RENT House, new, three rooms, FOR
RENT Have lovely vacancy for two
atmumaii.t
hath
Mrs. W. H. Reed, phone
convalescent
screened porches, electrio light, gas and
iv, numn waiter.
Areola heat; opposite Methodist SanatnFOR RENT Nicely furnished room,next
iMi-in.
i mum.
10 oam, wun good lama board.
110
FOR BENT
Unfurnished, attractive,
corner house, close In, good residential south Arno. phone 1327-district, lawn Irrignted by owner; five FOR RENT Nicely furnished front room
wnn hoard, suitable for one or two.
No sick or children. Phone 120 or 1143-Phone 1472-618 West Fruit;
MRS. MARSHALL'S
private home for
DRESSMAKING
convalescents and bed patients: nurse's
care; excellent meals. Phono 1161-- J.
SPECIAL summer rates. I6 per month;
FIRST-CLAS- S
excellent board, private room with
dressmaking, work guar- steeping porch and tray service, St.
ameeq, 820 west Lead, pnone 1731-- J.
SEWING 2.1o hour. Satisfaction guar- John's Eplecopel Sanatorium, phone 491.
811 South Harvard.
anteed.
Phone MRS. CARL BERC.LUND. nrivato Sana
torlum, 1416 South Edith street; ac
2400 R-commodations for a few more healthseek
PLEATING, accordion, aide and box; ers; modern, nicely furnished rooms, tray
mall orders. N. Crane. 21E
North service, excellent meals, ail rresh fruits,
Seventh; Crane Apartments, phone 814. vegetables, plenty good milk. One va
HEMSTITClffNOdone
In
the cancy in annex at 150.00 per month.
promptly
nest possime manner, prices reasonable. Some vacancies In main building, summer
117 Gold avenue, nhone 435-month. Nurse
Singer rates from 160 to 8100 per
cHre ir oeslred. Phone 1306-W- .
Sewing Machine Company.

RE.NTPwellingt

over our
INSURANCE
accounts
that
there is an abundance of property that we do not have any
INSURANCE on.
We feel that we are entitled to
a share of your business and
assure you that any amount
will be appreciated and taken
caro of.
"Our
attention to
personal
every little detaU "
Phono 657.
FRANKLIN & COMPANY,
Realtors.
Insurance, Loans, Investments.

$10.00 Per Load

216 North Third.
Plumbing and Heating.
Repair Work a Specialty.

Mute.

FOR

rv

In checking

As Long As

PLUMBER,

HELP WANTED

lit

T'SfTt A

J.

"A Cook What Can COOK"
white or colored woman, for
a summer home on the Pecos,
until October 1st. Address P.
O. Box 524 or call at 216
2
West Gold Avenue. City.

South Highlands; two houses,
on corner. Cringing $35.00 rent.
$400 down, $1,400.
REALTY SALES CO.
S. Second.
Phono
0!).

MONEY TO LOAN
Fifty S. C R. I. Red laying
hens. Phone 1870-- J.
UONlilf To LOAaf Oo" watches, die- mondt, guna and averrthina valuable
FOR SALE Six Plymouth Rock hens
Mr. a. Marcus, in South Flrat.
and rooster. Phone 2359-TO LOAN on diamonds, watches
MONEY
FOR SALE Black Minorca hens, $1.26
and good Jewelry; liberal, reliable,
2S South First, phone 1747-eaclu
Gottlieb Jewelry Co.. 105 N. lit,
Milk-fed
SALEFOR
LOAN on close-I- n
city prop
fryers; alive or dressed. Swift, Boule-var- d MONEY TO
erty, first
Mortgager MaMllllon ft
road, phone 1920-Wood, 206 West Gold.
Insurance, real
estate.
TYPEWRITERS
TYPEWRITERS All makes overhauled
and repaired. Ribbons for even ma
Mr
Typewriter
china,
Albuquerque
13f South rnitr'
ehnnge. rhone

We find

,
We have two
business
lots on West Central Avenue
you should BUY now and hold
a short while, then sell for
real money.

R. McCLUGHAN. Realtor
Phone 442-204 West Gold.

WANTED

Accident, Automobile tcsurunce,
Surety lloi Is, Lonns.
No. Ill 8. Fourth St.
..elephant 674,

FOR SALE

1

"INVESTMENTS"

-

Fire,

Livestock

2404-J-

FOR.

five-roo-

Five-roowhite ttuccn bungr.-loReal Estate, Loans and
modern, hardwood floors, fireplace,
Insurance.
furnace, cellar. garage, corner lot, fine
location: Fourth ward.
WANTED
223 W. Gold.
Phone 156.
13,750 Eight-roopebble
dashed dwelling, bath, etc.: also two-rooTie
makers.
adobe In rear, lot 7tixM2; Third
Apply
ward, close In.
Some good buyi In Central avenue busiMcKlXLKY LAND AND
THE HOME YOU WANT
ness property,
LUMBER CO.,
14.500
white stucco frame
Good, large house, best location
n
built-ioalc
bungalow, modern,
floors,
Thoreau
New Mexico on Twelfth street. Large lot, fine
features, parage and other outbuildshade, east front. See us at once
ings; Fourth ward.
if Interested.

$6,000

aa

TO LOAN
One of our old clients has a
few thousand to loan on Improved Albunuoraue.
In amounts over $2,000.Property
,See Mr. Roberts,

Mr

MOVc

house, bath,

Five-roo-

FOR SALE

$$

lure Feature

...

OF THE 'BEST
modern
four room
hemes
on the
elevation,
lilassed-iS. porch, built-i- n
features, including breakfast
room. II. Ws floors In all
rooms and porches. You can't
beat it for $3,800.
SURE GOOD FOUR-ROOhighly modern home out on
west side. Front and glassed-i- n
sleeping
porch,
mantel,
with all other built-i- n
features. Finished in Old English.
etc.
I,awn,
garage,
Only $4,000.
TALK ABOUT TOUR GOOD
buys, listen to this one. A
dandy, modern soven-roohome out in the Fourth
ward with three bedrooms,
three closets, mantel, garage,
lawn, shade, etc., for only
$4,200 on good terms.
WE HAVE MANY OTHERS
Let us show you. No trouble
for us to explain. At your
service.
ONE

by

BUSINESS

S'"

PROFESSIONAL-CARDA t'i IIKM tH.
JOUN W. WILSON.
Attorner.
Roeroe II, 17 and IS, 'Jromwefl
Building,
Phonj 1153-FHYSICMNH AND BPKOICONM.
1K. S. - Hl'KTONi
Uleraeea of (lie Slomneh.
Bulte.
.
Harnett Biilldleg,

uk. s. c.

i.akke;

Eye, Ear,
and Throat.
Barnett Building.
Phone 18.
Office Hours
a.
6 p. ra.
m..
and
to
t"H

CHANCES

W.

HI. SHERIDAN, M. D.
Practice Mniltcd to
GENITO - URINARY IM3I2ASE9
AND DISEAsKa OF TUB SKIN
building". Wassemiuo
Luhorntnry In Connection.
for any Citizens Rank Bine l'liono H8.

WANTED

Partner n good paying business; requires 1760 capital.
Address
Ruslrip.in, cure Journal.

FOR SALE
Two-stor- y
Drlck
First; location good
,s'8 ofSouth
Kind
business.
FOR SALE Crispette
popcorn outfit.
complete; good proposition for live man.

F.

0.

BAKES, M. D.

Diseases of tbe Eye. Glasses Fitted
Office removed to 114 N. SecFOR HALE AlbuqueTnue
3H ond st.
Hotel,
Ground floor. Phone 842.
South First, Albuquerque Cafe, pool
room.
319
Inquire

811

North First.

BouthFlrst.
Meat market; sales 4t).00t
annually; meats only; long lease; priced
to sell; owner leaving.
Write to II. L.
FOR
2.

CHIROPRACTORS

KALE

Chirooriictof.

careJournnl.

FOR

SALE
One of the best
garages In the state, right at Junction
point on National highway; must saerl-fle- e
account of sickness. Roberts-Tur-nCo., 218 West Oold.
WE HAVE Amoney-makin- g
business

as merchandise,
opportunities, such
groceries, garages and other high-clas- s
not advertised locally. Robertspropositions
-Turner
Co.. 218 Wi
Oold.

FOR SALE
FOR SALE

Ranches

CARPENTERING
PETTIFORD THE ODD JOB UXS.
All kinds of work.
Phone 1H78-I WILL ESTIMATE all or any part of!
you work; I make a specialty of lath,
tng and shingling. W. M. Conver, phone
"416-JFLOOR SANDING
We can resurface
your old flours and make them ilka
near and make your new floors perfect.
Phone 2070-LKT trie figure your new house or repairs; reasonable prices; work guaranB.
teed; estimates free. Call 176S-B. Johnson. 616 John.
WB DO ODD
J013
and
carpentering
house building, reasonable;;
our low prlcee; estlrnatee free.Investigate
Phone
83-J. F. Kluken. 212 Yale.
I WANT yuu to Investigate my low
rices
on any kind of a building proposition
have in view. a. B. Palmer. Bungay
low Builder b..i 41. (.iy. pk.me 1768--

emsti ranch, three-fourtmile west of bridge; modern house. A.
L James.
ROBERTS-TURNEcompany. 218 "West
Oold. have established a
special land
department,
l'OR SA Lb. w e have some
splendid
propositions In suburban ranches and
acres. Robert
Company.
FOR SALE
Ranch of tblrty-tw- o
acres.
twenty-tw- o
acres of It alfalfa; ranchman's house, barns for storing
alfalfa,
and complete fnrm equipment, Santiago
RENT
Office Room a
.mni-nuuoAiouquerque.
.
... Fuli KENT Two office rooms over
FOR SALE Hlchlv
five- - acre suburban
$30
per month; light,
ranch; excellent
dairy proposition; twelve acres alfalfa, heet and ater.
balance small truck. Thousands of dollars
UTAH
l.ONE
ALTO
LINK
In Improvements; must be seen to be
Ths orange colored cars. Engie. Ele.
Rohtrts-Turner
Com pa n y.
Phant Butta Dam and Hot Bprlngs, S.
FOR SALE Dairy proposition, close to M. Meet all trains at
leaving
city, consisting of ten acres highly Im- Hot 8prtngs at 11:30 a. m. Engle.
and 9:1(1 p. m.
proved
Irrigated land with fifteen head
Oldest Dam drivers, best Dam cars un
A- -l
dairy cows and several head young the Dam line. We drive our own cars.
stock; must be sold st sacrifice account
Write for reservations at our expense
Roberts-Turnof sickness.
Co..
218
HEFFEKNAN BR03., Props.
West Oold.
not pprinjrs. N. V.
A good one. for sale; all kinds
RANCH
buqueriiuc-Suni- a
Ie- - I'm
of fruit, alfalfa, Implements, cows,
l'ail.1 KTAtiK
horses,
house, garage, barn,
To
Taos
Down)
(Read
twenty-tw- o
acres close
in. Old Town
7: It) a. m.
Leave
Boulevard: must be sold on account of
Arrive
10:30 a. m.
health, phone owner. 3417-Ror 848;
l eave
11:30 u. m.
postoff'.cs box 192, Old Albuquerque, K.
l eave
..,.13:30 p. m.
Arrive
:o) p. m.
To Albuquerque (Kead I'p)
RANCH of four acres, entirely fenced
7:00 p. m.
Albuquerque
...Awivo...
s
three-fourthwith five-fopoultry wire,
Santa re
Leave... 4:00 p. m.
mile west of Barelas bridge;
Ke
Santa
Arrive.
..13:45
p. in.
house, three screened porches;
Arrive. ,,U:1S a. ra.
Espanola
water In house, new garage and chicken
Taos
7:30
a, m.
Leave...
full
blooded
houses;
chickens and turFARE TO SANTA FK, I4.&0
keys; also furniture; terms. Call owner,
TO TAUM, ll .60.
2410-JAlbuquerqu.- - Headquarters
Brothsrs near "tore, 110 West Tttngltasj
Central
Aver
WANTED Poritio7
.
Phone 600.
8anta Fe Headquarters
Bank Cnafoe-tloner- y.
WANTED
Housework by the day. Phone
rhone tZt.
A

1H45.

WANTED
1B81--

Position

TIME CARDS

ss nurse. Phone

GIRL wants to do general housework.
Phone 1S87-Half-da- y
WANTED
work or cooking.

mm

Call 1071-WANTED
washing and Ironing to take
home.
Phone 1304.

EXPERIENCED stenographer
.
iLion.

wants

po- -

i(-w-

WANTED Work by ths hour." Ptrone
niter d:30 p, m.
WANTED
Washing and Ironing by the
uny or uozen.
f none 1V03-'
HOUSE
cleaning, floor waxing, lawn
van j. v. L.owa, pnone 1480-WANTED
Position as housekeeper for
. a
n i
nail.. K.
gentlnmsn
aim a p.
- norm neconu...a.ncvii
"
WANTED
Position by well qualified
bookkeeper, accountant
and office
man, with eoms exnerlenee in aitrtitinv.
good referencee; reasonable salary. Ad- oress n. u K., care Journal.

FOR RENT

Miscelia neous

sOR RENT Piano, excellent eupditloa.
Phone 1804--

Train.
No.
NO.

No.

no,

1

lfTallf
T

loout....

Fargo

t.lmlrill

Dally.
Arrive.

No. I
No. 4
No. I
No. 14

n

Fast. ,10:60 am U:

El psao Exp
El Paso Exp

l:ta

BASTPOUNTX
Navajo.. 1:10

suss

sne
asa

The
pn
Calif. Limited, e.oo pm
R
IV

1:4 paa
1:40 pm

The aoiiBJt....

f;(0

II rrorti

Rlaht.. S.S

T:20 sua

fscii
lorra.
El Paso :!

so .groin oi Paso ?:
It connects at -.Tslen
PeM f alt-

No.

psa
ant

(u

Onset

t

No.

aS
If

at ws

No. It conned- t 3Wa vita No, II
from CloTla and putnU ee.' and Math)

adobe stucco, hardwood
throughout
was built for a home and consists floors
of
living room
Six-roo-

Thi
I

J2S witS

'

WILLIAM J. LEVERETT, Realtor
'

Thone 110.

am

10:1
11:1

fur ClfTla,

0

Depart.
1:1 pn
-

1:10 pm

nirsju..ii:ii am
fini SOUTHBOUND.

No. II
No. 17

Ho.

WKBTBCUN.-- )

The

,

.

-

"Tage

r

Ten.'

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL

Today the price of Oranges is 70c

871 Busy Stores

Have Just the best California walnuts that ever eame to town.
When you sec them you will agree with us. Extra large, all
perfect and splendid flavor, pound 4Sc.
Due sometime today. California head lettuce, large celery,
Freestone peaches, and very fancy plums.
Duke City butter, home product with a guarantee.

Health Department
Issues Statement Urging
Prompt Reporting of Disease, and Vaccination.

CASH

LAST TIME TODAY

WINNING WITH WITS
The Stay ofa Girl 'who Dared
by

H--

Van Loan

H

Also latest "Fox News," Cartoons and

Jimmy Aubrey
IN

"THE TOURIST"
Regular Admission Prices
Thursday, Friday and Saturday
"THE ISLE OF ZORDA"
based on Jules Verne's Novel "Mathias Landorf"

jalS5S-

-

QUIET PREVAILS

Coal Supply Co, Phone 4 and 5.
Mr. and Mrs. D. C. de Baca returned from Sandoval yesterday.
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Thomas J.
tlabry, a son, yesterday.
i Special communication of Temple Lodge No. 6, A. F. & A. M., this
evening at 7:30 o'clock for work
in the first degree.
k A. J.
Snider, who resides in the
Grand Central hotel, and D.
1001 North Fourth, had a
Collision late Monday night at
Hatter-Ion- 's
Fourteenth and Central.
car was turned completely
around, and two front wheels were
"broken.
Dr. D. R. Murray, Osteopathic and
y
n,

(

treatments.

,iolet-ra-

t I

f.

Phone

741.

Malone, proprietor of the
Fourth street garage, says
that the Ford car mentioned
in
yesterday's account of the, Sam
Weinberg case is the property of
Malone and was not nioifn frr,
Las Vegas, Nev., as was reported.
Albuquerque temple No. 8
thian Sisters, will meet tonightPy-at
8 o'clock at the K. of P.
hall
Miss Julia Collier, of St.
Miss Kitty Peters, of Trenton. Louis,
N.
and Mrs. Aita Hawker are motor-J.,
to
Acoma
ing
today with Miss Krna
Jergusson of the Koshare tous.
Fraternal Aid Union will meet
this evening at 7:45 o'clock at tho
I. O. O. F. hall.
Gustave Baumann, of Santa Fe,
wag In the city yesterday on business . He was accompanied back
4y Paul a. Morgan, who will spend
his vacation with his family there.
George S. Downer has returned
from Denver and Boulder, Colo.,
where he was called by the death
of his uncle.
Factory wood, full truck load,
four dollars. Hahn Coal Company

IN'orth

Phone 91.
James A. Scott, of Williams.
Ariz., has been tranlerred to the
district office of the U. S. forest
service hero as assistant to the
chief of grazing.
C. J. Green, acting secretary of
.the Y. M. C. A., is spending his vacation nil the Peens

Mr. and Mrs. William McCIurken
have gone for a vacation trip to
California points.
Mr. and Mrs. J. w. Hall have
gone to tho Grand
canyon and
California for several weeks.
The Rev. and Mrs. F. E. McGuire,
of the Lead Avenue Methodist
Vhurch, left yesterday for a vacation on the Pecos.
Victor Sals and family have, gone
t
to Jemez Springs where they have
a cottage.
Cottonwood Grove, No. I, Woodmen Circle, will hold a regular
meeting this afternoon at 2:30
.o'clock at the I. O. O. F. hall.
;

UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS
DOINGS
f Thousands of hop toads are appearing on the Heights. They fee.1
onthe flies and Insects and is
""probably the reason
why the
Heights Is so free of these pests.
Now Is the season of the year
when the residents of the Height
are enjoying fried "spring chicken
with country gravy." Nearly everv
''home has raised its own brood
'
)

Dr. Margaret C. Brewington has
purchased a couple of choice lots
In the greater restricted district on
Urvn Mawr avenue.
Marion Huntley, of the f.irest
a lot on
Bervlce, has purchased
Honeymoon Row on Harvard
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from diphtheria
Four
have occurred in and near Albuquerque In the past few days. The
county health department yesterday issued the following statement,
so
that parents may exercise
proper care:
Diphtheria continues to prevail
In
in and around Albuquerque.
suite of nil efforts to control pa
are
tents and contacts, cases
The
showing tip every few days.
rehistory of most of these cases
veals a contact with other cases,
usually before families had thought
the disease serious enough to call
in medical assistance or to exclude
visitors.
A great many people are Inclined to look upon diphtheria In
its early stages as a harmless condition, and will resent any effort
of the health department to tell
them otherwise; they will conceal
the whereabouts of cases until,
through fright, they call in their
family physician. Within the last
few days, four deaths have been
recorded, and in each of these
cases the family has delayed seeking medical attention, until a late
stage, when heroic doses of antitoxin are useless.
It is a hard task to reach people
who are not only ignorant of contagious disease, but maliciously
careless In preventing the spread
A case of suspicious
to others.
throat disease was reported to the
health department yesterday by a
of this
Investigation
neighbor.
timely act showed a virulent case
of diphtheria and that nineteen
children were and had been in
contact with the case, which was
immediately quarantined and contacts immunized.
There aro too many cases occurring in families who are known
as drifters, a type of people who
are continually moving from town
to town, working in one town long
enough to move to the next. They
have absolutely no home life and
are eternally sick and broke.
Pnrnlysls Is Frequent.
According to late statistics, paralysis follows diphtheria In 10 to
15 per cent of the cases, and is
responsible for most of the sudden
deaths that occur during and just
after apparently mild diphtheria.
The poison of diphtheria is one of
the most treacherous of all contagious diseases and the outward
symptoms are absolutely no indication of tho damage that is going
on Inside the body.
An Infected
heart muscle, a small clot in tho
lungs or brain will quite frequently
cause a child to drop dead whilo
sitting at the dining table or walking across the room, long after the
throat and all visible symptoms
have cleared up and the patient
presumed to have recovered.
Diptheria is a disease that requires the attention of a medical
man, and his instructions should
be carried out faithfully, irrespec-tic- e
of what you or kindly feeling
neighbors may think about the
course of the disease. There is no
such thing as a mild case of diph
theria. It is cither diphtheria or
It Is not. A swab from the throat,
examined at n. laboratory, will reveal within 12 hours the presence
of diphtheria or not. It it Is diphtheria, it is dangerous and the
course and result depend entirely
on how soon you call a physician
n
and how soon
is administered.
Diphtheria is one of
four diseases for which a vaccination Is available. In other words,
people do not have to have diphtheria unless they particularly desire it.
Talk this over with your physician and have your children vaccinated. It's a whole lot better to
be safe than sorry; this
applies
particularly to diphtheria.
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Ray Coen. a striking machinist,
yesterday afternoon was fined $10
and costs by Judge Roddy on a
charge of assault with words on
Raymond E. Craft, a shop worker.
Coen gave notice of appeal. He
was charged with having called
Craft a scab.
I'p to late last night no arrests
had been made in the case of the
beating of Alfred A. Akes and
George Webber, two men of advanced age who work for the
Santa Fe shops. It was declared
thnt Webber and Akes. who had
been taken to the hospital, have
recovered sufficiently
to go to
their homes. Seven men, all of
them strikers, are believed to
have been involved In the affair,
and Santa Fe special officers and
the city police are making an
effort to bring about their arrest.
Union leaders insist that they
do not sanction violent tactics.
Akes and Webber,
they said,
were able to leave the hospital,
and Akes returned to work. Strikers said that Akes has worked as
a
at ether places.
Strikers yesterday, having read
In a Chicago paper, the
of a railway for men at
$8 a day, authorized W. S. Patterson, secretary-treasure- r
of the
machinists union, to write B. M.
Jewell, head of tho railway department of the American Federation of Labor, to request the
United
States Railway
Labor
board that all shop mechanics'
wages be raised to that figure.
Ramon Chaves, E. R. Moya and
Juan Baca, charged with assault
and unlawful assembly, yesterday
were held to the grand jury under
$500 bond of Justice Apodaca.
Several other men have been
cited on the same charge.
Jt was announced here yester
day by strikers that the Brother
hood of Locomotive Engineers, in
session at Gallup, had voted five
per cent of the engineers' salaries
to go Into the strikers' strike
fund.
Bo.Mflt Ball Game.
The Old Town Stars and the
Albuquerque Grays will play a
benefit baseball game Thursday
afternoon at Barelas park, the
proceeds to go into the union
relief
committees'
fund.
Roy
McDonald and George Ringling
will ant as umpires.
The Old
Town Stars will bo strengthened
for the game, and a fast contest Is
expected. W. S. Patterson said last
night that several of the merchants had offered to close their
stores during the game.
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Famous

Corporation Presents

Players-Lask- y

13

.MarioHDavles
'

We make a specialty on lumber
hauling and building material.
Now don't forget the long trips.
321 S. Second
Phono 371.

SALE
FOR
Yard

Coal
ness.

"Surel" That was Milllonairj
George J. Gould's answer to a telegram asking him if the reports of
his marriage were true. "I Just
wanted to have a quiet honeymoon,
so we were married secretly," he
said. They have been married several weeks. Mrs. Gould came to
America in 1914 and appeared in
the "Girl on the Film," a Broadway
failure.

-
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EXPERT WATCH MAKING
Engraving, Jewelry, Repairing.
Opposite Postofflce.
118 South Fourth.

WHOM DID SHE MARRY?
One youth loved her in the latest of Paris gowns.
The other adored her in the sombre garb of the Quakers.
The first saw beauty in costly splendor; the second responded to unobtrusive simplicity.
A rippling, laughing, sparkling comedy.
ADDED ATTRACTIONS:

Dr. H. E. Kimble

-

PATIIE REVIEW

DENTIST
Room 4, Grant Building. Third
and Central.
492
Phone

..........

DR. HOPE SELLS WEST

COPPER

WAREHOUSE

CURRENT EVENTS
Regular Prices

Dr. W. G. Hope has sold the

DRIVE HILL BE

two-stor-

brick warehouse at

y

214

Business

t,
West Copper avenue to E. J.
the contractor. The building, which is rented to Strong
Brothers as a warehouse, was only
recently purchased by Dr. Hope.
The sale price was around $10,000.
Mr. Marcliant will continue to rent
the building.
Mar-chan-

HELD OH AUGUST 8
Entire City to Be Canvassed
In One Day Campaign;
Volunteer Workers Urged
'
to Report Names.

Garage business of
per year. A money maker for a live wire.
$50,-000.0-

ALL

FOR SALE
The Board of Education of
Albuquerque will receive sealed
bids for the purchase of two,
one ton Ford motor trucks
which have been used for the
transportation of High School
pupils. Trucks may be exam
ined at Industrial Arts Shop at
High School. Bids to be received on or before July 24.
reserves
Board
Terms cash.
right to reject any or all bids.
Address bids to Clerk, Board of
at High School
Education
Building.

Gates tire, mountPHONE 420.

WANTED

good prices for fire- such as Rifles. Shot
Must be In
Pistols.
Uuns.
Acondition.
213 Smith f irst Street

iVRIC T
CONTtNTOCS

LOST
One 32x4
ed on rim.

&

Owner, P. O. Box 681
Albuquerque, N. M.

have

charge of some particular phase of
t;.c work. It is expected that the
drivt will result In several hundred
new members for the local post.
Tho drive will be concentrated
into one day of strenuous work
during which time the entire clty
will be covered by the committees
and other volunteer workers.
Booths will be established at the
corners
of the "13" theater, tho
First National bank and nt Rosen- wald's. These will be headquarters
for the scout committees.
The city will be divided Into four

,1ll.lll...MIIIW.illjl..

Opportunity

ENGINEER IS SHOT
Wilmington, N. C, July 18.
T. J. Southwell,
Atlantic Coast
line engineer, was shot and fatally wounded tonight by H. E. Dallas, yardmaster and special guard
Plans for the American Legion at the Atlantic Coast line yards,
camwhen, it is alleged, Southwell reand Auxiliary
membership
ferred to Dallas as a "scab."
paign on August 8 were discussed Dallas
was arrested and hold
by the committee of twelve last without bond.
night and it was decided to divide
the general committee Into four
to

busi-

good

FOGG, The Jeweler

HERS

each

dong

Priced for quick

sale.
Address
COAL YARD. Care Journal.

George J. Gould and his bride, formerly Mrs. Vera Sinclair.

-l
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Spanish Lessons

U

P. M.

THIS WEEK

A BIG SPECIAL

'

TO

ATTRACTION

ft,.
.LEOND

.'ROBERTzV

FOR SALE
of Education of
Albuquerque will
bids for the purhouses, located at
703. 709. 715. 717 South Walter street, or for any one of
above houses, on or before
July 24. Purchaser must move
houses before August 25. Janitor at Second Ward Building
will show houses to prospective
buyers. Terms cash. Board reserves right to reject any or
all bids. Address bids to Clerk
of the Board of Education at
High School Building.
The Board
the City of
receive sealed
chase of four

HEIGHTS

DAILY'S KASH & KARRY

es.

DR. FRANK Pi. MacCRACKEN.
B. - MacOtACKEII.
Dll. DAISY
Osteopathic Physicians.
K. P, Building, rnone umce o- Residence 89--

DEAN MITCHELL
TALKS AT U" ON
Want Ads Bring Quick Results
CLASSIC POEMS
J.

j

Our Gipsy store will make a trial visit to the University
Heights Thursday afternoon, July 20th. This store will carry
the same bargains as are sold In Daily's Cash and Carry
also a special free soap deal.

Have your pocketbook ready and listen for
the whistle

A vivid romance
of young blood and old Spain

Genuine Gaberdine Suits

At the public assembly of the
State University
yesterday. Dr.
Lynn B. Mitchell, dean of the
summer session, discussed the
Odyssey of Homer. He explained
Stoddard's law of tendency of literary production and showed why
epic poetry appears early In literary activity and why eplo poetry
Is not expected late in the history
of peoples, with the exceptions of
the works of Dante, Milton and
Scott, which can be accounted for
by the fact that they are philosophical, Introspective,
and subjective, toward which ends literary
productivity tends.
There have been tremendous
discussions since the Alexandrian
period on whether the Illiad and
the Odyssey were written by one
man or by several, said Dr. Mitchell. The majority of scholars
now believe that both of these
poems were completed by one man
by 800 and 770 B. C.
When Homer started to compose
the Odyssey he had at hand materials, consisting of the Odysseus
story, brought into Asia Minor by
those Greeks who had withdrawn
from Greece proper before the
waves of Immigration a few centuries before. The best part of
tho epic, books
relating the
adventures of the hero
before
shows
home,
reaching
Phoenician
influences.
Homer lived in a sea
port and undoubtedly met many
Phoenician sailors, and heard them
recount their experiences, he said.
The speaker then showed Phoenician Influence In the Odyssey bv
two Illustration;)
the stories of
FOREST FIRE GUARDS
Cyclops and Scylla and Charybdis,
TO REMAIN ON DUTY the basis for which lay In
geysers,
whirlpools, and porpoise
DUE TO DRY SEASON volcanoes,
fishing.
Continuance of the dry season
CITY Br.FCTRIO SHOE SHOP
In the Manzano national forest has
I'hone M7-eis South Second.
Frra Call nrt Delivery.
resulted in the entire force of forest fire guards being retained on
duty instead of being discharged
654
July 15 as is usually the case In
It is probable
ordinary seasons.
654
that the full force will bo retained
for several weeks.
A number of small fires have
been reported on the Manzano forest, especially in the Mt. Taylor
vicinity, but they have all been
extinguished before much damage
DYERS AND RATTERS
was done.
It CO CLEANING
Phone 4S3. Cor. 61b and Gold
Journal want Ads bring results,

1

mm

We' pay

arms

wards and ihe campaign in eacn
ward will be under the supervision
of a committee captain.
towarn .
As a preliminary step
starting the drive it A.Is urged that
Polansky of;
all persons notify E.
nnv veterans who are eligible to!
belong to the local chapter of tht
A limited number of students
American Legion and who are not
will be taken in an evening
now members.
class of conversational Spanish.
For students who have had
CITY SUMMER SCHOOL
grammar and want to practice
CLOSES FIRST TERM in conversation.
MISS McT,T,ISTER.
Call 1621-after 12 in., for
The first term of the city sumparticulars.
mer school will close today, it
by John
has been announced
city
Milne.
superintendent of con
.1
cf.hnnl
The full term will
Studweeks.
more
tinue for four
UNIVERSITY
ents who are doing advance work
while those who
will continue
have been making up reviewwork have completed their cours-

strike-break-

adver-tiseme-

mi

HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY,

GUY'S TRANSFER
AND STORAGE

?

-

ii

2

Phone

if-

ismii iiiihibi miMwinn

RTHEATRE

Gallon, Packed,
and delivered, $1.00

1--
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TODAY AND TOMORROW

Thomas' Ice Cream

deaths

TODAY

inn

IS PARENTS

County

STORE,, Phone 28
Orders Delivered for 10c

PflSTIliflE

LET'S GO

T

.Pin.

W

West Central.

rv

Hats, Exceptional
Values $1.69

SECRETLY

and that is away under the market.
This is tho last day for grapefruit at 7c. each. Tomorrow the
price will be 8c each.

508

r Straw n

CAUSING DEATH:

a Dozen.

WARD'S

July

WANTED QUIET HONEYMOON,
MIy2AJPE
SO HE WED FORMER ACTRESS

IS

19, 1922.

$18.50

nt

TiTPeSefiCft
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STAGE TO JEMEZ SPRINGS
Runs six days a week. Passen5. Leave
gers taken. One way,
at 6:30 a. m.
Albuquerque
Leave Jemez Springs, 2 p. m.
TJ. S. mall by stage.
A. B. BACA.

.

Dance Tonight
Tijeras Canyon Pavilion

"A REX BEACH
Note

WEEK-EN- D"

A Goldwyn Sport Review
Prices of Admission.

Adults 25c; Children 10c. (Tax Included)
lMgnc
ii p.m.; : Adults 5c; Children 15c:
(Tax Included).
Matinee

Don't Forget the Carnival Dance Saturday Night

2178--
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FOR SALE

Rooming house. Fourth and
Central. See Landlady for

CERRILLOS EGG COAL
INIFORM SIZE

CONVENIEJfT

MILK THAT WILL KEEP

TO IIAXDLE

More Heat Units per Pound
More Pounds per Dollar
Economical and Convenient
Stove and Ranges. Order a Ton Today.

The Most Satisfactory,

FOR SALE BY OWNER
of the finest homes In
the city In the most desirable
Ons

on paved

location

IIAIIII COAL

CO.-Ph- one

970.

LAUNDRY CO.
"THE LADNDRT
OP QCALITI"
Dyeing, Rats
Dry Cleaning,
Cleaned and Blocked, Rum
cleaned by latest
process.

91

Thursday, July 20, at 722 South Walter.
Sale Starts Promptly at 2:30 p. m.

-

y
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148

and 449.

Gentry's Ekbs, 45c; for sale at
leading groceries.

Let Us Send a Man
that broken window
glass. Albuquerque Lumber Co.
Phone 421. 42.1 North First.

To replace

''I

STAGE
Estancia

Willard
Albuquerque
Daily Passenger and Express Service

Five rooms of
furniture to go to highest bidder for cash.
Note the following articles to be sold: Three dressers, four
9x12
and
7x9,
rugs
library table, robkers, dining table and six
chairs, beds, springs and mattresses, leather settee, book case
and writing desk combined, coal range, and gas plate, porch
swing, window curtains, garden tools! some dishes and cooking utensils, and many other articles not mentioned on account of space. Now If you want house furnishings you can
not afford to miss this sale.

a.
i;30 p,

7:30

Office: Brown's Gnrngc

WINDSOR

&

M

Phone 879.

MANN

-l

We will start prompt bs we have so much to sell; so don't be
late and miss the article you want. Bo on hand promptly and
bring your friends.

''

Phones

2404-J-- 4

Leaves Albuquerque
Leaves Willard

A-

THE IMPERIAL

Vivian's Dairy, Phone

Fuel for

street.

T
rooms,
bath, breakfast
room, S sleeping porches, 2
Ideal arscreened porches.
rangement. Strictly modern In
heat-CaSteam
respect.
every
ll

EMPIRE Cleaners

'

.......

Phone

TAXI LINE
Phone

i

Busy Store

ADDED ATTRACTION

J. L. GOBER, Auctioneer.

Y milk

produced under proper conditions
a healthy herd is good, clarification
makes milk better, clarification plus pasteurization makes the best milk of all.
For hot weather dessert SHEREET is best of all. '

AlS

ALBUQUERQUE
DAIRY ASSOCIATION
CO-OPEkATI-

I'hone 351

321

North

Second.

:l

